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Woman. 
"It is no secret of our history, that upon her women has 
always rested the greatness and glory o~ Nippon.• 
Japanese Writer. 
"A woman can have no house of her own in the Three 
Universes. • 
Japanese Proverb. 
In every land the condition of woman is the indax to the 
country's welfare and promise. The story of her women is the 
record of the nation's retrogression or advance. Japan is no 
exception. Woman in that land has always had a better lot than 
in any other Oriental country. There has been no har~, no 
purdah, and no foot-binding, nor that great distress felt else-
where when a girl child is born. The fact that in Japan the 
status of woman has been and is higher than in any other east-
ern land throws much light upon the history of that people. 
While her lot has been comparatively fortunate yet it 
has been hard. From her earliest childhood she is continually 
reminded that repression is ever her duty. She must conceal 
every emotion unpleasant to others- grief, anger,pain or dis-
appointment. "The duty of self-restraint is taught to the 
little girls from the tenderest years; it is the great moral 
less~n; and it is expatiated upon at all times by their elders. 
The little girl must sink herself entirely, must give up al-
ways to others.• This 2 which is the standard for training today~ 
was more markedly so in all the years past. 
Back of this principle of repression is the deeper fact 
that in Japan woman has always been man's servant. From time 
tmmemerial the "law of the Medes and Persians• for her has 
been the "three obediences"- to obey her father before marriage, 
to obey her husband when married, and to obey her eldest son 
if a widow. It never occurred to the Japanese woman of olden 
times that there could be any other possible way to live. She 
must ever feel that she was made for man's pleas~re, conven-
ience or caprice. The end of her existence was to please man 
and bear him children. }~d even when this was done, she was 
still his slave, as the proverb would indicate;-"Though a 
woman bear you seven sons, trust her not." 
To make her servitude hopelessly per.manent these bonds 
were riveted by religious authority. Her soul was first en-
slav ed that it in turn might enslave her mind and body. She 
was taught by her religion to think of herself as~no consequence. 
If she turned to Buddhism she was reminded that sne was the 
fertile source of all trouble known to the human family, and 
that there was no possible hope for future blessedness unless 
• 
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by her uncomplaining obedience and service she could improve sui 
ric i ently to be born a man in some future existence. If she 
looked to Confucianism t h is she found in "The Greater Learning 
for Women," the classic for woman's guidance: ~e are told that 
it was the custom of the ancients, on the birth of a female 
child to let it lie on t h e floor for the space of three days. 
Even in this may be seen the likening of man to heaven and the 
woman to earth; and the custom should teach a woman how nec-
essary it is for her in every thing to yield to her husband 
the first, and to be herself content with the secondJplace." " 
"After marriage, her chief duty is to honor her father-in-law 
and mother-in-law. On eve r,y point she must enquire of them, 
and abandon herself to thei r direction." "The only qualities 
that befit a woman are gentle obedience, chastity, and quiet-
ness. " "The custom of antiquity did not allow men and women 
to sit in t he same apartment , to keep their wearing apparel in 
the same place, or to transmit to each other anything direct-
ly from hand to hand." 
"The five worst maladies which affl i ct the female mind 
are: indocility, discont ent, slander, jealousy, and silliness. 
With out any doubt these five maladies infest seven or eight 
out of every ten women, and it is !rom these that arises the 
inferiority of women to men. A woman should cure them by self-
inspection and self reproach. The worst of them all, and the 
parent of t he other four , is silliness. " ".!·-woman should look 
on her husband as if he were Heaven itsel f, and never weary 
of thinking how she may yield to her husband, and thus escape 
celestial castigation. " "She must not let herself enter into 
an irreverent familiarity with the gods, neither should she 
be constantly occupied in praying. It onl y she satisfactorily 
perfor.m her du~ies as a human being, she may let prayer alone 
without ceasing to enjoy divine protection." "Parental teach 
the fo r egoing maxims to your daughters from their tenderest 
years. Copy them out from time to time that they may read and 
never forget them1" 
From Shintoism the Japanese woman was further impressed 
with the dut y to parents and ancestors, so that all this in-
struction came with double religious force and she could ignore 
or disobey it only at he r peril. In the widest and deepest 
and all inclusive sense i t was her religion to be man's slave. 
She was made to feel that the divine will was that she should 
be a mere means to an end . So if she failed to be useful 
toward that end, or if having served that purpose, she must 
be ready to be cast asid e as of no further use. This was her 
religion- as a well-known authority on Japanese life says; "So 
tar as I know, not among all the teachings of Confucius or 
BUddha was the supreme value of human life, as such, once sug-
gested, much less any adequate conception of the worth and nat-
ure of woman. The entire social order was constructed without t 
those two important truths." 
To be the slave of those to whom the Japanese woman was 
united by t i es of blood or marriage seemed natural to her, and 
• 
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even to the western mind can be in a measure understood. But 
that man, as father or husband, had a right over her to the 
extent that he could command her to give herself to other men, 
either for a stated time or perpetually, for immoral purposes, 
is to us beyond comprehension. }~d yet it was a common thing in 
old Japan, and not altogether rar.e in new Japan, for a father 
to sell his daughter to a j oroya,or for a husband to give his 
wife to another as a concubine for a consideration. And such 
has been the teaching of filial piety yhat the daughter or 
wife does not rebel. Hers "not to reason why," hers "not to 
make reply," she goes as a duty. Instead of seeming to be un-
natural or immoral she often looks upon it as a privilege and 
as winning for herself religious merit. The yoshiwaras have 
today hundreds of .Japanese young women who are there because 
a father sent them- because of religious fidelity. 
And this condition is not to be wondered at when such 
acts on the part\ of daughters and wives have been commended 
for centuries past by the whole nation as highly worthy. In 
the popular story of "the forty seven ronins" one of the samurai 
was suspected of not being sufficiently loyal and determined 
to be allowed to join t h e band in their desperate deed of 
avenging their lord. So to prove him, he was required to pay 
a sum of money so large as to render his desire of joining 
them impossible. But the wife ' s loyalty was so great that, 
unknown to her husband she sold herself to a life of shame-
and to immortality in J apanese literature- for money suffi-
cient to enable her husband to join the band and thus prove 
his honor and worthiness to be called a samurai in dying at 
last with them by hara-kiri. 
So deeply has this filial piety grained itself into 
woman's character in Japan, and so matter of course does she 
consider i t , that it follows her even into her profession of 
christian life. The fac t that her religion logically commands 
i~ and her people commend it, has made i~ so much a part of 
her ve~J being, that to root it up seems like taking away 
part of her life. We can get some f a int idea of this when we 
are told t hat a native Christian pastor in Tokio on requesting 
per.mission of his missionary employers to come to America to 
study was asked where he was to get the means; and to their 
amazement replied that his wife would sell herself to a life 
of shame during his abs ence! This she would do because such 
marital obedience would be "reckoned to her for righteousness." 
The life of repression and obedience for the Japanese 
woman would seem to hav e its most crucial test in the home. 
To womanhood the world over, the natural affection for her 
off-spring is the deepest feeling she can ever know. And the 
place where such happiness can be hers to the full is the 
home. But home life for her is at best precarious. The single 
fact that there is one d ivorce for every thr ee marriages in 
~apan speaks volumes as to broken hearts and blasted hopes. In 
the marriage relation she is but the plaything of her hUsband. 
• 
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Again her eeligion has taught her that she has no rights 
in the home. Whatever her mother heart may tell her is right 
and just yet confucius reminds her that obedience to her 
husband, whatever his character, is her highest duty. She may 
make no complaint if the husband brings a mistress into the 
home. She must treat her with reepectand kindness. Her husband 
ie answerable to no one for his conduct. He can divorce her 
practically at his will-, for any one of these seven reasons, 
according to Confucius; 
1. A woman shall be divorced for disobedience to her father-
in-law or mother-in-law. 
2. A woman shall be divorced forthe failure to bear children, 
the reason for this rule being that woman are sought in mar-
riage for the purpose of giving men posterity. 
3. Lewdness is a reason for divorce. 
4. Jealousy is a reason for divorce. 
5. Leprosy, or any like foul disease, is a reason for divorce. 
6. A woman shall be divorced, who, by talking over much, and 
pratt ling disrespectfully, disturbs the harmony of kinsmen 
and brings trouble on her household. 
?. Stealing is a reason for divorce. 
Under the flexibility of these rules, which hold yet 
today in Japan, a man may divorce his wife at almost any whim. 
The ·wife, knowing this, will often live a life of suffering 
and drudgery uncomplainingly, because she knows that at a 
word from her husband she must go into perpetual disgrace. 
:BUt often men do not consider the wife of enough consequenc e 
even to go to trouble of divorcing her. This is true among the 
well-to-do class. 
"The upper classes rarely resort to divorce. Why, indeed, 
should a man take the trouble to get separated from an uncon-
genial wife, when any wife occupies too inferior a position 
to be able to make herself a serious nuisance, and when soci-
ety has no objection to his keeping any number of mistresses?" 
Frequent as divorce now is, it would probably be even 
more so were it not for the fact that when a wife is divorced 
she can never have her children . They always remain with the 
father. This makes it clear why thousands of mothers bear the 
hardest conditions without murmuring- she loves her children 
too deeply. The hunter that keeps the captive fawn alive, 
knowing that the mother deer will, even at the cost of her 
life, return to it, is not more unfeeling and cruel than many 
a husband in Japan who knows that his wife will endure to the 
death rather than be deprived of her children. 
If a woman be a concubine in a home where there is a 
childless wife, and she bare to her master a son, her lot 
is an unenviable one. For if the father is desirous of an heir 
he takes the child from the mother at birth, gives it to the 
care of a nurse and the mother may never afterward have or 
express any relation toward it differing from any of the other 
5. 5. 
servants in the house-hold. Not only woman, but her off~pring 
is man's to do with as he wills. There were no exceptions to 
this rule under the old regime in Japan. "At the present moment 
the greatest lady in the land may have to be her husband's 
drudge, to fetch and carry for him, to bow down humbly in the 
hall when my lo rd sallies forth on his walks abroad, to wait 
upon him at meals, to be divorced almost at his good pleasure." 
With such an attitude toward woman's worth and nature it 
~ would not be expected any attention should be given to her ed-
ucation. In old Japan, with the exception of some of the 
samurai class who were schooled with their brothers, woman had 
no education in our meaning of the ter.m. She may have been 
instructed in ceremonies such as • making ceremonial tea, 
arranging of flowers, or flowe r painting. Woman was expected 
to serve and not to think. And yet she was ever capable of 
thinking. From earliest times, even though denied educational 
advantages, and though a thinking woman was not to be encour-
aged, women have mad e themselves felt intellectually. While 
the samurai men kept their two swords bright and keen, many ~ 
samurai women saw to it that their minds were neither rusty 
nor dull. 
• 
I t was owing to this that duri~g the Fugiwara Period, -
900 --1200 A. D.-- the Japanese language, in comparison with 
the Chinese, being considered effeminate, was used by Japanese 
women • .A.s a result they c reated the literary Japanese language 
and gave to the nation such autho rs as Murasa, historic novel4 
1st; Seishonagon, satirist and wit; Akazome, with her pure 
conceptions of life; and Komachi, "the great sad poetess." 
So marked was this literary activity among Japanese wo-
men at that early period that Dr. Griffis says: "Among the 
anomalies with which Japan has surprised or delighted the world 
may be claimed that of woman's achievements in the domain of 
letters. It was woman 's genius, not man's, that made the Jap-
anese a literary language.---- In Japan, the mobile for.ms of 
speech crystallized into perennial beauty under the to~ch 
of woman's hand." 
. 
With such an ancestry and with such a history, we can 
understand why the woman of present day Japan seeks an educatio~: 
We can sympathize with the chafing of a wife of one of Japan's 
prominent statesmen, whose life was frequently threatened, each 
night not knowing whether he would come home alive or be brought 
home dead, when she said; -"I do not know why his life is threa'i-· 
ened, nor what he is contending for, I can only stay at home t' _. 
and ~ray and weep." 
In Japan many a Brutus had his Portia who, because she 
~ felt worthy, longed to know and have part in the plans of 
his life. ~.nd we are not surprised that the descendents of such 
woman should, in 188? in the person of four girls, fifteen years old 
in an inland town, vow to urge their parents to let them attend 
a mission school to obtain an education, and if it were denied 
themthey would commit suicide. The request were not granted. Two 
• 
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of the four died by their own hands, the third desisted after 
led by her uncle to become a Christian, and the fourtR at last 
attained her end and is now a teacher. 
6. 
We would not leave the impression that women of old Japan 
were not happy. Hard as thei r lot was, yet outside of Christian 
lands the Japanese women were doubtless the happiest in the 
world. They bore their lot cheerfully. They were devoted wives 
and affectionate mothers. No doubt there was often real love 
between husband and wife and happiness in the . home. And judged 
by her standards of morality she was probably as moral as her 
far more favored sisters of western lands. 
There was an "Old Japan." There is now a "New Japan,"-
and woman is part of it. No greater change has come to the 
country than has come in the position of Japanese women. Con-
tact with the Occident has at least convinced the men of the 
Sun Rise Kingdom . that they can trust their daughters and wives 
with some liberty. They have come to realize that it is not 
ummanly to be kind to woman nor dangerous to let her enjoy 
humane treatment,- to have rights before the law and to think. 
-~d some have even admitt ed that possibly woman, after all, 
is not the inferior of man. 
Account for it as we may, there has come over the nat ion 
a kindlier treatment of woman. The growing consideration 
of her is most noticable. The new era be~1n by the revolution 
of 1 68 is not more marked for its political changes than for 
the changes begun in the social status of woman. Step by step 
she is coming to take her place by man's side as his equal. 
Nothing has served more to crystallize and to give added impe-
tus to this growing publie sentiment than three acts by the 
imperial family. 
On Feb. 11, 1889, the day when the constitution was given 
to the nat i on, a new standing was given to woman. The Emperor 
placed woman on an equality with man socially by having her 
ride in the carriage at his side publicly through the streets 
of the capital •. Always hitherto the :Bmperor with his guards and 
attendants would head the procession and the Empress with her 
attendants follow some distance behind • . Again at the imperial 
silver wedding -1895- the Emperor entered the audience cham-
ber with the Empress leaning on his ar.m, followed by the imper-
ial princee. in like manner with their wives. Such a thing 
could never;:ta.ken place in old Japan. It was a long step in 
the advanced condition of Mm woman in the empire • 
The wedding of the Imperial Prince, May 1900, was an in-
novation throug.'l1.out. From time immemorial it was the custom 
for the Emperor to appoint, from one of the noble families, a 
woman to the position of Imperial Consort, just the same as 
he would make any other appointment in the affairs of state. 
But in the case of the Imperial Prince he asked the father of 
the lady to give her to him just as a man in the western lands 
would have done. In the marriage ceremony the pledges were 
mutual , and a t the reception that followed, the royal bride 
• 
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stood beside her royal husband • .And since the marriage the 
kindness and consideration shown his wife by the heir to the 
throne causes not a little comment by the conservative element 
at court who "never saw it on this wise." But the Prince insist~ 
on treating his wife as his equal, has her precede him in 
entering their carriage, finds her a cheerful and intelligent 
companion and their meals are eaten together. And well he 
may respect he~for in physical, and intellectual and moral 
vigor the Crown Princess Sada is probably his equal • 
The example thus set by the imperial family is a revolu-
tion in the status of woman in Japan, the like of which has 
never been seen in any Oriental nation before. Marriage, in 
Japan, has been sealed as sacred by imperial precedent. And 
when we remember in what reverence the imperial family is held, 
the step is all the more signif icant. So profound is the im-
pression made that it is openly spoken that in all probability 
the ruling emperor will be the last to have concubines. 
This changed attitude toward woman is not merely outward 
and formal. It has embodied itself in the laws of the land. 
Under the new code many of the disabilities of woman are remov-
ed. We have already seen what some of these were under which 
she lived prior to 1898 when the new Code was adopted. But 
now she can become the head of the family; she can inherit 
property and contrGl it; as single or a widow she can adopt; 
if the husband wishes to adopt, her consent is necessary; she 
has a voice in the family councils; "henceforth in Japan, no 
child of a concubine, or of adoption from any source, can in• 
herit a noble title. The heir to the throne must hereafter be 
the son, not only of the Emperor, but of the Empress, or the 
succession passes to some collateral branch of the family;" "th~ 
man and woman now receive the same punishment for social crimes;" 
Significant as are these laws yet even more significant is it 
that practice has preceded theo ry and such laws are the result. 
And they are likely to become permanent, being the outcome 
of persistent agitation. 
The most outspoken and radical advocate on the woman 
question is Mr. Fukazawa, the most influential educational 
and refor.m writer in Japan today. In a late book he attacks 
Kaibara•s "Great Learning of Woman", above referred to, and 
follows with the "New Great Great ~e.arning of Woman.• Here 
Fukazawa insists (1) that woman 1-~equal to men and deserving 
of equal privileges; (2) that woman should have the same pro-
perty rights; (3) that the same moral obligations rest upon 
man as upon woman to live a life of purity; (4) that the results 
of concubinage are bad only; (5) that woman should demand of 
society the · same rights as it grants to man; and (6) that the 
husband, with the wife, should be jointly responsible for the 
happiness of the home. Such sentiments, approaching the west-
ern standard of relation between the sexes, was never so boldly 
expressed in any Oriental country and i t bodes well for the 
advance of woman's social standing. 
• 
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As a natural outcome of larger liberty granted to women, 
Japan has not been slow in prov i ding better educational advan-
tages fo!" them. Early in the Meij i era many of the most prom-
ising young women of the best famili es were sent to America 
and Europe to be educated • .As is generally known the wife of 
Field Marshall Oyama is a graduate of Vassar College in the 
early '70s. In 1883 a daimyo said to a missionary: "Your sermons 
and Boy's Schools are all very well; but let me tell you, 
if you have the welfare of our country at heart, the best you 
can do is to educate the woa~.You may believe that you receiv e 
your education in the schools; half of it you received at 
home before you were sent to school." 
This conviction has been held by most of the progressive 
men connected with the government during this period • . And it 
is being shared by an ever-increasing number of thinking men 
and women in the ~pire . Marquis Saionji, Minister of Educa-
tion in 1895, in an address to a large body of teachers said: 
"If a nation wishes to produce good and strong citizens, it 
needs the cultured influence of woman. This is the reason why 
foreign nations take great interest in the education of woman. 
A woman, like a man, needs to develop h er faculties and char-
acter .Therefore to us as a nation, the education of our women 
is of the greatest importance." 
Count Okuma in an address before the normal school in 
his own city of Saga also said: "A nation consists of men and 
women. Men and women should therefore both be educated. But 
heretofo r e the education of woman has been very much discour-
aged. Now, therefore, this project must be greatly encouraged 
to make up for its past shortcomings. Every strong nation has 
i t s f~ale education highly developed." And at the opening of 
the Female University Ok1nna again said that the nation would 
be twice as strong if women were educated,- that the only im-
provement in the ideals of family life is to come through the 
improY~ent of the status of woman. 
This spirit so widely diffused among the leaders of the 
nation could not fail in bearing fruit. There is a quickened 
interest ever~~here in female education. And there are many 
evidences that women are responding with a vigorous intellect-
ual. life. Of the many public at ions in the empire, twenty are 
devoted exclusively to the interests of women with a combined 
circulation of perhaps 40,000 • 
Over lO,OOO.women are now employed as teachers or assist-
! • .,o..Y\'l ""''~-~ ...... Q. ants n p bl~c~scnools of the empire. That a teacher is a 
woman is no bar to her advanc·ement if she has the qualifica-
tions •. Just recently a woman who had founded an advanced school 
to instruct other teachers in English, was appointed by the 
government a member of the ex~ning committee for the English 
examinations. 
Probably nothing could give a better idea of how radical 
has been the change of the position of Japanese women, and how 
• 
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beneficent that change has been to her and the whole nation, 
than two incidents from the life of the Empress. Prince 
Iwakura, "a gentle man of the old school," was ill and Empress 
Haru Ko sent word that she would like to visit h~. The prince 
replied that he was too ill to receive her in a manner befit-
ting her maJesty. Then she sent word that she would not come 
as empress but just as the daughter of his old friend and col-
league, Ichijo. so she went and so she was received. 
The Empress is greatly interested in the Charity Hospital 
in Tokio. When she made her annual report of her year's sav-
ings from her personal allowance, it amounted to 8446 yen, 
90 sen and 8 rin. ~he often goes to the children's ward giving 
toys and playthings to every child. 
We realize something of the change that has taken place 
when we think of the first lady of the land going as a freind 
to Tisit a prince in his illness; and when we consider that 
less t han two score years ago the person of the Emperor and 
Empress was considered so sacred that only nobles were pennit-
ted to l ook upon them, but that now even the beggar's child 
as a waif from the street receives gifts at her hand! The 
sanctit y of secluded royalty in ~apan has given way to the 
sacredness of useful womanhood. And the womanliness, which 
is the brightest crown of her Empress, bids fair to soon 
be the crowning characteristic of the women of Nippon • 
• 
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The Samurai. 
"The sword is the soul of the samurai, the samurai the 
soul of Japan." 
10. 
"Though the eagle be starving, he will not eat grain." 
Satsuma Proverb • 
•Hamlet with H~et left out" would be the story of Japan 
with the samurai left out. They are the soldier-scholars of 
old Nippon and new Japan. They are the wielders of both sword 
and pen. While forming but one twentieth of the population 
yet their spirit, ·their influence is felt to the very finger 
tips of the nation. To understand Japan is to know the samurai. 
Who are the samurai? The meaning of the word throws light 
on the question. During the middle ages about a castle could 
often be heard the word samura~ 1 "be on guard," So those who kept guard for the feudal lord came to be known as samurai. 
A samurai was given his living by the daimyo, receiving a 
yearly allowance of so many koku--5-13 bushel~of rice. He 
lived in little huts· or cot tages about the castle. His duties 
were to guard the estate, to accompany his lord when he went 
out or traveled, and to fight his lord's battles. Further than 
this he did no work, considering all manual labor degrading. 
The daimyo was master over the samurai even to life and death. 
Should a samurai displease, or prove in any measure disloyal 
to, his lord he might expect at any moment to receive a silent 
message in the fonn of a short sword with razor-like edge. 
This meant h!!!-kiri or seppuku, i~e. "belly-cutting," which 
was perfonned, while sitting, by thrusting the short sword or 
dagger into the side and drawing it quickly across the abdo-
men, while usually in later times, a faithful servant, standing 
behind with a long sword, struck the head off at the same in-
stant .This form of suicide was held to remove every mark of 
disgrace from the offender and his family, and to atone for 
the offense. And no true samurai would ever think of shrinking 
from obedience to such a message. 
When not engaged in any of' his duties required of him as 
a vassal, the samurai, having not a little leisure, often 
turned his attention to learning. And it not infrequently 
happened that a daimyo's residence was the center of great 
intellectual activity, many of the samurai having wide repu-
tation as teachers. 
The samurai'e life, his religion, was loyalty to his lord. 
From generation to generation, from earliest boyhood, he was 
taught that the slightest breach of loyalty could only be 
atoned for by hara-kiri. The samurai women also looked to their 
husbands as therr-loras in the full feudal sense, and any dis-
loyalty on their part was repented of, or protest against any-
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thing disgraceful in the husband's conduct was emphatically 
made by the wife performing j igai, the cutting of the throat 
with a delicate dagger. "Death , and ignominJ\. r.orse than death, 
could be met bravely, but disgrace invomving~or honor to hus-
band or feudal lord was the one thing that must be avoided 
at all hazards. " 
The samurai was not permitted to leave the service of his 
daimyo without the privelege being granted. To do so would 
disgrace himself and his family perpetually . And if for some 
crime, or by falling hopelessly into debt, the samurai did 
desert his lord, he became a · ronin or'wave-man". In the latter 
years of feudalism these ronin swarmed over the country and 
committed all kinds of .depredations. 
But a samurai might, by request granted, become a ronin 
for a good purpose. Some of the most famous teachers of Japan 
became ronins that they might be free to travel about in their 
vocation. It was also the duty of the samurai to avenge any 
insult to, or death of their lord. Much of the most thrilling -
to a Japan ese- of all their national literature has its rise in 
this samurai duty of revenge. And when these samurai men were 
dead or unable to do this final act of loyalty, it often fell 
to the lot of the samurai woman or child to show this last 
mark of devotion. And their history is filled with examples 
of where the delicate hand has ··been nerved, by this over-mas-
tering responsibility, to deeds most daring and bloody. 
sometimes the samurai felt called upon t o reprov e his 
lord for his misdeeds or ignoble conduct. )~d this was deemed 
commendable, even though he always did· it at the risk of his 
life. Yet it often happened, and many a loyal retainer has 
preferred to receive by a messenger the short sword rather than 
bear in silence the thought of his lord living in a disgrace-
ful manner. This, from one of their standard writers , Kyuso 
Muro, will illustrate. "The foremost place in the battle seems 
a place of difficulty, but it is not; and to remonst rat e with 
one's lord seems easy, b';;t it is not. J .... ord and servant praise 
the foremost spear; but I do not hear them praising him who 
loyally r ep r oves." 
. ,, 
In the period, 1624-1643, the farmer lord of Echizen, 
Io no Karqi, had a minister named Sugita\ He had risen from 
the ranks by his nerits. It was his business to provide the 
funds for his lord's very expensive attendance in Yedo. Not 
• fearing his lord's wrath, he was eve.r ready to reprove. Once it 
happened when Io no Kami was in Echizen that he went hawking, 
and on his return his minist era went to meet him. He was un-
usually happy and said, "The young men have never done better. 
If they always work as well they are certain of ~ployment by 
the Shog~ in case of war. Rejoice with me!" So all congrat-
ulated him except sugita alone. He said nothing, remaining 
at the foot of the line. Io no Kami waited awhile wond~ringly, 
and then said, "What do you think?" And Sagita r~p .ied, "With 
due respect, yet are your remarks a cause for fC{r1 ·er.; When the 
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samur ai went with you their thought was this,- If we do not 
please him he may kill us; and they took final farewell of 
wife and child. So I have heard. If they thus hate their lo rd 
they will be useless in battle. Unless you know this, it is 
foolish to rely on them." Io no Kami scowled, and his sword 
bearer said to Sugita, "Go, please!" But Sugita scowled at him 
and said, "My task is not to go hawking with him and surround 
monkey and wild boar! Do not tell me what is of use." so he ca$t 
asid e hi s short swor d, went to Io's side and said, "Kill me! 
It is far better than to live in vain and see your donwfall. 
I shall count it a sign of your favor!" So he folded his hands 
and stretched out his neck to the blow. Io went to his apart-
ment without a word. And the othe r minister& said to Sugita, 
"Wh~t yo u say is true, but have a regard to the proper season. 
It was ill to mar the pleasure of his return." But Sugita re-
plied, "There is never a proper time for remonstrance. I 
thought it fitting today. I have risen from the ranks and daub~ 
less look at things differently from you. My death is of no 
consequence." All listened with admiration to his words. 
Sugita went home and p r epared himself for hara-kiri, await-
ing his lord's word. His wif e had been with hinifromthe time 
he was in the ranks, and to her he said, "I have a wo rd to 
leave with you. A woman cannot be directky honored by her 
lord, but as he has honored me you have shared in it. You are 
no longer the wife of a foot-soldier but of a minister. You 
have many servants. It is an infinite blessing he has confer-
red on you, is it not? After I am dead remember this great 
blessing morning and evening and feel no hatred to your lord. 
If in your grief you hate him in the least and it appear in 
your words, in the depths of Hades I shall know it and be dis-
pleased." In constant expectation he waited t i ll late at night, 
and there came a rapping at his door. Some one said, "His lord-
ship has business with you. Come to the castle." "The time has 
come" Sugita thought as he obeyed. But Io sent for Sugita to 
come direct to his bedchamber and said, "I cannot sleep for 
thoughts of your words today. So I have sent for you so late 
at night~ I need not speak of my errors. I am filled with ad-
miration at your straight fonrard remonstrance." Th erewith he 
handed Sugita a sword as a reward. At this so unexpected event 
Sugita wept as he withdrew. 
It was expected o~ the samur ai that •het be educated. 
His parents befo r e him bei~g educated people they saw to it 
that he was early taught. he 4ducation of Arai, atypical 
samurai, is thus des~:"ri bed!" "Eis ed 'J.Cat ion was severe. Evi-
dently his father did not aid him, but his mother gave him 
all her assistanc e . He began to write when he was three, and 
to study peotry when he was six. At eight an immense task in 
writing the Chinese ideogr aphs was set him_, -$aping him at 
work late at night. ~~en the days were sho~ he moved his table 
out on the ~eranda, and when he grew sleepy and began to nod 
his friend threw a pot of cold wat er on him. So he went to work 
again, and as he gr ad 'J.ally became dry and sleepy again his 
friend threw a second pail f'ull of water over him and with its 
aid he completed his.assigned task. From his ninth year he 
conducted his father's correspondence, and from his thirteenth, 
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his lord's. At eleven he was taught to fence and took up martial 
exercises to the neglect, as he tells us, of his books, reading 
now chiefly stories of the wars. At seventeen he found a book 
which taught him something of the "Way", eo he turned his at- 1 
tention to the Chinese classics and gave his strength to them. 
"As I review my life," he says, "it would appear that I should 
have made much greate r progress had I had good teachers, as I 
began to wtit e at three, study poetry at six, and the "Way" 
at seventeen. When I had time to study, I was poor and when 
books were many I had no time to read. In thia matter none 
has been more unfortunate. That I have so far succeeded is 
because I followed father's advice and 'attacked the most 
difficult task first'." 
It was not uncommon for the daughters in samurai families 
to pursue the studies with thm'r brothers, and in this way 
there were many educated and refined samurai women in old ~apan, 
In ~apan of the middle ages the principal education for the 
samurai was in the Chinese classics, especially the teachin gs 
of Confucius , or of his followers. Later samurai studied the 
Kojeki, a collection of earlY Japanese legend, folklore, and 
shinto teachings, made in 7~ A. D. While some of the more 
religiously inclined studied Buddhism, yet on the whole, Bud-
dhistic studies were never popular with the samurai. The vigor-
ous practical ethic~ of Confucius appealed to him, and its 
principles were very largely in keeping with his own natural 
bent. 
The teachings of Muro KYuso were a favorite among the sam-
urai. From this'~apanese Philosopher" translated by Geo. w. 
Knox, we quote;- "To the samurai first of all is righteousness; 
next life, then silver and gold. These last are of value, but 
some put them in place of righteousness. But to the samurai 
even life is as dirt compared to righteousness." "Samurai 
must have a care of their wo rds , and are not to speak of 
avarice, cowardice and lust." 
"Be not a samurai through the wearing of two swords, but 
day and night see that you bring no reproach on the 'llal11e. Ever 
cross your threshold and ~ss through your gate as men who 
shall never return again. Thus shall you be ready for every 
adventure you may meet." 
e "All sins great and small may be fo rgiven on repentance 
and no scars remain, except two- the flight of a samurai from 
his post where he should die, and theft. These leave a life-
long wound which never heals." 
The samurai and his two swords were inseparable. They 
were the sign of his rank. No country can show such pride in 
any weapon as that of a ~apanese samurai for his sword. He 
wo:re them always till deprived of them by proclamation of the 
Mikado in 1872, an official act which almost resulted in a 
revolution. 
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The long sword was a fraction over two feet long, average 
width one inch, seven-eights of which was a back of j,ron, the 
edge being of the finest steel. The short sword was a fraction 
over one foot in lf,lngth, mo r e of the nature of a dagger. 
These two swords were worn in scabbards which were held in 
place by a b~lt at the waist. A sword sometimes used by the 
warriors on horseback was ·often as lon~ as six feet. The sword 
blades were often bean.tiful1y decoratedjand the hilts exquisite-
ly carved, and ·sometimes richly embossed with gold. The eti-
quette relating to the wearing, use and making of swords was 
most elaborate. and minute. 
A consid~eable portion of native literature is devoted to 
the subject of swords,- the etiquette pertaining thereto,-
their decoration, inscribing, etc. In the oldenn days the oc-
cupation of a swordsmith was the most sacred of crafts. He 
worked clad as a priest, and while forging a good blade ob-
served rites of purificationlf' .. None of his family might enter 
or speak to h im while thus engaged, and he ate only food cooked' 
with holy f&re. All this but illustrates how constantly was the 
martial life kept befo re the samurai, even his religion being 
utilized to de.epen and . .sanctify that spirit. 
When we seek the ideals of the samurai we must expect 
to find them closely identified wit~and related t~his loy-
alty. His ideals appealed almost whoily to the sterner virtues. 
We find very little of the kindlier sentiments. In this re-
spect the knight of Japan differs markedly from the kingh.t of 
feudal Europe. While the latter fought "for my God and my 
lady," the samurai always left out "my lady" and had only a 
small place for "my gods." While there were beautiful except-
ions, yet, on the whole we miss the gallantry toward women 
which plays so large a part in the knighthood of the Occident. 
The samurai of the past were usually considered the ir-
religious. But this was largely so bedause many of them reject-
ed Buddhism. ~~d yet in spite of themselves they were religious. 
They would have been the last probably , to have admitted it. 
Muro KYuso, the Japanese Philosopher, would not have taken it 
kindly to have been called "religious"~ for he rejected 
Buddhism, and yet there is a deep religious spirit running 
through his writings in~ended principally for the samurai 
class. ~~d it is a noteworthy fact that Protestant Christian-
ity in Japan gained its first strong hold in the samurai, thus 
reversing the words, "the common people heard Him gladly." 
But the most of the samurai's religion and moral ideas 
were in his swords,- the short one for himself, the l&ng one 
for his enemies. The samurai has a''code of honor" ·but with him 
it is perfectly honorable to cut down his enemy from behind or 
in any way by which he can get the advantage of him. In a 
straight-forward duel both parties lose their lives, -fo r the 
victor must commit suicide, and the seconds, if any, also com-
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mit suicide, and sometimes duels were fought with "seconds". 
The code of veng~~ce adopted in Japan from China, came 
to be in reality a religious obligation. Even Iyeyasu approved 
of it, requiring only that public notice be given that such 
vengertce was to be sought. This was the law; "In respect to 
avenging injury done to master or father, it is acknowledged 
by the Wise and Virtuous (eonfucius) that you and the injurer 
cannot live together under the canopy of heaven. A person har-
boring such a venge~ce shall give notice in writing to the 
criminal court; and although no check or hinderance may be 
offered to the carying out of his design within the period 
allowed for that purpose, it is forbidden that the chastise-
ment of an enemy be attended with riot." Not only does this 
duty become legalize±, but the real spirit ual import comes out 
in the address deliver~d to the spirit of the avenged person 
after the act of veng~nce has been performed. Such an address 
was given by the "f> rty seven romins'~ and has been preserved 
in the temple where they and their lord Asano are buried. 
Haying brought the head of Kira to Asano's grave they lay 
i=t wi th~this address: 
"We have come this day to do homage here, forty seven men 
in all, from Oishi vuranosuke down to the foot-soldier Tera-
saka ~ichiyemon,- all cheerf ully about to lay down our lives 
on your behalf. We reverently announce this to the honored 
sp i rit of our dead master. On the fourteenth day of the third 
month of the last year, our master was pleased to attack 
Kira Katsuke-no-Suke, for what reason we know not. Our honored 
master put an end to his life; but Kira Kotsuke-no-Suke lived. 
Although we fear that after the decree issued by the Gove rnment 
this plot of ours will be displeasing to our honored master, 
still we, who have eaten of your food, could not without blush-
ing repeat the verse, "Thou shalt not live under the same haav-
en, nor tread the same earth with the enemy of thy· father or 
lord" no r could we have dared to leave hell and present our-
selv~s befo r e you in Paradise, unless we had carried out the 
vengance which you began. Every day that we waited seemed 
three autumns to us. Verily we have trodden the snow for one 
day, nay, for two days, and have tasted of food but once. 
The old and decrepit, the sick and ail ing, have come forth 
gladly t o lay down their lives. Men might lau~ at us, as at 
grasshoppers trusting in the strength of our arms, and thus 
shame our honored lord: but we could not halt in our deed of 
vengeance. Having taken c~sel last night, we have escorted my 
lo rd Kisuke-no-Suke hither to your tomb. This dirk by which our 
honored lord set great store last year, and entrusted to our 
care, we now bring back. If your noble spirit be present now 
before this tomb, we pray you, as a sign, to take the dirk 
and striking the head of your enemy with it a second time 
to dispel your hatred forever. This is the respectful state-
ment of forty-seven men." 
Having presented the address, and their last religious 
act of loyalty being finished, they perfor-m~-!!!! and are 
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buried with their lord. The samurai ideal has been reached, and 
"before their graves the smoke of incense, offered by admiring vis-
itors, has been ascending daily for two hundred years." 
It is not strange that with such ideals the samurai found no 
place for the occupation of trade. They were ever taught to shun 
all commercial transactions as savoring of selfishness and avarice. 
"A maid servant in China was made ill with astonishment when she 
saw her mistress, abacus in hand, arguing prices and values. So it 
e was once with the samurai. They knew nothing of trade, were eco-
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nomical and content." "Even in the days of my youth, young folks 
never mentioned the price of anything. -- But nowadays the young 
men talk of loss and gain, of dancing girls and ~rlots and gross 
pleasures.-- Said Aochi to his son; "There is such ~hing as trade-
See that you know nothing of it. In trade the prof it should always 
go to the other side.-- To be proud of buying high-priced articles 
cheap isthe good f> rtune of merchants; but should be unknown to 
samurai.• 
The effect of the samurai with his training, his ideals, and 
his life, has been most marked upon the nation. It is seen plainly 
today deeply ingrained in the national character. The disregard 
for life in old Japan continues today. Over ten thousand euieides 
reported in a single year speaks clearly of the low esti~te put 
upon life. 
The samurai's loyalty to his lord has been transferred to 
the emperor. His horizon has been broadened. He now takes the nation 
into his sympathies. Anyt hing he would fo nnerly do for his daimyo 
he will do today, and more, for his Mikado. And the same ideals that 
ruled the samurai in relation to his lord andthe estate, still rule 
his thoughts in relation to the Emperor andthe nation. He feels re-
sponsible for these ideals being retained. Thisto a westerner is 
strange andyet beautiful. Examples of it occur frequently. "A rich 
~ter named Ishijima-1892- after having publicly pledge~ himself to 
aid in the elect ion of acertain candidate, transferred his support 
tojThif rival candidate. On learning of this breach of promise, the 
wife of Ishijima robed herself in white, and perfor.med jigai after 
the old samurai manner. 11 Tl}e grave of this brave woman is still deora-
ted with flowers by the people of the district; and incense is 
burned before her tomb." 
The sense of national disgrace is very personal to a samurai. 
In May 1891, when the Czarowitz of 'Russia was attacked by a police-
man and nearly killed, a woman came two hundred miles to KY~to and 
before the government building took her own life, as she said, "to 
atone for the nation's crime," because the assault was made by a man 
from her province. An official who committed suicide in atemple 
of Tokyo left as an explanation that he had been for a time in the 
northern island of the empire where he was convinced of the designs 
of Russia; but being only an officer of low rank and unable to get 
~the ear of the gove:r"nment, he killed himself in the hope that 
su~ action would call public att ention to the s ituation. 
Such was the samurai spirit in old Japan, and the same it is 
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today~ only wit~ larger and more enlightened vision,and, if possible, 
with a deeper determination to realize the more glorious ideals • 
Shinto. 
"If Shinto has a dogma it is purity." 
Kaburagi. 
"Knowing Shinto, we to a large degree know the Japanese, their 
e virtues -· and their failures." ~"'\\X\.~. 
• 
"Nature was to this man what to the Thinker and Prophet i t 
foreTer is, preternatural. This green, flowery, rock-built earth, 
the trees, the mountains, rivers, many-sounding seas:- that great 
sea of azure that swims overhead: the winds sweeping through it: 
the black cloud fashionongitself toget~er, now pouring out fire, 
now hail, now rain; what is it? Ay, what? At bottom we do not yet 
know e l:!il; we can never know at all. -- Science has done much 
for us; but it i.s a poor science that would hide from us the great 
deep sacred infinitude of nescience, whither we can never penetrate, 
on which all science sw,ms as a mere superficial film. This world , 
after all our science and sciences, is still a miracle; wonderful, 
inscrutiable, magical and more, to whosoever will think it." 
Carlyle . 
Shinto is a religion native to Japan. Because it is purely 
Japanese explains doubtless why it has such a hold on the nation. 
Shinto means mway of The Gods",- and is the primitive religion of 
Japan • . According to Shinto the world is the result of a creative 
act of the gods. The Emperor is the son of the gods and rules by 
divine authority. Men are also children of the gods. Because of 
di~ ne origin, the Japanese race had divinely implanted in them 
what they ought, and ought not, do. For this reason early Shinto 
had no moral code or sacred books. It was enough for the people 
to "follow conscience". "It is only outcasts, like the Chinese and 
Western nations, whose natural depravity renders the occasional 
appearances of the sages and reformers necessary." 
The celebrated teacher, Motow .1,- 1730-1801,- says, "It is 
because the Japanese were truly moral in their practice that they 
required no theory of morals.- It is unnecessary for them to trouble 
their minds with systems of morality. If a system of morals were 
necessary, men would be inferior to animals,- all of whom are endow-
ed with the knowledge of what they ought to do, only in an inferior 
degree to men." And a later teacher, Hi rata, 1??6-1843, says, 
"Learn to stand in awe of the unseen, and that will prevent you 
from doing wrong. Cultivate the conscience implanted in you: then 
you will nev ~r wander from the Way.• 
Shinto deified the powers ofnature, especially worshipping 
the san. One of the most striking features of Shinto, is the empha-
sis upon bodily cleanliness. Anything that could defile the body 
was r egarded as sinful. The defilement from contact with death, 
or from wounds, must be cleansed away by bathing. Birth was espec-
ially defiling, and for a woman in childbirth a hut was built apart 
where she must remain alone till delivered of her child, ani then 
the hut was burned . This cruel custom continued in some parts of 
Japan as late as 18?8. So great was t'he dread of defilement that 
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the priest not only bathed and changed his garments, but 'WOre a 
piece o~ paper over his mouth that the offering might not be defil4 
by his breath. I n late r years the necessary cleansing ~or the na-
t ion was done vi cariously by throwing paper ~igures representing 
people , into the rivers twice ayear, and thus atoming ~or the nation~ 
sins of defilement. 
From ear liest times the 'Mikado was shown di"tne hono r s, and 
e following logically from this was the cult of ancestor worship. 
Loyalty t o mikado, to ancestors and to the daimyo became ~ery lar~ 
part of Shinto . Shint o worship is simplicity itself-- suffici ently 
so to have sat isf i ed the strictest Puritan. The temples ar ~ made of 
poles with a roof of thatch . Before them is the tori i , or gateway, 
made of two upright tree trunks, with bark removed, and a smaller 
beam across t he uprights . "No paint, lacquer, gilding or ornament s 
of any kind existed in the ancient shtine and even today the modern 
Shinto shrine must be of pure hinoki or sunwood, and thatched, 
while the use of metal is as far as possible avoided ." The famous 
shrines at I se must be rebu ilded anev.r every twenty years, the mate~ 
ial of the ones to rn down being used for making small tablets 
to sit on the " god shelf" in the homes . · 
The interior of Shinto shrines is almost bare of any object s 
save two- - the mirror and the g_ohei. The mirror is a likeness of' 
the one given by the sun-goddess to her grandson sent to subdue 
the earth. To h im was this instruct i on giv en conc err1ing it, "Look 
upon the mirror as my spirit, keep it in the same house and on the 
same floor as yourself, and worshipping it as if yotf~;~orshipping 
my actual presence." The gohei is an unpaint ed wooden staff from 
which hang slips ofpape r notched alternately on the two sides . 
These are t o represent the original slips of white cloth which were 
supposed to be pleasing to t h gods . 
To the mass of people in .J apan the sun is worshipped as a god 
and this form of devotion is the most common in the emp ire. On 
arising in the morning the devout J apanese, after washing his face 
and rinsing out his mouth, goes into the open air , f aces the east , 
bows hi s liead, claps his hands twice and wo r ships -the rising sun . 
And should the sun come out suddenly after many days of cloud, i t 
common fo r the people to stop t heir work, face the welcome ligh.t, 
kneel down and worship . 
This for.m of prayer to the great gods is given by Hirata, 
after t he worshipp er has approached the shrine, not entering, and 
• rung a bell on the shrine to attract the god ' s attention: "I say 
with awe, deign to bless me by correcting the unwitting faults whih) 
seen and heard by you, I have committed, by blowing gff and clearing 
away the calamities which evil gods might inflict~ by causing me t o 
live long like the hard and last ing r ock, andby repeating to the 
gods of heavenly origin and to the gods of earthly origin the pet i -
t ions which I present every day, along with your breath, that t hey 
may hear with the sharp-earedness of the fa~galloping colt ." 
Dr. Griffis gives this summary of Shinto, "It is our duty to 
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judge every r eli gion by its i,deals_ and not;its failings . The ideal 
of Shinto is to make people pure and clean in all their personal 
and household arrange~ents; it is to help them live simpl~, honestly 
and with good will; it i~ to make Japanese love their country, 
honor the ir imperial house and obey their empero r. Narrow and local 
as this religion is, it has had good examples in noble lives and 
winning characters." 
The decadence of ancient Shinto dates from the int~oduction 
of Buddhism into the country i n 552 A. D. The new religion by 
its elaborate ritual which appealed to the p~le, andby caring 
for the poor and giving attention to the education of all classes 
grew- rap i dly'. Also the gradual introdu·ct ion of . Confucianism from 
China about the same time helped to obscure Shin o . Confucianism 
had much in common with Shint o, especially-the regard for the 
emp eror and the worship of ancestors. But Shinto might have pre-
served its identity had it not been for a blow received from -mud-
dhism in the ninth century. At that time it began to be taught by 
by ·-a ' priest; Kukai or as often known, Kobo Daishi , that the Shinto 
gods and heros were but incarnations of Buddha and should be wo r-
shipped as such . From this time Shinto declined until in the height 
of the feudal period when it was pr otically forgotten. And it 
probably _would never had been revived had it not been that in 
?12 A. D. the Kojeki a collection of early Japanese legends, folk-
lore and Shinto rituals had been made which was to play no little 
part in the national life. 
Shinto owes its revival to a number of causes. The long era 
of peace enforced by the T~ugawa rule,- 1600--1868, enabled the 
people/ primarily the samuraf to turn their attention to study. 
The impetus given to the Chinese learning under the Ming dynasty, 
1368- 1644, began to influence Japan . The prince of Mito,l620--, 
encouraged learning in his daimiate. The scholars began historical 
studies, dug up the Ko!eki and from it and other historical dis-
coveries, began to rea ize that they fo rme rly had anative religion 
which gave the emperor the supreme place and that the shognnate was 
an usurpation. The res~lt was a strong reaction, both religiously 
and polit-ically against Buddhism and Confucianism in favor of 
Shinto. An incident of thi s period is a good index of the growing 
nat ional sentiment~-
A scholar known to be kindly disposed toward Chinese and I ndim 
learning was asked "What would you do- you with your overpowering 
love for these great masters- if an ar.my were to invade Japan with 
Buddha as its generalissimo, and Gonfucius as his lieutenant?" 
Instantly he answered' "St rike off the head of Sakya-Muni (Buddha) 
and steep the flesh of Confucius in brine1" 
This revival of Shinto, a religio-political movement, swept 
over the nation resulting in the :1\U-nnirig of many Buddhist temples 
or in stripping them of all t heir rich decorations, and restoring 
them to the simplivity of Shint o shrines· -~ - - Politically it resulted 
i n the overthrow of the Shogunate and the enthroning of the Mikado 
as s upreme. I n 18?1 Buddhism was disestablished and Shinto made 
the state religion. But being empty as a religion, having no body 
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of doctrine or moral code, it could not last. It gradually decli~ 
ed and though there are more than 195, 000 Shinto shrines today in 
J apan, yet its days as a religious ferce, are numbered. 
While Shinto is confessedly moribund as a religion, yet its 
influences deep and wide are abiding in the Japan of today. The 
almost fanatical devotion to the emperor is the "f irst fruits " of 
Shinto. Also t he national trait of physical cleanliness is to be 
e trac ed to the same source. The part played by Shinto in the rise 
• 
of new Jap~~ is thus noted by a well Known native author: "It has 
been by a recrudescence of Shintoism, the primitive religoin of 
Yamato, largely shorn of Buddhistic elements, that the greatness 
of the Meiji period (1868-) seems to have been accomplished." He 
also admits the damage done to art and architecture in the destruc-
tion of so many of the Buddhist temples , by adding, "But such grea• 
ness may leave inspiration far behind." 
Shinto has left its influence upon hi~~and low alike. Soldiers 
ret u.rning from the war often go to the country districts to pay hom-
age and give thanks to the local deity for his care. On the day 
after the constitution was given to Japan, Feb. 11, 1889, Count 
Arinol>i Mori was assassinated by a Shinto peasant. A thorough inves· 
tigat ion revealed that the man had done the deed only because Mari , 
while visiting Ise, &ad lifted with his walking stick a curtain 
hanging before the shrine and glanced in. Such an insult to the 
gods the Shintoist feared would certainly bring calamity to the 
count ry . 
I n 1281 when 100,000 Chinese and Tartars, in 3500 junks, came 
to invade Japan, the emperor and empress repaired in solemn state 
to the Shinto temple and sent prayers to be offered at Ise. On that 
very day atyphoon destroyed t h e Chinese armada . Likewise nearly 
six centur~es later when Pe rry ' s fleet anchored in Yedo Bay orders 
were sent b' the imperial court to Shintof; priests at Ise,"to 
offer up prayers for the sweeping away of the barbarians.• 
The present emperor and ma,i ority of the upper classes are 
Shintoists . But it is becoming more and more a question whether 
Shinto can ·any longer be called a religion. Fo r in 1899 the author-
ities at Ise, · the Mecca of Shintoists, inforcned the government that 
they no longer wished to be recognized ~s representatives of a 
religion, and have been instead incorporated~as an association 
to perpetuate the memory of .Tapan' s single line of emperors and 
to faster the principles of .Tapan es e pat riot ism." With this inter-
p~tation every Japanese is a Shintoist. But it would seem that 
Shinto as a religion is dead . 
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Buddhism. 
"First observe the person, then preach the law ." 
Buddhist Proverb . 
4t "Buddhism was the t eacher under whose instruction the 
• 
Japanese natio n grew up." 
Chamber lain. 
"Nothing, among all the elements that make up J apanese 
ci~ lization, has been so p•tent in fanning the J apanese 
character as the r eligion of Buddha. " 
Griffis . 
The I ndo-Tartaric blood of this r ace was in itself a 
heritage which qualified it to imbibe from two sources, and 
t o mirror the whole Asiatic consciousness. " 
Okakura . 
According to tradition Buddhism came to ~apan from China 
by way of Korea in 552 A. D. It found the count ry ready t o 
r eceive it. The J apanese were·, without a religion, asking 
"whence?" and "whither?" with no answer . They were practically 
without any moral teachings or ethical standards . Buddhism 
cwne ready to supply the people ' s needs . 
I t is not our purpose, nor would it be in place here, t o 
go into a discussion of the intricate system of Buddhism. We 
can. only mention its leading doctrines and point out their 
· influence upon the nation 's life . s ome people have sought for 
likeness between the Japanese Buddhism and Christianity, 
especially of the Roman Catholic type. The gorgeous t emples, 
elaborate r ituals , cand les , peocessions, images, incense, 
prayer-beads, pict~res , celibate priesthood, orders of monks 
and nlms, monasteries, shrines, etc., are common to bOth. 
But the simi larity is entirely superficial. The radical dif-
ferenc e is as wide as the poles. one is pantheistic , if the-
istic a~ al l ; the other monotheistic; a central thought of one 
is God becoming man; the central thought of the other is man 
becoming god; one teaches sal vat ion by faith in a merciful 
God, the other by works of merit; to one salvat ion and heaven 
mean the perfection of personality, to the other they mean 
extinction of personality or Nirvana; to the one the s timulus 
of life is freedom of the will t o the other, the paralysis 
of life is inexorable fate; to the one , life is good, to the 
other it is an unmixed evil . rn these fundamentals we see 
how far the two systems are apart. 
But Buddhism as a system of metaphysics ne~er f louriehed 
in J apan . I t had a practical side that appealed to the people. 
As the proverb at the beginning of this chapter would indicate, 
• 
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it had the ability to adapt itself t o the people . While it 
taught in theory that our lives were theJ resul t of acts i n 
p r evious exist ance and as such could not po s sibl y be changed; 
and also that our actions here fixed our next existence; yet 
t o the common people they t aught that by repeating some prayer 
formula such as "namu Amida Butsu" they mi ght magically alter 
t his fixed fate . Knowing the human interest i n display i t 
provided all elaborate rit ual for worship , ani decorated its 
temples in striking contrast to the pla in Shinto shr ines. 
I ts adapt ibility is nowhere more c learly seen than in adopting 
the Shinto gods and heroes into their pantheon as Buddhist · 
incarnations . 
The practical side of Buddhi sm is s e em in the schools 
everywhere est ablished for the people . The temples were in 
r eality great schools with the priests for teachers . "As teach-
er, it educates the race , from the highes t t o t .-u e humbl est , 
both in ethics and aesthetics ." Being versed in whatever of 
practical science was known in their day the priests having to 
travel much, built roads, made a r idges , dug wells , and estab-
lished ferries . p e practice of medecine was principally in 
thedr hands . They encouraged business and commerce . They 
brought from other lands different se eds that would add to 
the food supply of the country . 
Buddhism knew how to make worship a t tractive to the 
oriental . The temples were imposing and gorgeuosly decorated. 
The best artists from Ghin~ and Korea came t o "fill the temples 
with a blaze of glory.• Gold and precious stones were lavishly 
used . Within these temples the band of priests with tra ined 
voices chanted prayers in musical tones . ~he people brought 
their offerings and remained t o worship . The great bells boom-
ing out from the t emples flooded the whole count ry wi th t heir 
melody. All the surroundings of the temples , the shade from 
loft y trees, the artistic landscape , the growth of flowers, 
the artific i al ponds blooming with lot···s, all spake the soul 
of Buddhism- serenity. Everything was conducive to meditation . 
The se5ming purpose of Buddhist worship was t o lead an entire 
nation away to dreamland . 
The influence of Buddhism upon J apan has been varied 
and immeasur~able . Hardly a national characteristic but is 
d e wholly or in part to this religion . The artistic tast e of 
the J apanese dates fr om the coming of Buddhism. I t brought 
with it carving, painting, bronze work and pottery . "All 
t he refinements of J apanese life were of Buddhist int r oduction. 
There is even t o-day scarcely one interest ing or beautiful 
thing, produced in the country, for which the nat ion is not 
in some so rt indebted to Buddhism." 
The almost universal desire among the people for educat ion 
is tracable d irect to the Buddhist schools established for 
centur ies . Whatev er of Chinese learning ~apan possesses was 
brought there by the followers of aautama . 
• 
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1\'L. Growing out of the belief .f1lf the t ransmigration of soule, 
Buddhism taught that kindness to animals and to every living 
thing which has produc ed in the J apm ese such t hought f ul regard 
for all the brute c r eation, so noticable to a westerner . 
While for this it must be commended, yet it must also be con-
demned f or ignoring the claims for kindly consideration of 
more than half of the human family. "There seems to be con-
siderable unanimity among historians that in primitive times 
in J apan there prevailed a much larger liberty, and consequent -
ly a much higher regard for woman than in later ages af ter 
Buddhism bec&~e powerful ." 
I n J apan as in China and India , Buddhism is largely respon-
sible for the degradation of woman . She has come to her posi-
t ion of accepted inferiority, and man to his place of lordly 
domination over, or cont empt for, woman , through the teachings 
of him who deserted his own wife and child t o save the world. 
A well known Japanese writ er gives this t est imony,- "Public 
sentiment places love for a woman very low in the scale# of 
morals . Pro~ably this is the out come of the Buddhist religion 
which says that ' woman is impure and a scape-goat .' " 
For more than a thousand years that large class in J apan 
known as hi- nin, or "not human", were not reckoned in the 
c ensus reports, neither were they thought worthy of notice, 
other than to be scor.red by real men and women . To the teaching 
of the Buddhist sut r as the Eta-Qlass probably owe their social 
degradation and legal disabilities . Because they slau~~tered 
animals , tanned hides and worked in leather they were t h e ex-
ecutioners and buriers of the dead . "The people of thi s un-
~rtunate class , numbering probably a million, or as some say, 
t h ree mi l lioms, were compelled to live outside of the limits 
of human habitaiona, having no rights which society or the law 
wer e bound to respect .. " Even after the hi - nin and the Et a were 
made citizens by the humane act of t he present Emperor in 18?1, 
yet the line of demarkation and social ostrac ism, placed there 
by centuries of Buddhist exclusiveness, remains • 
J apan is the land of suicides . The teach i ng of Buddhism, 
that this life is only evil and that the least we can have of 
it the better, is responsible for t h e low est imat e put upon 
human life . "Joshi", the double suic ide of lovere , is encour-
aged by its t eaching which says that when fate does not per.mit 
lovers to marry in this life they may do so in a future ex-
istence . 
I t was Buddhism ' s announced purpose to subdue and hold 
in check the fierce passions of men . :But it did not always 
succeed in doing this when dealing with the warlike people of 
Yamato . Many times dur ing its history in J apan, Buddhism 
t ook an active part in the clan struggles and often was of 
a most militant temper . When Kiyomari, chief of t h e Taira 
clan, prime minister, and for.merly aBuddhist monk , was on his 
• 
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death bed,-1181-- he was asked what he wished to say: "He that 
is born must necessarily die , and not I alone. I have attained 
the highest rank possible to a subject . I am grandfather to 
the Emperor on his mother's side •. Is there at ill a regret? 
My regret is only this, I am dying and have not yet seen the 
head of Yoritomo of the Mino-moto (a rival clan ). After my 
decease do not make offerings to Buddha on my behalf; do not 
read the sacred books . Only cut off the head of Yo ritomo of the 
Minomoto, and hang it on my tomb. I.et all my sons and grandsons, 
my relatives and servants, each and every one , fol low out my 
commands and on no account neglect them." 
The "abdication policy, " so common in Japan, is due to 
Buddhist influence . Fo r centuries it was common for emperors, m 
who were usually instructe~ by Buddhist priests, after reign-
ing a short time, to abdicate in favor oi'ten of an infant son, 
and then go off to some quiet place or monastery to pass the 
remainder of life in seclusion. ;~d to-day in Japan it is the 
custom still for fat hers, when the family has grown to manhood 
and womanhood, to "abdicate, " to become "Inkio", that is to 
transfer all property to his eldest son and retire to private 
life where that son must care for him the rest of his days . 
This policy of withdrawing from all responsibility seems to 
grow from the Buddh~. 9t doctrine of having as little to do with 
this evil world and life ' s affairs as possible . 
A cardinal doctrine of Buddhi sm is7 that desire is the great 
evil and from it spring all other evils . Therefore the d~ty 
of repression is imperative. I f all desire can be destroyed 
that is happiness supreme. Absolute passivity is the goal. ' 
The images of Buddha are all expressionless . The face ~ a per• 
feet blanlt, the height of Buddhist art. 
To this training for ages is due the stolidity of the 
Japanese . I t takes away the joyousness, gives a gloomy view of 
life. "WhY then are the Japanese so cheerful ?" will be asked 
at once; and the answer is two- fold- You do not see all the 
people and the joyousness is something deeper than ~smiling 
face. 1 
The whole influence of Buddhism is negative . I nstead of 
seeking1'life more abundantly" it makes every effort to stifle 
what t ~ere is . I ts strength is sought not in i nspiration 7 but in repression. I t would have the race live in agrave-yard-
there to ever hear the moaning of the cypress and pine. It 
faces ever toward the dark, never toward the dawn~ . 
Buddhism, like many other reli gions , is divided into 
many sects. Some of these differ so widely from the original 
as to be scarcely recognized as related to it, and they are 
usEally repudiated by orthodox Buddhism . We have space to examiat.. 
briefly but two of the most interesting and popular. 
The J o- do sect was rounded by Ho-nen who was born in 
1150. In 1175 while studying Zen-do ' s eonnnentary on Buddhism 
he noticed, "Chiefly remember or repeat the mame of Amida with 
a whole and undivided heart ." Whoever thus remembers Buddha 
should be born in the~Pure Land" after death. So leaving orf 
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ev.r/.ry o'Gher practice he began to repae:.t the name of Amida 
Buddha sixty thousand times dailyf' Ho-nen arose to great influ-
ence and became the teacher of the Mikado. This sect was patron-
ized by t he Tokugawas and many are the gorgeous temples and 
rich mausolelillS erected in i t s honor. By its teachings two ways 
to eternal life are open, the '1Ioly Path" and~the Pure Land." 
To go by the former requires morality, thought and learning, 
a very difficult way. But to go the latter way is ac complished 
by the ;~1ere repetition of Buddha's name. This latt e.r became 
very popular in Japan and was eve~J where practiced with a will. 
The "Pure r.Jand" is free from faults. ·To go there one must 
eagerly desire' to go. This world is the "Path of Pain" and any 
one desiring to leave this in disgust will s urely be born in the 
"PureLand". To believe this is "deep faith", and any one 
doubting it cannot be born there. Here is the ground for its 
teaching: "In the great sea of the law of Buddha 7faith is the 
only means to entee." This doctrine of "salvation by faith", 
this Japanized Buddhism, became very pop u.lar in Japan, as the 
thousands testify who pound with a little hammer on a block 
of wood or beat .a rude drum while saying, v "Glory to Buddha." 
"(\_W\ \.0..~~-u...' s ~\) 
Shin-ran,- 1173-1262, the founder of Shin-Shu, the Shin 
sect, may be called the Luther of Japan, having given to it a 
"reformed" Buddhism. The points of difference are, the simpli-
city of fai~h in Buddha, even repeating his aame not being 
necessary;~celibacy,- Shinran himself having married; family 1~ 
better than seclusion-; devout prayer, purit y and earnestness 
of life are insisted on. Shin-Shu believes and teaches instan-
taneo.us salvation by faith, and also that the sacred writings 
should be in the language of the common people. And lest this 
way be too broad and eas~the Shin teachers insist on morality 
being as necessary to salvation as faith. 
This ~reformed Buddhism" the "Methodists of Buddhism" 
because of their teaching of "salvation by faith" in Buddha 
is by some thought to be due to the influence of Prot est ant 
Christianity . But the sect and its teachings are six centuries 
old. · 
Rowever1 this sect, t he largest and most active in Japan, is 
showing much of the spi r it of Christainity . To its credit it 
is caring f or the Etas, and is establishing schools for the poor 
and beginning to teach that women can be saved • 
• • 
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Confucianism. 
"Do not to others what you would not have them do to you." 
. "When you know a thing to hold that you know it; and 
when you do not know a t hing to allow that you do not know it; 
this is knowledge ." 
"If you do not covet, they (thieves) will not steal) 
though theft be praised." 
"To give one's self to the duties due to men, and while 
respecting spiritual beings to keep aloof from them, may be 
called wisdom." 
"Honor the God s and keep them far from you." 
Sayings of Confucius. 
Confucianism has always been in favor among the educated 
c lasses of Japan, while ·Buddhismlonly in its popular for.m)has 
ever had its largest conquests amQng the common people. The 
reason for this is . that the Japanese are a practical, not a 
speculat i ve people~ As such the teachings of Confucius, being 
almost wholly political and ethical, appealed strongly to them. 
Even less than Shint o has early Confucianism the right 
to be called a religion. Later ·its followers added to it a 
theogony and metaphys~cal system such that Confucius himself 
would not have recognized, to say nothing of his approving it. 
He had nothing to say about the gods. Being asked about death, 
he replied that he did not yet know life, how then could he know 
anything abo ut death. 
The basis for Confuc ius ism is the "Five Relations"; 
sovereign and minister; father and son; husband and ~fe; 
elder brother nad younger brother; friend and friend. One's 
duty to his sovereign is always first. In order to .fulfill 
his duty of loyalty the subject must count nothing dear . He 
must give up everything gladly to meet this obligation. 
Possessions, honor, children , wife, life i~self- all must 
seem as light as air when loyalty is in the other side of the 
balance . All this found ready accept-ance among the Japanese 
whose reverence for the mikado was supreme and whose loyalty 
was his religion. Shinto .,ras thus reinforced by Confuciusism. 
And how faithfully the sons of Nippon obeyed these teachings 
is testified to by the ·crimson· stream ·of suicidal blood flow-
ing through her whole history, drawn by hara-kiri from the 
veins of myriads to prove their loyalty.--------
The second relation, that of father and son, grows out of 
the Oriental deep seated desire to perpetuate the family line. 
No greater misfortune could befall one than that his family 
• 
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should become ext inct . Fwnily is everything, individual is 
nothing. And in this perpet uat ion of the family only one parent 
is of any consequence, the father . The mother is not to be 
r eckoned with . Hence the son must have a reverence f or his fath-
er in keeping with this fundamental t ruth . Ancestor worship 
is the only outcoms of this relat ion . 
The third r elation, that of husband and wife , is of a 
superior being served by an inferior . The wife must obey the 
husband whether he be moral or i mmo ral, right or wrong, man o r 
brute . She must in nowise be jealous , she must nev er complain, 
she must be ready to be divorced at his pleasure , and when she 
dies her children may go to her fune~al )but her husband is 
under no obli gation to do so . 
The fourth relation, that of elder brother and younger 
brother, has reference to the family also , a s t h e social unit . 
Brothers a r e not equal . The el der brother , because he is to 
be the head of the fami l y line , i s far superio r to the younge r 
brot hers who must reverence him accordingly. The younger 
members of the family , and even the mother, are subject to the 
wishes or v~hims of the elder brother . I n some provinces 1 the 
elder brot her did not at tend the f uneral of the younger members 
of the family . 
The fifth r elation, that of friend t o friend , was limited 
to those of one blood . No f r iendship was ever encouraged 
between people of different races . There was nothing in this 
relation in common with the Christian idea of universal 
brotherhood . 
I t i s well t o note this difference between Chinese and 
J apanese Confucianism. I n China "Filial Piety" r everence of 
t h e son for the fat her, came pract i cally to have f irst place 
in the eonfucian ethical system . The f amily tie was stronger 
than the governmental . But in J apan t h e idea of loyalty to 
the emperor a l ways r emain ed supremely firs t both in theory 
and i n practice . "Filial piety" must always giv e way before the 
claims of the l\ikado. 
From the ascendency of Buddhism for a thousand yea rs, 
Confucianism lay dormant i n J apan . Like Shinto , it wa s complet e-
ly overshadowed by the more aggressive and showy Buddhism • 
Ther e were few scholars to come from China to keep Conf uc i anism 
al ive by or a l teaching, and as printing h ud not yet come into 
vogue the Chinese c lassics f ell into the background. 'T is true 
Buddhism always taugr_t the moral maxims of Cunfucius more or 
less during all this period, but they always h ad a s econdary 
place . 
With the enforced peace throughout J ap an under I y eya su, 
i n 1600, there began a marked revival of Confucianism. The 
• 
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samurai, forced to lay aside the sword, took up the pen, and 
turned their attention to learning. Iyeyasu ordered the Chinese 
classics to be printed. From that time the attention of the 
thinking olass of Japan was turned away from the teachings 
of Buddha to those of the Chinese sage. And the conditions 
in Japan at this period were favorable to a rapid growth of 
Confuciamism. The policy of the Tokugawa shogunate -1608-~868-
was to have no change. If anything new was suggested, or any 
innovation appeared, it was promptly stifled, The genius of 
Confucianism is to retain the unchanging order of things. 
What has been should be now, and what is now should be in all 
time to come. 
But the early Confucianism of the seventh cent ury in 
Japan was not the rev ised Confucianism of the seventeenth 
century. It had been enriched by a thousand years of hard 
thinking, not by th·e Japanese, but by t h e Chinese. Before, it 
was merely ·an ethical code, but now it has become a most com-
plex s:,..rs t em of theologyand metaphysics."rhe samurai, who had 
become widely separ~ted from the -common people, now only lacked 
a rel ' Eion to make the breach complete. This was given t h em in 
revived Confucianism. They gladly accepted it and relegated 
Buddhism to the rear as ti1e religion for the masses. 
And it was worthy of the keen intelligence that wrestled 
with it. It is probably, next to Greek philosophy, the loftiest 
moral teaching ever put forth by uninspired human reason. It 
has kept the Chinese empire intact, and given Japan a basis on 
which she is to-day rearing her mo~ern state. It was reaching 
up thro ugh the dark for that which is abiding. "No, BUddhism 
is wrong. All does not pass away. From the beginning, from 
the limitless which preceded the ultimate limit, in all changes 
there has remained a "Way", a law, a truth, and order. It abidc;s 
eternal. It does not become, it is. It is the true s •J.bstance of 
all. To know it is wisdom, and to obey it is virtue." 
"Throughout the universe is a golden thread of life and 
it vibrates to the same note in all its parts. Law is righteous-
ness and righte»~sness is lawe -- Philosophy perceives this law 
while unthinking- men see only change. So it was with Budd.ha,--
His system is popular with -the crowd, but is a hinderance to 
virtue. -- All,·righte-ousness is order, evil is disorder. --
So in the state do mobs and tumults and crimes destroy hannony 
and peace, and in the individual unruly lusts bring man below 
the level of the brutes.• 
The Japan ese philosopher, Kyuso Muro, - 1658- 1?34, gives 
us something of the later Confucian view of sin and God,--
"Sin is the source of pain and righteousness of happiness. 
This is the settled law. -- It is said,- "The Way of Heaven 
blesses virtue and curses sirt. " Everywhe~e, ever,ywhere, on 
the right He seems and on the left. this is the revealing 
of God, the truth not to be concealed. Think not God is distant, 
but seek him in the heart, for the heart is the House of God. 
Where there is no obstacle of lust, of one spi r i t. . with God of . 
heaven a nd earthJ there is communion." 
•· 
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Thi s refonmed Confucianism was accepted in Japan ~ tth 
mod ifications to make it fit their needs . In China the civic 
life was exalted, but Japan gloried in militarism. With them 
the pen and sword were "as the two wings of a bird ." 
Near the close of the eighteenth cent ;J ry1 an attempt was 
made to popularize the Chinese philosophy to bring it to the 
common people. But they were too deeply at t ached to Buddhism 
to be turned away. The Chinese learning remained entirely 
with the samurai . But there it was the principal part of every 
boy's education. 
The effect of this revival of Confuciani sm on, and its 
relation to, the new regime in Japan will be noticed later • 
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Moral Ideal s. 
"He that practiseth righteousness receiveth a blessing-
it cometh as surely as a shadow followeth a man.• 
"Me that loveth iniquity beckoneth to misfortune- it is 
as it were, the echo answering to the voice." 
"When a hasty word hath once been spoken- a team of' four 
horses may pursue, but cannot brimg it back." 
"The flaw in a mace of' white jade may be ground away-
but the flaw of an evil word cannot be ground away." 
"If thou be born in the poor man's hovel, but have wisdom-
then shall thou be like the lotus flower growing out of the mUd~ 
~apanese Proverbs. 
To understand and to rightly judge the moral ideals of 
the Japanese one must not forget thier point of view.In Christ-
ian civilization the end of morals and religion is to save 
and perfect the individual.He is the center upon which all 
oonverges. Not so in Japan. To them the end of morals and re-
ligion is to build up the state and family. Inidivduals are 
important only as units in the larger social whole. It is 
always right to sacrifice personal to communal interests. 
Bearing in mind this fundamental difference, where will be 
found more determined efforts to reach their ideals than 
among the Japanese? Loyalty is the corner-stone of their moral 
system. In Japan "whosoever will save his life shall lose it; 
and whosoever will lose his life shall find it," has been 
carried out in their loyalty with a devotion not surpassed in 
any country or age. With them it is literally done. And the 
truth of the saying is abundantly proved in the nation's his-
tory. The persons most alive to-day in Japan, and who are 
molding most of her people, are those who have in all ages seal-
ed their loyalty with their lives. He that hath lost his life 
out o£ loyalty to c.ount r y . o r family hath not only found it; but 
also hath covered a mu~titude of sins. The patron saints of 
Japan are very largely the suicides for loyalty • 
This ideal leads them to extremes which seem to the 
Western moralist the very opposite of righteousness. And if 
there be any swerving from that ideal1 the person doing so would seem almost under constraint to apologise for it. No 
less a personage than Ieyasu says in his "Honorable Will,• or 
testament: "when I was young I detennined to fight and punish 
all my own and my ancestors enemies, and I did punish them; 
but afterwards, by deep consideration, I found that the way 
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of heaven was to help the people and not to punish them. Let 
my successor ' s follow out this . policy, or they are not of my · 
line . I n this lies the strength of the nation . " 
The Kimaki" men who just previous to the Me ij i perciod 
freely gav e their lives to defend the right of the Emperor to 
r ule, are remembered with the highest honors . The "forty seven 
r onins " are always spoken of as Gi-shi, or the "Righteous 
Samurai ." 
Among the cardinal virtues 1 ~ t hat of self-contrml pro -
bably ranks next to loyalty to the state and family . As a people 
the .Japanese are among the most stoical . And this perfect con-
trol over all emotions could not have come to be. such a marked 
national trait) had not self-control been highly idealized . 
To lose one ' s self- poise is always considered disgraceful , and 
t o exhibit it in a marked degree is ever hald up as an ideal 
t o the people . This is one of the most popular and well known 
illustrations: "Kujuro, a lad of fifteen years , quarreled with 
a neighbor' s son over a game of Go, lost his self- control , 
and before he could be seized, drew his sword and cut the boy 
down . While t h e wounded boy was under the surgeon ' s care 
Kujur o was under custody, and showed no fear , and his words and 
acts were calm beyond his year s . After some days the boy died, 
and Kurujo was condemned to hara-kiri . The officers in charge 
gave him a farewell feast the-n!~efore h e died . He calmly 
wrote to his mother , took ceremonious farewell of his keeper 
and all his house, and then said to hts guests: '! r egret t o 
leave you all, and should like to st ay and talk till day- break; 
but I must not be sleepy when I commit ~-~ t omorrow, s o 
I 'll go to bed at once . Do you st ay at your ease and drink the 
wine.' So he went i-. o his room and went to sleep, all being fill ed 
with admiration w:Pen they heard him snore . On the morrow he 
rose early, bathed · and d r essed himself with care, made all 
his preparations with calmness and then, quiet and composed 
killed himself . No old, trained self- possessed samurai could 
have excelled him . 
At the beginning of the affair, I wrote to his father: 
' Though Kujuro commit hara-kiri he is so caJm and collected 
that there need be no regret . Be at peace .' But as Sugimoto 
read the letter, he remarked : ' A child will often be brave enou~ 
as others encourage it before the moxa is appl i ed , and yet 
burst into t ears when it feels the heat . My child is so youn g 
that I cannot be at peace until I hear that he has done t h e deed 
with bravery. ' As the proverb says, 'Only B.U..ch fathers have such 
sons .' I have told you this that J<uj uro may be remembered • 
I t would be shameful were it t o be forgotten that so young a 
boy pev-formed such a deed ." 
The ideals growing out of a .Japanese ' s religion were 
a lways s econdary to loyalty and self-cont rol . They did "not look 
to religion f or their ideals . I t was related to them only as a 
coat to the body. I t might be of some use, but of no ac t ual 
part of themselves . Prof e Chamberlain r ightly says :- ".Japanese 
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religious beliefs have sat lightly ." And this has been true 
throughout their history, and continues at present. "Complete 
indifference to religion is characteristic of the educated 
classes of to-day," is the testimony of a teacher among them 
for thirty years. 
This ceases to seem strange when one recalls the fact that 
only the belief in a monotheism, personal and holy, has ever 
produced any lasting and benificent·moral ideals. This the 
Japanese have notf "The conceptions of the common people in 
regard to God are chaotic." There is no term. in the language 
for "God" or "sin" in: the Christian sense. We are aware that 
Ieyasu says, "To insure the empire peace, the foundation must 
be laid in holiness and religion, and if men think they can be 
educated and will not remember this, it is as if a man were 
t o go to a forest to catch fish, or thought he could draw 
·water out of fire. They must follow the ways of holiness." 
But such "holiness" has more to do with the externals than 
with the heart-life. 
Because the Oriental standard of morals is so different 
from that ot the Occident, j.t is not surprising to find the 
Japanese lacking in ideals considered by the latter as fun-
damental. The disregard for truthfulness is every where noticed. 
Townsend Harris may have been somewhat hasty in calling the 
Japanese "the biggest liars i n the world" but there is no 
doubt as to the shock given to his Anglo,Saxon ideal of truth-
fulness. Owing to this defect in the nat .ional character the 
merchants of the world find it extremely difficult to do busi-
ness with Japan . If a firm has bargained for ctbill of goods 
and the price should fall before t he goods are \ delivered, · it 
would not be an uncommon thing to have the goods refused • .A..nd 
the firm would consider it sufficient explanation to say, 
"We should lose ·money." 
The low ideal o~ woman and social pu:tity is known the 
world over. The conception of woman as an inferior being 
which has been taught from time immemo rial has born this fruit. 
Immorality, to some extent, is the result of perverted filial 
piety. The author of ."The Mikado's Empire" thus characterizes 
the people: "In moral character, the average Japanese is frank, 
honest, f'a.ithf'uJ., kind, gentle, courteous, confiding, a:ff'ection-
ate, filial, loyal. Love of truth for its own sake, chastity, 
temperance, are not characteristic virtues. --- The idea of 
filial obedience is the root of the worst blot on the Japanese 
character-- the slavery of prostituted women." 
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The Mikado. 
"The Shogun all men fear; the Mikado all men love." 
• "Descended in a direct line from the heav enly deities, the 
Emperor has stood unshaken in his high place through all gen-
era.tions, his prestigf? - and dignity innnutable from time innnemoria\ 
and independent of all the vicissitudes of the world about him. 
Never has there been found a single subject of the realm who 
sought to impair the imperial prestige . " Such are the state-
ments concerning the Mikado in a history of Japan prepared by 
order of that government and translated into English for the 
Columbadn Exposition. The Japanese clatm the "royal line" 
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to be u broken from the first Emperor, Ji~~u Tenno, 660 B. c. 
But a thousand years of legend and myth intervenes between that 
date and the one from which reliable history begins. Even the 
conquest of Korea by the Empress Jingo, from 1vhich the English 
speaking world has its by-word, "b~ jingo,)" in 202 A. D. , 
while it may have some basis in historical fact yet must , be 
taken with a good many grains of salt. From the year 55~A. D. 
the date of the entrance of Buddhism, the history is reasonably 
reliable. But reckoning even from this late date~he family 
line of the Mikado is the longest unbrokem procession in his-
tory. iro revolution ever went so far as to dethrone the Mikado. 
The Japanese people, however, jealously g~n.nrd the histor-
icity of that thousand years. They accept as authentic history 
the st atements of the Koj eki, though it was not compiled -till 
712 A. D. and then its given dates accepted on the me~ory 
of a single man who claimed to have got them from a book writ-
ten some thirty years before, but then lostt "No one may ex-
press ~ublic dissent from the authorized version of primitive 
Japanese history. A few years ago a professor in the Imperial 
University made an attempt to interpret ancient Japanese myths. 
F.is constructions were supposed to threaten the di~e descent 
of the Imperial line, and he was swmnarily dismissed. 
The person of the Mikado is considered sacred,he having 
descended in direct line from the gods. This fact added to the 
Oriental almost fanatical . reverence for what is old makes the 
Mikado's personality doubly inviolable. Whether a waak or a 
powerful ruler sat on the throne made no difference: t hat throne 
stood unmov ed through all the centuries because the people 
would not permit any one to sit upon it who did not pos'"'ess the 
unquestioned "divine right of Kings. " " 
To think of the Mikado as "popular" is to wholly mis-
understand the attitude of the Japanese toward their sovereign. 
As well ask if Jesus is ''popular'' among Christians. The people 
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of ~apan have that deep reverence for the Mikado which approach& 
wor'ship. J..nd this is not so merely among the connnon people , 
but in a marked degree extends from the lowest to the highest 
subjects. When the admiral from his fleet or the field-mar-
shall from his ar.my headquarters, gives a report of the victory 
and attributes it to the : "Divine Emperolj" the words are not 
mere empty sound .but full of meaning to the whole nat ion. 
In many ways this reverence f .or the Mikado is kept alive and 
· L n " j stimulated. In the annual three days' . Feast of Dolls the oy 
of every little Japanese girl's heart, the central figures are 
effigies of the Emperor and Empress in court costume, who are 
treated with every deference and reverence. By impe~ial edict 
all school-scholars are required to bow to t h e picture of the 
Emperor, an act which whether of patriotirun or worship, is yet 
in dispute. When a new government school building in Saga was 
burning a ~apanese boy s a id to his American teacher, "Oh, 
teacher, we are filled with the sorrowfull" On being assured 
that they would have a new and better buimding he replied, 
"No, nol It is not . the building the.tsorrows us; our :Emperor's 
picture is burnt" Though the picture could have been replaced 
for a dollar, yet the te c"cher adds, "I am very sure that any 
one of them would cheerfully have risked his life to rescue 
the cremated photograph." 
The national anthem shows how inseparably the Mikado is 
identified with the nation,- they are one and the same; "May 
Our Gracious Sove re ign reign a thousand years, reign till the 
little stone grow:s into a mighty rock, thick covered with 
ancient moss~~ .. The same idea is expressed by a professorpf 
history in one of the colleges, "The sovereign power of the 
state cannot be dissociated from the Imperial Throne. It lasts 
forever, along with the Imperial line of succession, unbroken 
for ages eternal. If the Imperial house cease to exist, the 
Empire falls." 
With this sentiment always and everywhere felt, it was a 
natural and comparatively easy step for the samurai to transfer 
his loyalty to his daimyo wholly to the Mikado when feudalism 
was overthrown. "The depth of this reverence for the Mikado is 
seen in the unsparin g condemnation of the slightest breach of it 
No more approbrious epithet can be applied to any one than 
cho.+teki, "enemy of the Mikado". And woe be to any man or clan 
that has ever lifted hand against the Imperial House. When in 
1853, the shogun at Yedo in treating with Perry put after his 
name the title tai-kun, "tycoon", the insult to the Mikado was 
deeply resented by the peop~e. 
In the tenth century Masakado, an energetic, unscrupulous 
man , set himself up in Kuanto as a rival Mikado~ He murdered 
his uncle who stood in the way of his ambition to be t he real 
Mikado. He was at length ·overthrown and killed, but his fol-
lowers, to appease his ghost, built him a shrine on what is 
now the si~e of Tokio. In Ieyasu's day the shrine was moved 
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by that shogun to his cap ital at Yedo, the history having been 
largely forgotten . But after the overthrow of the shogunate in 
1868, when the impe r ial troops ente~ed the capital, some of 
them,- knowing the history of Massakada went st raigh.t to this 
shrine, took out the image and "hacked it to pieces with the ir 
swords ." Thus after nine centurielJ, the traitor r eceived a 
traitor's reward, a c lear instance of historic justice in the 
eyes of native pat r iots • . , . 
•' 
There is universal hat red of the Hojo name because that 
famit~-1200- 1333- deposed the Mikado and tyrannized over J apan , 
fo r one and a thi rd centuries . To keep alive the name for ex-
ecration a troublesome pest is called the Hojo-bug and an an-
nual ceremony of exterminating this bug reminds the people of 
the Hoji penfidy . It was the bitter memory of how this house 
had outr~. ged the Mikado that aided greatly in the overthrow of 
the Tokugawa rulers in 18 A8 . 
From amcient times) the home life of the Mikado has been 
of great simplicity . All was thus in keeping with the Shinto 
ideals . The palace' has always been a simple unpretentious 
st r ucture, plain without and within . "The indulgence in gaudy 
d isplay was opposed to the attributes and character of the living 
r epresentative of the "Heavenly I.ine ." Their dwell ing place in 
life being simple, thei r resting place in death is in the same 
good tast e ."A simpl e base of s tone , surmounted by a low shaft 
set upon a hillock, su r:ro1mded by a trench and enclosed by a 
neat railing of timber, marks the r esting place of the dead 
emperors. " 
The influence of the Mikado over his people is boundless . 
It is not so much his personality as that he is the divine repre-
sentative directing the people and protecting them. For centuries 
in the strife of clans for supremacy the one all-important 
step wa-e- to get possession of the Mikado 1 s person . By virtue of 
this that clan or party was rightly the rulers and all others 
were cho.,.,teki. "No matter what the provocation, they must not 
lift a hand against the. party having possession of the Mikado 's 
person . And to-day in political differences the cos1mand of the 
Emperor is to be submitted to at once, though there is a grow-
ing tendency in legislative c ircles to resent this interference . 
One has said that the ruling passion of the J apanese is 
to possess rank and official title. But these are bestowed only 
by the Mikado. Even the shogun I eyasu did not dare to claim 
any ' ight to this power . The name of the Mikado is magical t o 
exp er. differences ruaong the people . ADnost any act of unwisdom 
is overlooked if it be done out of regard fo r the Emperor. 
Once in the Imperial Diet, a most vigorous opposition was being 
made to inc r easing the taxes, when rome member of a small polit-
i cal faction moved that out of the indemnity then being paid 
by China a gift of 20 , 000 , 000 yen ($10 , 000 , 000) be made to the 
3?. 
Emperor. The hostile par . 8 S at once forgetting the tax question 
~ ted together unan imously for the measure, largely on the 
ground that the nation owed the victory over China to their 
Sov er eign ! 
So intimately are the lives of the people, the interests 
of the nation, the hopes of all, bound up with the person of 
the Mikado that Dr . Griff is ' wo rds do not seem t oo strong,- ' 
e "The student of this people and their unique history can never 
understand them nor their national life~unless he measures 
the mightiness of the force, and recognises the place , of the 
throne and the Mikado in the hearts of its people. " 
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"Japan is concent rated energy ." 
Sche~rer. 
38~ 
"Bett er to be a crystal and to be broken, than to be a 
t ile upon the housetop and remain ." 
Yo shida Shain. 
"If we are destined to be the salt of the earth , we should 
not allow ourselves t o be left behind ." 
Neesima . 
In stature the J apanese are among the Bllallest of the 
human family. The average height of the men is a little above 
five feet and the women proportionally smaller. "In Europe 
the average weight of young men of t wenty is 144 pounds, while 
that of the Tokyo conscripts for the ar.my was only 111 pounds ." 
So they are 'ri&~tly called 0 the little brown people of the 
East ."But owing to much exerc is e from ear liest years , contin-
ual t oil and tempe rat e habits, they are a people of great 
strength and prodigious endurance . Some of their feats of 
strength combined with endurance are almost incredible, m d 
would not be believed were the~ not vouched for by most reli-
able eye witnesses and writers: I n Kyoto there is a v eranda 
128 yards long with a 16 foot ceiling. Down this entire length 
~ samurai archer shot more than 8000 arrows in t wenty four 
hours. I n Tokyo over a space of like dimensions~an a r cher shot 
· 10,000 arrows in t wenty Hour s·; more than half of which flew 
the entire distance without striking the ceiling. 
Geo. W. Knox gives this t est imony to the endurance of 
t he j in-~-~ men; "On the west coast of J apan a man pulled 
me inc1one day fift y-five miles over ordinary count ry roads, 
up hill and down . I remonstrated r epeatedly, but he told me 
his home was at the end of the r oute, and he desired to get 
back that ni&~t . I t took him eleven hours to cover the distance. 
At its end, taking me to ahotel, while I engaged my room and ~~ 
~hanged salutations with my host, he threw wat er over himself and 
put on a clean robe . Then he followed me to my room in the 
rear and said, 'You must be t ired after so long a r ide, and 
I desire to know if t here is not something I can do t o help 
you . 1 " 
While still young the girls carry a younger br other or 
siste r about on their back while at work or play, and when 
grown to womanhood, if peasants, take their places with men 
at · rk in the f ield . Though the J apanese W>\lman is small, yet 
for endurance she is probably~thout an equal in the ~orld . 
I n his book "The East of Today and Tomo rrow" Bishop H.C. 
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Potter says, "If I were asked to say of all that I saw in 
Japan, what that is that lives most vividly in my memory, I 
should probably shock my artistic reader by saying that i t 
was the loading of a steamship at Nagasaki with coal . The 
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huge vessel, the Empress of Japan, was one morning, soon after 
its arrival in Nagasaki, suddenly festooned- I can use no 
other word- from stem to stern on each side with a series of 
hanging plat~ rms, the broadest nearest the base and diminish-
ing as they r ose, strung together by ropes, and ascending from 
the sampans, or huge boats in which the coal had been bro ught 
alongside the steamer, until the highest and narrowest plat-
form was just below the part icular porthole through which it 
was reveived into the ship. There were, i n each case, all ·~ 
a long the sides of the ship, same four or five of these plat -
f orms, one above another, on each of which stood a young girl. 
On board the sampans men were busy fi ll i ng a long line of bask-
ets , holding, I should think, each about two buckets of coal, 
and these were p~ssed up from the sampans in a continuous and 
unbroken line, until they reached their destinat ion, each young 
girl as she stood on her particular platform, passing or 
almost t h rowing, these huge basket-fuls of coal to the girl 
above her, and so on to the end . 
The rapidity, skill , and above all, the rythmic preeision 
with which, for hours, this really tremendous task was performei 
was an achi evement which might well fill an American athlete 
with dismay .As I moved to and fro on the deck above them, 
watching this uni que scene, I took out my watch to time these 
girls, and again and again I counted sixty nine baskets - they 
never fell below sixty- passed on board in this way in a single 
minute . Think of it f or a minutet The task- I ought r ather to 
call it an art, so neatly)simply, and gracefully was it done- w 
was this: the young gi rl stooped to her companion below her, 
seized from her hands a huge basket of coal, and then shoot-
ing her lithe arms upward, tossed it laughingly to the girls 
above her in the ever ascending chain . And all the while 
the re was heard, as one passed along from one to another of 
t hese ch ains of living el evators , a clear r ythmical sound, 
whi ch I supposed at first to have been produced by same by-
stander striking the metal string of something like a mandolin, 
but which I dis covered after a litt le time was a series of 
notes produced by the lips of these young coal-heavers them-
selves,- dist i nct, precise, melodious and st imulating. And at 
this t ask these girls continued, uninterruptedly and blithely 
from ten o' clock in the morning until f our o'clock in the 
afternoon, putting on board in that time, I was told, more than 
one thousand tons of coal. I am quite free to say that I do 
not believe there is another body of work-folk in the world 
who could hav e performed the same task in the same time ana_ 
with the same ease . " 
The Japanese are not usually considered a patient and per-
sistant people. Yet these qualities are by no means r are . 'Tis 
true that the samurai as a class have, by their dash and ex-
travagances, given to the world the idea that the whole people 
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are volatile and Lmstable . Eut the nation as a whole, while 
not so mark edly patient as the Chinese, yet have much o~ thei r 
neighbor's steadfast ness. The patient plodding of the Japanese 
peasantry is t he real strength of the nat lon . Though capable 
of deep emotion yet it is usually under control. They are per-
sistent as learners else they could never have mastered the 
Chinese ideographs and classics . They are _pati ent hearers. 
It is a common thing for great audiences in the afternoon, 
to sit listening quietly for four or five hours to a series of 
addresses, with the expectation of attending a like meeting 
again in the evenine . The patient detenaination which is en-
abling yotmg Japan to m:otster the languages and civilization 
of the Occident has no par allel. While there has been much 
"fu~s and f ury" &ring the pas~ two score years, yet that has 
bee~ more or less on the surface. Had there not been underneath 
all , a deep strong current moving calmly and persistently on, 
the nation had been long ago shipwrecked . 
That such a large proportion of the common people, as well 
as the leading men, have been able to "keep their head" m d 
"stand on their feet" before such a flood of new ideas , and in 
the midst of such an overturning of institutions hoary with 
age and dear by virt ue of sac red associations, speaks v olumes 
for their steadfastness of purpose . In great political crises, 
in most trying diplomatic relations as when "the powers" were 
denying Japan the just rewards for her victory over China; 
in the almost interminable and vexatious delays over treaty 
revi sion; though many impatient and strong men might commit 
~-kiri, - as put of disappointment over the China affairs-
and others loudly demand revaluation or war, yet the nation 
as a whole have shown a l evel-headedness and self-control 
which is beyond all praise . The nation that could take Port 
Arthur and plan and prosecut e successfully the Manchurian 
campiagn, while the great body of people a~ home showed no 
s igns of excitement, must have learned well her lesson of 
persistent patience . 
The great maj orl ty of the Japanese are poor . They live 
on a much smaller allowance than the people of the white race . 
And it is well they can do so, for there is not an over- abundant 
food supply lin Japan. It is only by the strictest economy and 
thrift that enough can be produced to keep the wolf from the 
door . The peasants keep close watch on the roads and every 
partic le of' manure is gathered up to enrich their sma}_l patch 
of farming land . Glothing is of the simplest pattern and mater-
ial , made in the simplest fashion to obtain the most comfott 
from the least outlay . Even 1.11Tith strictest economy it is a 
standing wonder how they "make ends meet." 
The following is a good illustration of what economy is 
r equired to live a peasant life in J apan: "The far.ms of the 
~apanese average one acre and a quarter each, and fou r-tenths 
of the p~oducts are paid for r ent . It is p&~n that the support 
of a family on six-tenths of the product of an acre and a 
quarter is a matter of greatest difficulty. A farmer brought 
me his accounts, showing the gross r esults of a year 6f labor 
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It came to $18, and out of this he bought most of the food 
which he ate and paid for all his expenses, for the peasant 
farmer cannot eat the rice which he graws,- he must sell it 
and buy cheaper food,-rye, wheat, millet. In addition to the 
rice, he raises on the borders of his fields and ever,y scrap 
of otherwise unused land, vegetables, with which, and the 
cheapest of fish and the gra ins mentioned he must be content . 
Only on high festivals, once or twice ~ear, can he indulge in 
the luxury of rice. I said to the fanne r who showed me his 
accounts, 'How can you ever make two ends meet?• and he rep~ied, 
"By arithmetic the feat i s impossible, but in actual life we 
somehow manage it . ' " 
The ambit ion of the .Tapanesel as a people knows no bounds. 
Their inquiring minds, aided by imag_ination, brings vividly 
before them the whole '\\0 rld of possible attairunent and they 
feel equal to it. Their daring self--sufficiency renders it 
impossible for any undertaking to appal them. They believe in 
their destiny,- that they are a divinely descended race, have 
been divinely guided and are now set not only for the leader-
ship in the far East} but ultimately for the leadership of the 
worlcl . 
This spirit is manifest in every phase of their life, and 
has been so in every period of their history . It was this 
ambition in the soul of Hid4.yashi, and many of his followers, 
that led this "lfapoleon of .Tapan" to believe that he COJlld 
over-run and ·subjugate China . While that ambition could not 
be attained by the nation in the latter part of the sixteenth 
century, yet the same ambition was attained in the closing 
years of the nineteenth century. After many of the brightest 
men viSit ed the leading countries of the world they were not 
so over-awed by what they saw 1 but that they firmly believes 
they could fashion agover.nment 7the equal, if not the superior 
, to any of these, and do it in a much shorter time than it 
had ever before been done. The same lofty ambition cha racterizEd 
the beginning of the modern educational system. In announcing 
the\educat ional (fJ()de 1 the emperor only voiced the spirit of his people when he stated the ideal of national education: "It is 
intended that henceforth education shall be so diffused that 
there may not be a village with an ignorant family, or a 
family wi ·th an ignorant member. n 
When we come t o religion it is the s~~e. While they willi~ 
ly admit the merits of Christianity1 yet they are frank to say that there will probably be from Japan a religion ret aining 
the virtues of all other religions and that this Japanized 
product will then become the world medium of worship. 
Many .Japanese ambitious plans would be ludicrous before 
the world were there not both a grim determination to make 
good their claims and also sufficient fruits already apparent 
to convince thinking men that this people are of no common clay. 
They did quickly conquer China; they have est ablished a govern-
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ment that is wonderfully adapting its elf to that people; t heir 
educat ional system is making a nation of thinking men and wame~ 
and as members of many different denomi nations the t housands 
of Christians are showing a willingness and r eadiness to 
unite on essentials and t o drop non- essentials that might well 
put many Christians in so-called Christian lands to shame . 
They are making good their cl a im to be c ivilized by their 
enfranchis i ng the Eta Q?Jld Ainu, by t heir t oleration toward d if-
f erent religious faiths; by their humanitari an spi r i t in war, ~ 
t heir improved Red Cross society, and by thei r benevolent 
institutions upspringing ever,ywhere . They are making good t h e i r 
claim to be a world- power by the surp r ising st rength in army and 
navy, as well as in shrewdness of d iplomacy. 
There is nothing wr ong i n an ambit ion t hat is laudable; 
and there is not h i ng in it t o be sneered a t if there i s st r ength 
of purpose suffi ceint t o attain t o it . And such the J apanese · 
ambit ion seems proving its elf to be. To r each the goal set 1t h ey show t hemselves r eady t o pay the pr ice, and they have the price 
t o pay. One of her sons t hus speaks of this invincible spirit -
"The rock of our r ac e-pr ide,and organic union has stood firm 
t h r oughout t he a ges .--- The· nat ional genius has never been 
overwhelmed . -- - I t is the most sac r ed hono r of the r ace of 
Ama to hold it self invincible, not in mere pol i tical sense 
a lone, but s t ill more and more prof oundly , as a living s i t.ir 
of Freedom in life and thought sn d art ." 
Along with the nation's great ambit ions i s a s ensitiveness 
just as marked . And this keen sens itiveness has played no small 
part in the 'hat ion ' s progress . When they realize~~he superio r-
ity of Western civilizat 1on1 the only cure f or the'ir sensitive-
ness on the subject was to make themselv es masters of that 
c ivilization. When the imperial commission was presented t o 
Pr esident Gr ant and his cabinet in 1872 , and the subject of 
r eligious int oleration was mentioned, t hose leaders were so 
sensitive on the matt er1 that such a word was sent back home that all the edict boards against Ch r istianity disappeared 
like magic . 
No one can measure the int ens e r esent ment of the people 
under the delayed treaty revision, because it was a standing 
~putation that they were to be c lassed ~th such half-ci~ lized 
count.r ies as Turkey and Egypt. Their sensitive natur es smat't ed 
under the suspic ion t hat they could not be t rust ed . And this 
more than any other force hast ened the abolition of t r ial by 
t orture, and grant i ng equal r ights t o all people . 
From the time Neesima fru nded the Dashisha) the people 
have chefed under the foreign control of the institution, be-
cause in it was implied that they were e ither not able to con-
duct it properly, or else that they were distrusted in their 
loyalty to the purpose of its f ounders . They could never be 
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satisfied till its di r ection was entirely in their own hands . 
This sensitiveness shows itself in thei r unwillingness to 
be different f r om other people . They will go to great lengths 
if only they are not thought odd G The doing away a th promis-
cuous public bathing and the conspicuous location of the family 
bat h-tub- it often being in the f r ont ya rd- is not due so much 
t o any sense of i mmodesty as t o the fact that these customs 
are different f r om those in ot~er countries and so give cause 
t o foreigners for.co~nent . 
From ea rly childhood the t hing the boy or girl fears most 
is not snakes, or ghosts , or the gods, or the dark or hob-gob-
lins , but the most fearful t hing is "t o be laughed at ". As a 
pledge that an obligat ion will b~ f ulfilled i t is . though~suf­
f icient t o say, "If I . do not do j_t 1you may laugh at me ." 
This sensitiveness has done as much as any other characte~ 
istic to maintain national unity ., I t keeps the nation•'in line" 
f or advancement. I t takes a great deal of boldness for any one 
t o take a position contrary t o the nat ional spi r i t and it is not 
usual for persons to advocate a new policy wi thout careful 
t hought . This fact has doubtless rendered the advance of Ch r ist-
ianity more difficult, because the J apanese do not wish to b e 
a separate or "peculiar people . " 
The charge of fi ckleness is of t en made against the J".apan-
ese, and in ajmaasure this criticism is just . As a people they 
are quick t o experiment ~h any new thing, and if it is not 
all it promised they are as quick to exchange it f or something 
else . Evidently they desire t o "try all things " then "hold 
fast t:=a. that which is good ." I n the rapid advanc eme.nt made 
dl rin g the Meij i period it is ndt strange that many things 
were tried and then dropped . They had much to learn to catch 
up with c ivilization, and i n their eagerr1ess to get ·that which 
was best sui ted t o them out of all that was offered , i t is not 
strange that they f ound it necessary to make so aany changes, 
but rather t hat it was only necessary to make so few . 
Closely allied to the @harge of fi ckleness is that of 
ingrat itude. To this charge the J' apanese must plead guilty . 
To reco gni s e any obligation for help received, especially if 
that helper be ~oreigner , is often disregarded . Many ~eacher, 
after he has poured out his life to instruct J"apanese young men 
:f1 nds hims elf wholly igno'red . Former pupils may pass him on 
the street and feel no obligation to even recognize hi~. Many 
of the Americans and Europeans who have giv en the best of thei r 
lives to int r oducing modern civilization are dismissed from 
service without any Show of thankfulness or appreciat ion of 
value r eceived . Of course there are many striking exceptions 
to this rule . I t would be hard to find a more grateful man 
than Neesima, or one who more f ully appreciated what had been 
done for him and his country . But "the majo r ity do not appre-
c iate disinterested kindness .They care very little for the mis-
sionaries or teach ·~ rs who have helped them get an education 
for fifty cents a month, when you would think they would be 
I 
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brimful of gratit ude all the rest of their lives . Of course, 
the re are notable exceptions . Human nature is the same every-
whe re ." 
But if the ~apanese are ambitious and have a good share 
of r ace pride, it is not peculiar to them alone . They do not 
need t o compass all seas and l ands to find close neighbo r s in 
this respect . d as :for the charge of ingratitude, that must 
be att ributed largely to her youthfulness . The more mat ure 
minds of the nat ion, who have had time to r eally weigh the 
good r eceived from diff erent count ries, are r eady to acknowl -
ed ge the debt and give c r edit where c redit is due . 
Probably the most · striking of all ~apanese chal'"act eristics, 
and that which has done most toward t he rap id advancement of 
the nation , is open-mindedness . From earliest times it was 
true . There seems to have been no pro t est aga inst the int ro-
duction of Confucianism and Buddhism. Whatever they had of 
learning or art or practical living, the nation were ready 
t o examine and adopt if conside red good . They have always been 
a mobile and impressionable people . The spirit of inquiry, and 
of considerateness t oward people of different r ace , is markedly 
at variance w1 th the general attit ude of the Orient . Without 
this there never could have been a tl ew ~apan . I t would have 
been impossible to reconcile Eastern and Western views of many 
fUnd amen tal quest ions had_ the ~apanese not been open-minded . 
They recognized the evil of the feudal system, also the diffi• 
culty arising from cast e, such as the samurai and Et as, so they 
abolished them both . That era of r eceptiveness , unparall eled by 
any people , was fittingly ushered in by the edict of the 
:Bmperor .. l868-, the last t wo clauses of which r ead, -"The old 
uncivilized way shall be replaced by the eternal princ iples 
of the Universe . The best knowlt:Jdge shall be sought t hroughput 
the world, so as to promot e the Imperial welfare ." And to this 
policy, faithf ully carried out, is the growth of ~ew J apan 
chiefly due, and which also holds so much promise f or the 
f uture • 
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"It is intended that education shall be so diffused that 
there may not be a village with an ignorant family, nor a 
family with an ignorant member ." 
Imperial Edict, 1868 . 
"Our immediate future seems a more serious problem than 
the past . --- I f we adopt only the material elements of c i~ li-
zation and leave out religion, it is like building up a human 
body of flesh only, without blood ." 
Neesima, 1884 . 
"Hefho knows himself and also knows his opponent, in a 
thousand contests will win a thousand victories ." 
Chinese Proverb . 
I n old J apan the life of ar.ms and the life of letter8 
were the two occupations worthy of the leading class- the 
samurai . These pursults were h:tghly. honorable, but mercantile 
life, any kind of business, was degrading. To be a scholar was 
next to being a soldier, and to have a library was next only t o 
har ing a well-stocked armory . So that in the intervals of 
fighting men studied . This was made possible, not by any cen-
t r·al government- for there oft en was none- but by each daim.yo 
having a school for his own daimiate . I n this innate desire 
f or learning, stimulated and developed by the feudal schools, B 
~ound the beginning of J apan ' s educat ional life . 
Many a daimyo took pride in his educated retainers and 
often bid for their sojourn at his castle that in this way 
the glory of his house might be increased . The gentry having 
both the disposition and the opportunity, often made the most 
of their opportunities . The Chinese classics , supplemented by 
some Buddhist learning, was the principal field for early 
study . The sturdy character of the Chinese ethical maxims fur-
nished fir.m moral fiber in the ruling class of J apan . The 
Confud an ideal that the ruler should also be the scholar was 
e-ee r kept before the people . Such was the "Princely Man" of 
Confucius. The Buddhist temples were often schools for the 
common people where learning was kept alive even during the 
most bitter military contests . While the Buddhist priest 
t aught the sut r a s 7yet the most popular studies were from the Chinese, and these he taught for centuries, and thereby shap-
ed the J apanese mind . 
The writings of Conf ucius, Mencius and their successors 
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could not be mastered without effort, and this study dweloped 
marked in~ ellectual powers of certain kinds which remain today 
in the people . The stamp of China is still quite clear upon 
the J apan ese intellect . "The arduous intellectual training of 
J apanese gentry of forme r days- the committing to memory of 
the Confuc1an classics- fostered a mental habit-at once docile , 
retentive, apt f or details . " 
The J'apm ese woman early made herself f elt in the intel-
lectual life of the people, in spite of the Chinese sage who 
said : "It is no unde~irable thing for a wife to be a st upid, 
whereas a wise woman is more likely to be a curse in a family 
than a blessing." Men alone studied the Chinese , but to woman 
was granted the privilege of studying the native J apanese 
t ongue . This they did and were able to t each their own children 
not a little . A unique position was thus held by women in re-
lation to . education in old J apan, of which Aston says : "I be-
lieve no· parallel is to be found in the history of European let.-
te rsj to the remarkable fact that a very large proportion of 
the best wri tings of the best age of J apanese literat ure was 
the work of women ." mh:a The ''Gengi Monogatari, " the fo re- runner 
of the J apanese historical novel; the I se Monogatar i, " "Makura 
Zoshi, " are all works of women of J apan . 'hU.s respect for bcith 
the Chinese and J apanese languages was preserved, and the in-
fluence from both helped to mold the J apanese mind . Nothing 
is more erroneous than to think that J apanese mental acumen was 
the product of a n~ght ' s growth, like J onah ' s gourd . r t has 
its roots back fif't een hundred years in the past drawing their 
strength from t wo of the oldest and most vir ile races . It is 
true that "to the long discipline of the past that she owes the 
moral strength behind this une~ected display of aggressive 
power ." 
Early Japanese education was deficient in two respects-
no attention given to natural sciences and no progress made in 
logical reasoning/ the former lack being largely the result of 
the latter. And thi s i.s f1ot ~+. range when we remember the genius 
of Confucianism-inflexible uniformity in thought and slavish 
conformity to the past . To step aside foom the old paths was 
inexcusible presumption, and to be original was a crime . The 
r esult was that Japanese education cultivated memory, obser-
vation, and great skill in the use of the hands, but it neg-
lected the reasoning powers . Thinking of a lo gical char~cter 
was foreign to both the Chinese and Japanes e education . What-
ever they knew they knew by intuition, not as a result of s ci-
entif i c investigation . Consequently the sciences never gained 
any place in Oriental learning. There was great skill in ~­
itation but none whatever in origination. 
Early in the sixteenth century the nation had itsiintro-
duction t o the natural sciences .t hrough the Dutch at Nagasaki . 
Though for two and a half centuries confined rigidly to the 
small island of Deshima yet those merchant scholars supplied 
to the eager samurai hundreds of the best works on medicine , 
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physics, chemistry, mechanics and. military tactics . What·ever 
disgrG~.ce attaches to these early traders for greed and acts 
of shameless irunorality, yet to them must be given the credit 
for sowing the seed, through the sixteenth, seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries which bore such fr' .. lit in the nineteenth . 
Directly after the coming of Perry, those plants cff modern 
thought which had begun to take root in the dark were mmediate-
e ly brought forth into t h e sunlight where the growth was phe-
nommnal . Schools were everyv1here opened and the demand for for-
eign teachers was far beyond the supply . After 1854 the two 
• 
and a half centuries of pent up eagerness for education burst 
all restraints; young men slipped away, in the face of death 
penalty, for leav ing the island, and by most daring and desper-
ate means many succeeds~ in getting to America and Europe . 
As soon as the revolution was settled in 1868 the new govern-
ment, recognizing the determination of young men to have an 
educat ion at all hazards, at once made provision to meet it . 
I n Tokio, schools were opened where the court nobles, daimyos 
and public officials were compelled to study . The ~.~-!l~-:o'r n 
1868 closed his edict by saying- "The best knowledge sh 11 be 
sought throughout the world so as to promote the Imperial wel-
fare . " 
"As early as 1866 the first group of s t udents had gone 
abroad ." I n May and J une 18?1 over 400 students were sent at 
government expense to study in America . During the decad e from 
1866 some 500 students attended the colleges of the Dutch Re-
formed Church in America alone . But the most marked of a 11 in-
novations was when in 18?1 the government recommended the send-
ing of some young women from the best families to America to 
be educated l The Emperor gave his approval, saying, "Women, 
therefore , have had no position socially because it was consid-
ered that they were without understanding: but if educated and 
intelligent they should be shown due respect ." Thi s was t h e 
longest st ep forward in reformed education thus far taken by 
the nation . 
At that early date there was instinctively felt what two 
decades later-1890- the minister of education embodied in his 
of~ic ial report : - "In short , female education is the source 
from which general education should be diffused over the whole 
country ." The young women were sent 0 1J.t and some of them vrere 
marked students . One of them, now the Marchioness Oyama, grad-
uated from Vassar College as both president and valedictorian 
of her class . And this woman stapding close to the present 
Empress has largely influenced the nation in its liberal at t i -
tude t oward the education of women . 
The greatest impetus to this rap i dly growing educational 
policy of government came from the missi~~aries who began ~r­
riving in t he country from Amerida in 1859 . This is especially 
t rue of the ·education of women . A school for girls was opened 
by Mrs ,, J . G. Hepburn at. Yokoho;•1a in 1 867? and a like ·,·;~k wa~ 
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· Vffif:'! begun in Tokyo by Mrs Carrothers \h 1 8?0 . To such schools 
is due largely t he fact that when the system of education was 
o r g anizec1. in 1872 provision was made for women and men alike . 
As ev idence of the quickened intellectual life , as well as of 
the interest in things American, it is worthy of note that 
previous t o 18?0 there had been published in J apanese three 
separate t r an slat ions of I rving ' s "Life of Washington~ besides 
several sho r ter sKetches • 
The foundations for the schools of higher learning were 
cheifly laid by Christian men from America . I n 1869 Verbeck , 
the greatest of all Christian mission ~1,ries to .Tapan, ten years 
after his arrival there , was called by the government to Tokyo 
to direct the founding of the Imperial University which was 
opened in 1872 and of which he becrune the first president . 
I n 1872 Captain J Qnes, an insr ructor in the West Point Military 
Academy, was employed to open a school at KUmamoto on Kyushu . 
From tr\iS school have gone many who hold high positions under 
the government and the "Kumamot o Band " so widely known among 
the early native Christian workers . 
Mr . Lewis says : "We can s carcely understand the influences 
that shaped J apanese educat ion, if we overlook Nees ima ." This 
young samura i J who stole away from his country in 18 64 and 
spent ten years in America, graduating at Amhe rst College and 
Andover Seminary , returned to J apan in 1874 and the following 
year f ounded the Boshisha, the first Christain college of 
J apan . I n 1876 Dr . Clark f rom America founded the first agr i -
cultural college at Sappora in Hakkaido . Thus while J apan took 
the model for her navy from England, f or her legal code from 
France and her constitut ion (largely) and her ar.my from Germany) 
she modeled her schools on the American system. 
Education among tne J apanese is stimulat ed and fos t ered 
in many ways . The schools do not do it all Jby any means . The 
J apanese child has an inborn desire to learn and is keen men-
tally . The parents t ake much delight in the instruct ion of 
their children in the folk- lore of the nation; and there are 
literally scores of juvenile histories of J apan . The Kinder-
garten system has flourished in this "paradise for children" , as 
J apan has been called . Many of the most popular gwnes for child-
ren have an educational purpose . One of the favorites is "Hyaku 
nin isshu "- "The poems of a hundred poets "- a game of cards 
played everywhere which develops quickness of mind and hand 
4t as well as knowledge of lit erature . 
The J apanese are great travelers . By tens of t housands 
the peasants go on pilgrimages t o various parts of the count ·ry 
every year . T~is is no small f actor in the educational d ev el -
opment of the people . They f orrr1 themselves into socie~ies, 
each member paying one cent per month dues . Once a year they 
draw lots and the favored ones take all the accumulated f unds 
and go on a journey to places of interest . During the int ervals 
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of busy farm work these travelers are seen in great crowds, 
traveling and living in the cheapest manner, but enjoying 
themselves greatly . As a people they are of an inquiring dis-
position and ply the t raveler from other countries with all 
kinds of quest ions . This was especially true in the early part 
of the present period . Geo . W. Kno x gives this experience-
"Twenty years ago every foretgner was supposed to be a mine of 
information : in this visit; r or example , we were asked questions 
as to prison reform, the proper basis fo r a national currency, 
the best methods for the establishment of banks, whether it 
~OUftd be better to build a railway across the mountains to an 
inland sea, or to dig out the harbor and widen its entrance, 
so that it would be easy of access for sea-going steamers; 
whether, on the whole, for a nation in the situation of J apan, 
a militia would not suff ice without a standine army; as to the 
various for.ms of constitutional government, Germanic , Briti sh, 
and American, with their adaptations to J apanese needs; as to 
the expediency of opening certain mines and the probability of 
profit from them . -- I t was all relatively superficial, of 
course, for the men ,as has been said, were in the position 
of a rusti c , untechnical but intelligent, on his v isit to a 
World 1 s Fair ." 
Next to the school, the press, from the beginning of 
modern J apan, has been the greatest educational factor . As 
early as 18?2 there were published in the capital1ten daily papers, and throughout the empire two hundred publications 
using metal type and printing presses . Ki do, • the finest in-
tellect " and the "brain and pen " of the revolution was the 
knight errant of peaceful pro gress , and believed in public 
discussion of all matt era through the press . Because of his 
wide political learning and his unselfish and stainless life, 
he exerted a lasting influence on the early press of the coun-
try . 
The amount of reading done by the J apa nese and how tmport -
ant an element is the press in the education of the country, 
can be seem from the fact that there are over 600 papers pub-
lished in the country, 18 political dailies published in Tokyo 
alone, one of which "Asahi Shtmpo, " "Rising SunNews Announce-
ment, " has a daily circulation of 300 , 000. I n Yokohama there 
are £our dailies published in the English language and three 
more in other cities of the empire . 
e There are many difficulties to be met in the educational 
work in J apan . The first and most important is the language, 
of which there are practically three necessary to a liberal 
education . The native language has only fur,Y.y-eight syllables 
or " characters " necessary to the spoken language; but in order 
to read J apanese literature one must add from two to three 
thous a d ChinP.se ideographs; and when it comes to the language 
used inl·etter-writing these ideographs are so abbreviated as 
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to be practical ly a third language . 
A second difficulty is that the literature is largely 
f oreign . I n olden t imes it was principally Chinese, adapted of 
course, somewhat to their own people . I n modern J apan the 
Ohinese literat ure is fast disappearing before not so much a 
native literature, as before other foreign literature from 
Europe and America . The nation is st~nding as it were , not only 
in a trassition period, but also between two distinct types 
of civilization, that of the Orient and that of the O~ident . And 
J\ how to give to scholars the best from two such different types 
of civilization is a problem aDnost unique in history . Either 
of two reforms now being attempted , may in time give a solution 
- the introduction of the Romanized syllabary, and the study 
of the English language . 
Again, there are some characteristics of the J apanese 
stud ent that make true education diffi cult and unsatisfactor,y . 
They may be traced to the lack of true ideals of scholarship 
and are due largely to the past and. to pres ent social conditions .. 
There is a noticable disregard for truth and accuracy . This is 
not at range when one remembers that the teacher of the nat ion 
for centuries , Confuc ius , had no reverence for historical 
truth . He shrank from looking truth in the face when it con-
cerned his prel udices, and often allowed his reverence for 
autho r ity to warp his justice toward weakness . Under Confuc ian 
influence the samurai class was train~d, and from that class 
have come nearly all the soldiers, scholars , statesmen, teachers 
and philant hropists, in short all the leaders in new J apan . 
Also owing to the feudal conditions when the samurai received 
his education free from the daimyo in r eturn fo·re his service, 
many Of the St Ll.d ent S feel that the State 0 r SOnle One "owe.S 
them an education and they ought to . have it " in order as they 
ambitiously think, that they might "serve the state" in pay for 
value received . Thus it is there is lacking that sense of 
gratit :;.de toward the public or private institution or person 
that has made their education possible . 
Lastly, there is not among the J apanese students a spi~r 
of thoroughness . Ev er,y where is seen this tendency to be super-
ficial , to leave some subject half mastered and turn to another. 
This is doubtless due to both the native erratic temperment 
and also to the spirit of hurry and change, and trying many 
things, characteristic of the period through which the nation 
is passing. 
~Y' li-
I n the present status of education there "t ra tendencies 
to be deplored . I n 1889 a paper was read before same influential 
J apanese, by a Ger.man professor in the medical college in 
Tokyo , in which he called ' attention to the undesirable traits 
manifest in women as the result of higher education , particula~ 
ly that a very small per cent of them marry . This was the be-
ginning of a reaction in the educat i on of women felt in all 
the schools . The second fact is the threatened moral det erior-
ation of the student body . I t is admitted that education in 
i tself has not strengthened the morals of the people . This · 
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condition became so grave that in 1890 the Emperor issued the 
"Imperial Rescript on Morals in Education ." The fact th.,_t a na-
tion is awake to the danger is the best promise of some remedy . 
On the whole the situation in J apanese education is one of 
much enco uragement . No nation in history has made such rapid 
strides in the educ ation of her people . I n 1900 there were 
93 . ?5% of the boys of school age in- school , and 81 . 84% of the 
girls . I n the same year there were needed 30,000 additional 
teachers and the "middle and high schools throughout the l and 
were r ejecting nearly one half of the students applicants for 
lack of a comodat ion ." 
The marvelous progress made in J apanese education is 
largely due to the attitude of the Emperor . From the beginning of 
bis reign he has encouraged ev ery forward movement . His whole 
influence has been for intellectual and commercial progress . 
Early in his reign he cut away entirely from the past . I n the 
summer of 1872 he visited the principal cities of the empire 
to encour a ge new enterprises . Such a contrast to what the 
Mikados did in old J apan was notable . This was a personage en-
tirely different from the one who for the first few years of 
his life h ':;..d never touched his feet to the ground . The same, 
and yet how different ! 
1~en on J anuary 1 , 18?2 , the Emperor visited the dock 
yards and machime · shops at Yokosuka, having himself bespattered 
with the molten iron from the exploring of & damp mold, and 
taking it coaly as a matter of course, we there have in the 
Emperor himself the promi s e of what was t o swe ep over J apan . 
No longer a divinity, but a man; no longer in seclusion, but 
in the fierce li~1t of madern commercialism; no longer in l azy 
sensual qui et but a part of the hurrying, strenuous activity 
of the new regime . He holds his right to rule not by virtue 
of his heav enly origin, but because he is a thinking, feeling , 
sensible man . fl~d just because he is all this, he has been 
seeing to i t that every child of J apan shall have, just as f ar 
as education can make it possible, the opportunity to be the 
same kind of a citizen as he is a ruler • 
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"If with us the I seems to be the very essence of the 
soul, then the soul of the Far East may be said to be Imper-
sonal! ty." 
r~owell . 
"The impressions of " impersonality" are due to the igno-
rance of the foreigners rather than to the real impersonal 
character of the J apanese thought or mind ." 
Gulick . 
The two autho r s quoted at the he ad of this chapter are 
both somewhat ext r eme, and if a clear understanding of terms 
were a r rived at, the distance between them would not be so 
great as it se e.-rns . }!r . I,owell by n impersonality" practically 
means " lack of individualism." And this lack, Mr . Gulick will 
evid ently admit ,- for whatever may be the different ter.ms used 
to express the fact , ~ i t is universally agreed that there is 
in the J apanese char act e r an element felt by every foreigner 
which we shall term lack of individualism or non-individuality. 
Mr . Lowell has thus characterized it : "We shall see this as we 
look at what these people are , at what they were and at what 
they have become .--- These three states , which we may call its 
pot ent ial past, present and fu~ure , may be observed and studied 
i n three special outgrowths of a race ' s character: in its lan-
guage , im i t s eve r y day thoughts, and in its religion . Fo r in 
t h e langauge of a people we find embalmed the spirit of the 
· past ; in it s ev ery day thoughts, be they of arts or sciences , 
is wrapped up its present life; in ~ts religion lie enfolded 
its dreamings of a future . From out~ each of these three subj ects, 
in the Far East impersonality stares us in the f ace ." 
To make clear to what extr-emes Mr . r .owell must go to 
prov e impersonality from the language, it is necessary to call 
att en t i on t o but one instance .- That t h ere are no per sonal pro-
nouns in the language is one of his principal proofs of imper-
sonality . But because these pronouns are not expressed in the 
form kno·wn to the English language , is no proof that they are 
not in the mind of the speaker, and in his own ay expressed so 
h i s hearer does not misunderst and . 
One familiar with the language from many years residence 
says- "Of tenus corresponding to 'you and thou ' there are still 
sixteen in use; but forrnerly there were many more . There are yet 
eight forms of the second personal singular used only in address-
ing children , pupils , or serv·ant s . n 
The danger wi t h bot h Mr . Lowel l and :M:r . Gulick is the 
danger for ever;r one who has a theory to substantiate , that 
facts may have to be warped a little to make the:m fit in - to 
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the theory . But whether there be enough in the facts to justify 
a theory or not , yet there is enough in titm to impress people 
of tit!~ exist ence Another writer who spent many years in the 
country gives this testimony: "Thei r feelings are intense but 
not deep; there is a se rene uncons c iousness of self , for per-
sonality is not supreme , and they feel themselves to be parts 
of the universe, not its center ." 
4t The causes f or this lack of individuality are not far to 
• 
seek . From most anci ent times the family has been everything, 
the individual nothing. To exalt the family was .their religion , 
both Shinto and Confucianism continually emphas izing it . To 
lose one ' s id8ntit y in devotion to family or ruler was the 
highest religious merit . 'l'he ind 'yidual ' s person, will and pos-
sessions belonged not to himself but to the family , There was 
no individual interest , only communal . Beyond the family was the 
c lan , to which also the indbridual was subject . I f through any 
fault he were cast out of his clan no other clan was allowed 
to take him in . He becrune a hi - nin or "no- body ." And if any one 
asserted his individuality agaiiiS't f amily or clan he was at 
once branded as a traitor . 
Custom and religion were the uppe r and nether millstones 
which cant inual ly ground av.ray individualism . Communal religions 
produced communal life and ideals . And though these religions 
are said to be dead , yet they have left :inf l u ences which the 
awaken ed people have not yet been able t o get entirel y away from. 
Buddhism also added its influence by bringing the pressure 
from within instead of from without . According to its teaching 
the one aim shoul~ be to destroy personali ty altogether . The 
highest good waJ: a~tained by personality being so fully ignored 
t hat it ceased to be . Such teaching was fatal to any assertion 
of individualism . There was every incentive to self-repression . 
There was anothe r influence of a character more practical 
in repressing individualism . To be individual is to be differ-
ent from the crowd- there i s in it that element of surrJrise , 
and sometimes of shock . 'l'o the people of feudal J apan the latter 
quality of individualism was the only one they :recognized , and 
it had only to be recognized to be unsparingly dealt with . The 
man who was "odd" or 11 pecnliar" in old J apan had to look out 
for hi s head . Not only did the community no t approve of thi s 
spirit , but that dis approval wa s embodied in l QW by I yeyasu in 
these word s: "The term for a 1 rude man is ' other- t han expected-
fellow"; and a s amura i is not to be interferred with in cuttin g 
down a f ellow who has behaved to him in a manner other than -
is expected ." Here to act in a manner "othe r than t:n 1>e expected" 
was to be worthy of death . And men and women would probably 
think twic e before they would be " individual" at the cost of 
a swi sh from a s amurai ' s sword . 
Tho ugh the whole nation is undergoing a r o..pid change in 
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this respect yet there are many hinderances to the expression 
of indiiriduality. Authority has so long come from above or from 
without , that personal initiative is yet very timid . ~he shadows 
of the past are very often , though unadmittedly so, of greater 
moment in governing individuals in their act ions than is the 
day-light of their so-called freedom . This is seen in the elec-
tions where loyalty to clan , aside from any consideration of 
the principles involved, ma rks their progress . To express one ' s 
individual conviction apart from loyalty to some pe r son does 
not occur to the voter . This spirit of communal interest is 
not on l y strong still) but the people rejoice that it is so . 
Then again in the domestic life appears a great hinderance 
to the deve lopment of individualism. There is no such thing as 
privacy in J apan . The family are literally o~ in all being 
.together in the home . 
The effect of this lack of individuality on the Orient 
has been two-fold . I t has kept the nations a unit . They have 
been able to maintain themselves by their own inertia . They 
made no progress beyond a certain point bec ause personality 
hail been repressed . Their re ligion, philosophy, and history 
all have tended toward a passive exi stence . They have lived in 
their past . Mod ern life has found them looking toward their 
ancestry rather than toward their posterity . On the other hand, 
while they have maintained themselves intact , they have destroy-
ed the possibility of anything new or diffe rent . All originalitY, 
which is only the expression of indi~iduality , has been cut off . 
No progress was possible that did not carry forward , as a dead 
weight , the entire nation . They have had no seers . No leaven 
of new thought had quickened them until it reached them from 
outside . 
Whether from Christianit y , which was introduced in 1549, 
but for mearly two centuries had been suppressed; or whether 
through the Dutch at Nagasaki, cannot be ascertained; but certain 
it is that during the eighteenth and the first part of the 
nineteenth century- long before Perry reached Japan- the prin-
c i ple of individualism was working through the people . This 
growth of individualism was marked by two signifieant facts : --
The thinking class began to realize and demann that the govern-
ment shoullh be for the people and not the people f'or . the govern-
ment . This conviction ultimated in the overthrow of the ~ho­
gunate . Secondly,- the worth of the individual began to cliam 
consideration . The common people were to be counted in . Even the 
Et a were no longer to be considered h!-!2.!!!., - "no- bodies ." They 
became objects of interest, and an increasing number thought of 
them as human beings until 18?1 , when they were numbered as 
c itizens . 
The whole development of Japan during the Meiji pe riod 
can be traced to the r ise of individualism'• To the individual 
consciousness is to be attributed the revolution of 1868, the 
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the enfranchisement of the Eta, the new attitude toward woman, 
the abolition of class distinction, the new educational move-
ment! and , lastly, the liberal constitution of 1889 with all its 
rights of franchise . But this individualism was not egoistic 
but socialistic . While there was widespread individualistic 
development, there was at the same time a marked cownunal de-
velopment . The growing individual consciousness was everywhere 
accompanied by a growing national consciousness , the most marked 
of modern times . Today the promise for new J apan arises from 
the two-fold growth of individual and communal consciousness • 
• 
• 
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Two and a Half Centuries of Leavening. 
----- ---- - -------
- - - __......__..... 
"After victory, knot the cords of your helmet ." 
Japanese Proverb . 
so ~Mo...~\\<ts~\';:) 
"Never, perhaps, has the progress of a mation been an-
evoluti on as distinguished from a revolution ." " 
Gulick . 
I f one would understand the American Civil War it will be 
necessarJ for :him to go back to the l -anding of that first cargo 
of slaves in Virginia1 in l619 1 and trace for two and a half 
centuries the thought c entering about slavery . Likewise to 
understan~ the revolution of 1868 in ~apan 1 it will be necessary to go back to that eventful Oct . 15, 1600, and for more than 
two and a half centuries trace the thought centering first in 
the shogun, then in the Mikado . On that date was fought the 
battle of Sekigahara, more. far- reaching in its influence upon 
· ~apanese thought and government than any other in her history . 
On one side were the 180 , 000 adherents of Hideyoshi, 
much divided since his death; on the other the ?5, 000 followers 
of I yeyasu united as one man in loyalty to their leader . The 
victory of Iyeyas~ was so signalJ and the defeat and slaughter 
of the larger army so complete , that there was little fighting 
in ~apan worth the mname for - two hundred and seventy years . That 
battle established the Tokugawa family as the military rulers 
of the empire; it decided the fate of early Christianity; iso-
lated ~apan from the rest of the world; and gave the people 
peace for more thdn a quarter of a millennium . 
I n studying this period of peace, unparalleled in any 
country, several facts are noteworthy,- no invasion by a foreign 
power; no expedition from homer no sound of foreign gun on her 
shores; no commingling of races by migrations; no foreigners 
were all owed to come to, no natives to go from he r shoresr no 
f oreign ideas to be promulgate~ nor foreign books to be read, 
under penalty of death; so completely was the country shut 
away from the world, and so veiled was her development, that one 
class of writers claim the growth was from within, and another 
that it was from without . One well lmown writer on ~apan says : 
"The prime cause which we must seek is not to be found. in the 
external environment, but rather in the internal endowment ". 
Another writer says :"!hey" - -foreign missionaries-
"drove the wedge that split the conservatism of the ancient 
J ap anese empire, and it was their privilege to lead and direct a 
social and political revolution that has never been Elqualled 
in importance or success in the history of the world ." 
Though the former be nearer the truth yet both positions 
are likely to be misleading, for the leaven that worked in 
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J apanese society during these long years of peace was both 
foreign and native . But the unpardonable blunder is to speak 
of the revolution of 1868 as having b een accomplished by a 
" st'roke of the pen , " when it is a fact that men by the score 
had suffered martyrdom for the ideas that made the rev olution 
pos s ible . Newspapers may t <.lk about J apan do ing in a day what 
has taken western countries centuries to accomplish, but the 
t ree histor~,will soon discover that the day ' s work was made 
po s sible only by mo re than two centuries of i ntense thought • 
The ideas t h at were, i n t ime, to mold J apanese thought 
a nd fit the nation for her plac e amon g the strongest and most 
progressive of mode rn states, !T!ay be grouped abo ut t hree men 
who followed one another in chronological order, each one, 
wi th · his followers , a dding something to the sum total which 
would r evoluti oniz e J apan . The firs t of these was Nakaye ( l 60 8 -
1 6'78 ) who early became the J apanese exponent of the philosophy 
of Oyowei . 
I n J apan , Confucianism eai-ly was overshadowed by Buddh i sm 
and so nP.ver passed beyond its original simplicity as a pra c -
tical system of ethics . I n China , however , it was different . 
For nearly a thousand · years after Confucianism had been given 
to the J apanese, the best minds of China had been enriching 
it with t he most painstaki ng study . The last and greatest of 
all t hese was Chu- Hi , ( 1130- 1200) and his greatest follower 
was Oyome i ( 14'72- 1529 ) . 
Oyomei was both a great sold ier and statesman, the last 
Chinese philosppher of any note . 'l!fuile h e accepted Ch u - Hi 1 s 
teaching of Confucianism as a basis, yet he broke away from 
ancient authori t y and demanded the r i ght of free thought and 
t he privilege of interpreting life ancl nature as seemed to him 
reaso·nable . Two things characterized his philosophy- to have 
a pure heart and to 1: r., r ighteously was the sure road to truth . 
'\Th ile hi t eacr1e r, Chu-hi ; was a dual i st , Oyomei was a mon i st , 
and hi~ whole teachin g was markedly ethical . I n the second placeJ 
thought and action to him were one . They c ould not be separated-
t hey t o get her made up the true life . 
Because he dared to be ori gina l Oyome i was never popular 
in h is own co untry, and h i s teachi ng was so largely ideal i stic 
t hat it was s ome t i me b efore the Japanes e we r e able to unde r -
s~and h im . · But h i s i deali sm at last found a place in the heart 
of Nakaye . This man vras reverent, b elieving in Go d as merciful, 
a nd i n man as vitally related to h i s Go d . While Nakaye hi ghly 
r e s p ected t he te achi ngs of Oyome i , y et tru.e to h i s nationality , 
he greatly modified t he Chinese s y stem, adapting i't to his own 
people .. . I nto it he incorporat ed from Shinto the need and suf-
fi ciency ·or a pure heart ; f r om Buddhism, the need of self -
examination and of abstracti on ; from Confucianism, the doctrine 
of brotherhood ennobled and an l arged so as to take i n the 'mrld . 
From early i n the seventeenth century, the thi nking class~ 
of J apan- t he kuge or court. nobles, t r. e daimyos and the a amurai-
threw aside Buddhist ic teachi ng and <itrank in this Oyomei philo s-
ophy . I n them i t was the le <wen of n ew emp i re . I t came to its 
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fruitage time at the middle of the nineteenth century . Some 
fif ty men, averagi ng less than thirty years of age, were the 
pov;er that overthrew the shogunate, establishing the mikado as 
supr e1ne_; anG. at least three fourths of these men had been taught 
in the philosophy of Oyomei . The leaders and brain of the rev-
olution were ah~ost to a man o~ this school . Saigo, the most 
brilliant sold ier modern J apan has ever produced , the father-
teacher ancl model unde r whom field marshal l Oyama grew up, wq..s. : 
" the sword, " as Kido was l'thepen, " Okubo "the brain" and Katsu 
"the heart, " of the -q estorat ion of 1 68- a ll were pupils · ~ this 
school of thought . The emperor, Mutsh.hi t :b, grew up in this 
atmosph ere . Yokoi, the intellectual leader of the daimyos, 
the one who proposed sending young men to be educated in Amer-
ica, the leader who made possible the enfranchisement of the 
Eta, and a~vocated, at the cost of his life, the toleration of 
Christianity , t h is man was the fruit of the larger hwnani .arian 
teachings of the Oyomei schoo l . Nor a.re there numbers yet 
decreasing . A well knovm authority on J apanese history and 
thoug..ht, Dr . Griffis, says- "Probably nine-tenths of the men in 
high station in this twentieth century J apan, calm, resourceful, 
alert, cant emptons of death or disc omfort, were in their ·youth 
brought up in the doctrines of the Oyomei philosophy ." 
The second ~rune inseparably linked with the new J apan 
is the P rince of Mito ( l622- 1700 ). ~fuile the ~lgrims were 
establishing on the inhospit able shores of New England those 
principles that were to be the strong foundation of the new 
Republic of the West, there was r~pidly growing up under the 
narrow, repressive rule of the Tokugawas this liberal minded 
prince who was to play so large a part in the freedom and devel-
opment. of the E~pi~e of the Rising SuN. 
· The Prince of Mito had a cult1 red mind and fascinating 
personalit~ . Early in life he called to his castle the brightest 
minds of the empire . :ge collected a private library of over 
100 , 000 volumes, and here he invited students to come and study . 
The print ing of the Chinese classics by order of the Tokugawa 
shogu.ns helped the 1)rince in his labors . , wo events, one oc-
curring about a score of years before, and the other the swne 
length of time after, his birth , were to fi~~re prominently 
in his life work . The fi rst was the invasion of Korea in 1597 
. which resulted in a large number of Chinese scholars coming to 
J apan : the second was the overthrow of the Ming dynasty and fall 
of P ekin before the Manchus in 1644, which 1 like the fall of Const antinople, scattered the scholars far and wide . They took 
with them their Chinese books and learning . Many of them found 
a most desL able a sylum in peaceful J apan, and of thei.r number 
many were invited to the daimiate of Mito . 
With this cosmopolitan band of st _:_dents the study was not 
to be confined to Chinese classics and philosophy, though the 
Tokugawa family laid a neath penalty upon any scholar v.rho would 
dig into J apanese national history and . publish anything thereon . 
Bu t the human mino. in J apan, as in medtev ;eal Europe, 9!c ould not 
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be bound even by the all-conquering Tokugawa shoguns . Native 
fearlessness was also aided by the fact that Prince M.ito was 
closely connected with the Tokugawa famil~ and hence was not 
kept und er such close espionage as many other daimyos, but was 
even encouraged in his great purpose . And here we have one of 
the ironies of fate, - the Tokugawa shogunate unknowingly en-
couraging a movement which two centuries later was to be its 
own overthrow . 
For along with the study of modified Confucianism, which 
emphasized loyalty to the lawful ruler, these students began 
resear ch into the history of J apan . I t was not long till they 
discovered the long- lost or forgotten Kojiki with its doctrine 
of the divinely descended Mikado , and the rel igion therein 
taught was loyalty to him . Vfuat the printed ~ible was to the 
Reformation in Europe, that was the Kojiki to those ~apanes e 
scholars . 
As the Bible made plain to the reformers that there was 
only one Christ to whom they owed their loyalty and service, 
and that the popes were ursurpers, so the Kojiki made clear to 
the scholars in the castle of Prince Mite that only to the Mikado 
did they owe allegiance and their lives , and that the Tokugawa 
she guns wer e usurpers whom they were duty bound to overthrow. 
From the study of these ancient chronicles they also learned 
that they once had a native religion , Shinto, which had been 
supe rseded by Buddhism, that system wh.ich had put shackles on 
the mind of all Asia . They realized. that Buddhism favored the 
shoguns, and as a result Buddhism had to give place to Shinto 
and Confucianism . 
The decay of Buddhism and the shogunate began at the same 
date . The revival of modern J apanese loyalty was born when 
those students began the study of the .ancient J apanese liter-
ature as found in the Kojiki and in the Nihonji, a collection 
nearly as old . These scholars together accumulated material 
for the· Dai Nihen Shi, or "History of J apan" which, however, 
was not finished till 1?15, fifteen years after Prince Mito ' s 
death . This. work was about t 1 e size of Barcroft ' s "History 
of the United States, " and though privilege to print i t was 
ref f used by the Tokugawa family, yet it was widely read in ~ 
manuscript form and resulted in an ever- increasing number of 
men who determined that the sho~lnate should be overthrown . 
The third and last leader in molding the modern J apanese 
mind, and whose name is C!trved on the front of the Boston pub-
lic library as one of the world ' s great men, is Rai Sanyo . His 
work was done in the early part of the nineteenth century, and 
after t wenty years of painstaking research he published in 
182? his great work, Nihon Guai Shi, "External History of J apan ." 
I n this work he traces the rise and fall of the five great fam-
ilies of J apan, - Taira, Minomoto, Hoj tt, Ashikaga and Tokugawa . 
The purpose underlying this whole work is to show by historical 
c r iticism that the rightful ruler, the ~ikado, h as been i gnored 
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an0. that t he shogun has usu ped the authority and power that 
belongs to the divine empe:ro1· . I t was a call to the samurai 
to rally around the ~ikado . Of course the Tokugawa family ap-
plied vigorously the censorship1 and parts of the work were put under the b3.n ; but what was published had a wide reading, and 
profoundly stirred every patriotic heart . As one teacher says, 
"It gave the average maker of the new J apan of two gene rat ions 
a go his political opinions . I have found more than one of my 
studen t s in tears over its pages ." 
e There were doubtless secondary influences that aided the 
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leavening process . During the whole of this period the Dutch 
from Nagasaki were secretly supplying to the more eager minds 
books on science and politics and history . And it is certain 
that the Japanese could not help feeling the spirit that must 
have pulsated in every Dutch publicat ion of that period . The 
l i fe of the free c ities of norhhern Europe c ould not have failed 
to reach them in a measure at least . And who 'can say that the 
early Christianity had not lef t i ts shane of quickening influ-
ence? At any rate this fact must be noted that individualism 
appear·ed .and kept pace with these other movements . The thinlt i n g 
men of J apan discovered abnost simultaneously tha reality of 
the Vli ikaclo and the reality of the individual . And the sacred-
ness of t he individual, from what -ever source received, has been 
one of the deepening and glorifyi ng marks of the new order of 
things . 
Logically, from her philosophy borrowed from China; from 
her ancient religion of loyalty to the ~ikado r evealed again 
in Shinto; from the sense of historic justice; from these three 
main sources , augmented somewhat from minor streams, was arising 
that great tidal wave to sweep over J apan . The coming of P erry 
was only an incident . I t served merel· t o open the flood gates 
and direct the flow to one end, that ·.·of sw -~ epine; away the 
sho g;_mat e and to anchoring the mika.clo sec1;_rely on the ancient 
throne • 
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"The land of disappointments ." 
"They have the nature rather of birds or butterflies 
than of ordina.ry hlil?Ian beings ." 
e Sir Edwin Arnold . 
• 
"The decorous demeanor of the whole nation betrays the 
lack of mental a ctivity beneath . -- No energetic mind could be 
bound by so exquisitely exacting an etiquette ." 
PerciYal Jjowell . 
F rom hints dropped by several of the educCited , and from 
the still mo re interest i ng---- rema.rks made by J apaneseservant s, 
the present writer thinks he may state that the traveled J apan-
ese consider our three most prominent characteristics to be 
dirt, laziness , and supe r stition ." 
Chamberlain . 
That there are misconceptions regarding the J apanese is 
not to be 'iOndered at . The country has been opened for so short 
a time that the people , as they really are , have hardly been 
fai ly introduced to the world at large . With even the best 
and most improved~acilities for getting acquainted, yet time as 
a necessary factor cannot bP. dispensed with . Those who have 
stayed for any length of time among t h e people are so few in 
com:rarison to the thous ands wjl.o "make a flying trip " to the 
count ry7 t h at much so-called infor.mat ion must be taken vd th a 
good deal of allowance . Particularly when those who have been 
t h ere longest are least ready to talk, and those who h ave been 
there the bri ef est period are only equaled, in readiness to ex-
press an opinion, by those who have not been there at all1 
1 gain the J apanese people have been passing through such 
kalidei~copic changes, and have been so absorbed in their eager-
ness to" know ev e rything , that they hardly know their own mind . 
When the period of mutual surprise and wonderment is past t hen 
J apan and her foreign neighbors wi ll have better opportunity 
to understand one another . 
~~d lastly from such entirely different views points of 
Orient and Occident it is impossible t o avoid miscona eptions . 
The only •onder is that they have not been more numerous and 
more serious . We shall note a few only of the more general ones . 
P robably the most common of all misconceptions of J apan is 
in relation to the nation ' s history . I t is universal ly known 
that China has a most ancient history, but it is al. ost as 
un i versally believed that .J apan has no p a st worthy of consider-
ation . The popular idea is that all there is to the J apanese 
has been acquired in the past half century , and therefore they 
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are the eig._hth 'tvonder of the world . That the J apanese have been 
a sturdy, thinking, fighting, growing race for a millenium and 
a half s ee~s incredible . This from a well knovm writer on J apan 
is not an unconunon view : - "In spite of her students, until 
v.ri l;hin thirty years J apan slumbered still in the knight-time 
of the Middle Ages ." 
This opinion hints at another misconception closely relat €d. 
to the first- that J apanese progress and development have been 
d 1i. e principally,. if not wholly, to western ideas and influence, -
that J apan was not awake 1.mt il P erry blew h i s st ea.m whist lee 
anf1 fired his cannon in Yedda bay • . To dispel such a delusion 
it is necessary orily to note the fact of the eager inquiring 
minds everywhere throughout the land at that time, and that for 
two and a half cent uries a most warl ike and restless p-eople had 
been kept in enforced pa<Ace by a govermnent the most ·perfect 
of its kind the world has ever known . The genius of t h ree such 
men in succession as No'\mnaga, Hidi yoshi and I yeyasu is not 
surpassed by any nation ; and these men have successors of whom· 
they need not be ~shamed . 
J apan has a past older than fifty years, and she has 
sources of power not received from western c ivilizat ion . She 
alf'lo t;.as an individuality of her own which no outside influence 
has yet more than touched . ''It is abi.mdantly clear, " s ays P rof . 
Chamberlain , "to those who have dived beneath the s 1; rface of 
the J apanese upheaval that more of the past has been retained 
than has been let go .~ -- The national character persists intact , 
manifesting no change in essentials . Circumstances bave deflect -
ed it into new channels , that is all ." 
Ev en as lat e as seventeen - years agp Mr . Lowell wrote, 
"They grew old young and have remained much the same ever since . 
What they were centuries ago , that at bottom they are to- day . 
Take away the European ingluence of the last twenty years , and 
each man might almo8t be his great grandfather ." Excuse might be 
made for such a st atement on the ground of having been written 
so long ago, but certain it is that to - day Mr . Lowell might 
revise that opinion by saying that in view of recent events 
some J apanese , in comparison with some Europeans , might each one 
almost be his own great grandson . 
From the beg inning of her history J apan has shown her 
marked capacity to assimilate and to imitate . I n ancient times 
she recei1red so much :from Chia a and I ndia, religion, philosophy, 
arts, incorporating them into her ovm life; and in more recent 
years so much from the west,- science, education, politics , 
ada pting them to her needs ; that the student of history 'may 
naturally raise the question whether or not there is anything 
J apanese left . I t may seem to him that this procedure is evidence 
of weakness . As one writer puts it, " Their vital force had spent 
it self more than a millenium ago ." 
The charge of l ack of originality would seem at first 
glance to find here sufficient proof . But the ability, nation-
wide, to not only adapt everything useful and at the same time 
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to improve upon it, shows a genius of such high order that it 
is the marvel of modern civilization . The charge "that the 
power to fuse was wanting" certainly cannot be substantiated 
in view of' the growth of national ism and the stability manifest 
in recent years . While originality is admit tedly not a nation-
al characteristic 1yet that it is not entirely lacking the re-cent invention of smokeless powder and the rifle, now in use 
by her armies 1 i s sufficient proof • 
It is sometimes pointed out tl\at under th e Tokugawa rule 
the Mikado was wholly without power, but such a statement 
may be misleading . True he had no outward power, was wholly 
dependent upon the shogun, but in a deeper sense the Mikado 
had a vitality and strength that no oppression could destroy . 
The Mikado ever ruled the heart of the J apanese people . "The 
shogun all men fear, the liikado all men love" was the nation ' s 
beautiful admission and tr'tibut e to that power over the people,. 
and because the heart of J apan was always with the ~kado i s 
r eason sufficient for the rise of Hew J apan above the ruins 
of feudalism . 
To J apan 1 s hurt) the fact that there is no love between 
husband and wife is frequently mentioned . "By all dram~ tic 
laws he ought to fall in love . He does nothing of the kind . 
Sad to say, he is a stranger to the feeling . Love, as we under-
stand the word, is unknown in the Far East ." This is true, "as 
we understand the word . " But two considerations must not be 
lost sight of, first, that the point of view as touching the 
relation of husband and wife is far different from what it is 
in western lands, - a point of view for which the J apanese of 
to-day is not responsible . I t has been his heritage from the 
remote past . ~~d secondly, because 14ve between man and wife 
does not manifest itself in kissing- a nrat c e which they con-
sider extremely vulgar- o:r in some other ·outward way) the con-
clusion must not be hastily dra,rn that there is no l ove be-
tween them. For the J apanese are not a demonstrative people, 
and the relation between man and woman as taught for ages 
forbids any show of affection . But it is cert ain that i n many 
J apanese homes there is a deep tender regard between man and 
wife, and as the number of Christians increase and ·the standard 
of woman is raised, the love basis for marriage will obtain 
more and more . · 
.Judgement on the social evil in J apan is likely to be 
especially severe . The country is known as the most immoral in 
the world . While no apology should be made for the condition 
of t he country in this respect, yet a true understand i ng of 
the situation might lead to much condemnation being replaced by 
charity . As a nation they are Oriental and have not the ehrist -
ian ideals of chastity nor eeverence for woman . On the con-
trary their rel lilgion not only permits woman to sell her virtue, 
but · under a number of different conditions makes it obligator,y 
upon her to do so . Naturally the woman is not held guilty of 
any immorality und er such conditions, and so the whole moral 
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sentiment relating to the matt er is broken down . Until the nation 
can come to look at the practice from a different point of 
view they must not be j ud ed by a standard which they have 
never known . 
I n matters pertaining to religion, bGth native and Christ-
ian, there are frequent misconceptions . For ex~~ple, a writer 
r efe rring to the revival of Shinto says," A curious instance 
ndeed, of a reli gious revival due to archaeo ogical, no t to 
religious , zeal" . Just what were the circ •_;.mstanc es accolitpany-
ing the finding of the Kojiki is not known. But it is not 
st r !1 n:~ that a religi ous revival followed the findin g of it, 
fo r it was to t hem the divine law relating to their duty to 
the mikado just as much as was the finding of t he law in 
Josiah's reign the revealing of the divine law to those Jews 
as touching their duty towards their God . The religious revival 
was not the result of "archaeological zeal" but of real heartalli 
loyalty to the Mikado which is the Japanese • s own religion . 
A lack of reverenc e is often charged against the J apanese . 
But reverenc e is largely a matter of training and of temper'::ent . 
The Occidental would no t consider a service of worship conduct-
ed rev erently unless there were solemn quiet, being as he f e els 
in the presence of God . But with the Oriental there may be 
much moving about and mnch no i sy demonstration. in all of which 
the worshipper will be perfectly devout and serious . As Dr. 
Gulick points out th es e are defects due not to the religious 
nature of the Japanese, but due to lack of religious training. 
When the associations connected with their religion- God d..s 
almighty, holiness demanded, et ernal destiny and personal 
responsibility- become vivid r ealities to them, their r everence 
in the a ccidental sense, will be developed and will be mani-
fest . 
From much that is written on the subject of Christian 
mi ssions in Japan~here is danger of a misconception of Japanese 
Christians . For example the author of "Japan in Transition" 
says, "One may safely say that there is not one (christian ) in 
every 100 , 000 of the population . " This population i s only one 
hundredth of ~at is given by missionary statist ica .He goes on 
to say- "It is to be presumed, there:tlo re, t hat the ret urns of 
"Japanese Christians", which are sent to Europe and Ame r ica 
from time to time, comprise every J apanese who raises no ob-jection to being called a Christian to please the mission-
aries ". He classifies the "Christians, " under five divisions-
"Prof essional Christians, 11 "Int erested Christians, " "Nominal 
,christians, 11 ·And "Christi.ans from force of circumt ances , " and 
' temporary Christians ." 
The descriptive adjectives will make clear enough the 
author's meaning without furthe r explanation . And the weight 
which this class ificat ion should have can be fixed when the 
personal an imus of the writer i s felt in hi s own words, and 
the fact that he is a civil engineer is kept in vi ew . 11They 
(the mission c:t, ries ) fo!"Ill their own colonies and thei r own so-
ciety, and live in good houses and on good food . Many ofthem, 
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though paid as missionaries, run a successful commerce in con-
nection ~ith their religious work . In the warm weather the 
Tokyo missionaries im1grate in a body to the mountains for 
months at a t ime, whe}e they have also good houses of their 
own, and where they speculate in house property to a very con-
s i derable extent .---- Thus Chr istianity, in the true sense of 
t he word, as far as the Japanese are concerned, is in as bad 
a st ate as i t possibly could be, without being absolutely 
extinct; and the mo~t painful part of it all is, that this 
has been mainly brought about by a large sect ion of the men 
whose care it should have been to look after it . " 
The J'apanese are often charged with ingratitude . Whe.re 
the charge is just it should be borne by them justly. But 
before judging them harshly it is well to put one 's self in 
their place . There is space here to note but one phase of the 
question- t he char ge of ingratitude because they-have dismissed 
foreigners from service wherever it has been possible to get 
along without them. They are a proud and independent people by 
nature and it meant much to them, and it is likewise much t o 
thetr credit, that they have so long admitted their inferiority, 
and have been willing to sit at t he feet of t eachers from 
every part of the world and learn from them , and that too 
when ~ese very nations were at the time- perhaps necessarily-
: cYassifying t;hem by treaty relations as only half c ivilized . 
Is it any wonder that as soon as t hey felt themselves able, 
they have decided to do all the work possible themselves? If 
Americans feel j usi ifi ed iri rallying people under the cry"Amer-
ica for the Americans, " why may not Japan reply, "Japan for 
the J apanese" without the charge of ingratitude? In this con-
nection the testimony of one who spent some years among them 
may not be out of place: "From the people, officers and students 
I have r ece i"ired kindness and attentions both unexpected and 
undese:nred . I find in them most of the t enclerest feelings that 
soften ._,_nA. adorn human nature . Confidence , sympathy, respect, 
even ru:':':..fection from my students, have been lavishly bestowed . 
I have never had a quarrel with any one, nor have I been in-jured or insulted in any way . " 
• 
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"Beacons of hope, ye appear l 
Languor is not in your heart, 
Weakness is not in your word, 
Weariness not on your brow. 
Ye alig_"h.t in our van 1 at your voice, 
Panic, despair flee away . 11 
Matthew Arnold . 
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"It was 'AW it t 13 . 1 neither too soon nor too late when the 
missionaries of the cross from America landed on our shore to 
proclaim the soul savtng gospel t o the people . 11 
.Neesima . 
"Western foreigners of the present day differ widely 
from those of f ormer t. imes . They a re much more enlightened 
and liberal . " 
prince of Echizen, 1864 . 
"I am bound to sa'¥ that to my mind it is cleH.r that no 
power but that of the Almighty nispenser of all things could 
have guide<i our rulers in the select ion of a man ( ~erry) 
for this most ~portant work . " 
Gen . HOrace Capron , 1883 . 
"However many patriots there be who demand the revision 
of the treaties, they ought to shed tears of gratitude for 
Townsend Harris, the author of the Ansei - -1854- 59-- treaty . " 
Tokyo Magazine, "Tokumin no Tomo ". 
"Brown, Hepburn, Verbeck-- these are the three ma.mes 
which shall ever be remembered in connection with ~apan ' s new 
civilization . -' :, ) The first said he would teach, the second that 
he would h eal, and the third that he wouihd preach . All three 
by their silent labors have left ~apan better than they found 
it . " 
_ Yorodzu Cho, Tokio newspaper . 
Japan was opened . But that it was opened was not ·as im-
portant to J apan nor to the rest of the worl d as how it was 
opened and by whom it was ~pened . The openers of ~apan were all 
men of pronounced and beautiful christian charact er . As it was 
necessary for "the Word to become flesh" and dwell among men 
that the ~ ews might understand and accept the truth, so it has 
been in ~apan . The provincial J ew~ had so many misconceptions 
of God ano_ his purpose for men , thclt he was incapaciated for 
receiving truth in the abst-ract . His only hope was in having 
one who not so much tau@ht the truth as lived the t r uth before 
him . The Japanese, proud in spirit as he was narrow in thought" 
trembling before the shades of the dead, helpless and fettered 
by ancestor '~Norship, with a mind so nearly impersonal that 
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he could only faintly at best conceive of a personal Go d, he 
would have been slow to see, through teaching of truth by 
precept, the attractiveness and power of the chri stian verities. 
But he could see the difference between a truth t au ght and a 
truth lived . To him Christ was again mi ghty in the flesh of 
fi~e christian openers of Japan • 
These five men were Perry_ Harr is, Hepburn, Brown and 
Verbeck,- the first two christ ian d i plomatists, the last three1 
chri stian missionaries . This band of men were all reared from 
earliest childhood under pronounced chri st ian~ influences and 
as boys br eathed t h e pur e air of l oyalty and patriotism . 
Perry ' s mothe r t ~ught him Chri st i anity, honor and ch i valr y . 
ff i s love for the Bible, regard for the Sabbath, and taste for 
the best literature, he received at J~i s mother ' s knee . Harr is ' 
mother was a woman of rare cu l ture and deep reli gi ous life . 
His grandmother taug}).t him "to tel l the truth, fear God and 
hate the Brit i sh . " (ft±s grandmother Thankfu l ' s hous e h ad been 
burned by the British near Ticonder oga . ) So fully did Harri s 
fo l low t :'· is i njunct ion that he .became a devout Christian, 
h ated lying with a perfect hat red and would neither use a 
Sheffield -,·,ocket knife nor 1.llfear English c loth . Hepburn anri_ 
Brown were genuine produc~s of that careful New England t r ain-
ing of three quarters of a century ago, and of the s ch olar s 
in the Sunday School with the l at t er seven of t hem became 
mis s ionaries . Verbeck passed J1is childhood in an ideal christ -
ian home i n Holland1 and in his boyho od was deeply inf luenced by Mo rovian teacher s . -
F rom the way i n whi ch these men wer e t r ained as boys 
they departed not when they were old . Of Perry h i s biographer 
says, "It was t~e beli ef of Matthew Pe r r y that t h e Bible cont a in. 
ed the word of God to man, and furnished a manua l of humc-m 
duty . I t was his fixed habit to pe r use the word of C"n>d daily . 
On every long c rui se he began the reading of the whole Bible 
in course . - -- Perry ' s attitude was ever that of kindly sym-
pathy dth the missionary . " Of the bible he sp eaks as "that 
revealed truth of God, which I fu l ly bel i eve advanc es man ' s 
p r ogress here, and gives him his only safe ground of hope for 
hereafter . " He was ever interested in J apan in relation to 
christian mission and says, "Despit e prejudice, t h ei r past 
history and wrongs, they will in time listen with pat i ence and 
resp ect to the teachings of our missionaries . " 
Both P erry and Harris never forgot t.he Christ Lm Sabbath 
and its wo rtht td individual and nation . ' Early in their deal-
ings v.,rith the J apanese they set impresr;ive examples of their 
fa i thfulness . I n Per r y ' s narative one reads- "The next day was 
Sunday- JUly 10 , 1853- and, as usual, d i vine servi ce was held 
on board the ships and, i n accordanc e wmth proper r ev e r enc e 
for the day, no commun ication was held with the J apanese autho t'-
ities . " And in Harris ' diary for Aug . 31, 1856 is seen this 
entry, - "I refuse to see anyone on Sunday . I am resolved that 
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I will set an exa~ple of a proper observance of the Sabbath . 
I will try to make it what I be ieve it ought to be, - a day 
a day of rest . " 
In another respect these five men were especially fitted 
for their work . The cosmopo lit ~n training and broad sympathies 
were not wanting in a single one of them. Perry had been in 
Mexico and Afric a in the government se~rice and had sailed 
on almost every sea . Harris, after years as a merchant in New 
York, had spent six years in travel and business in the Orient 
previous to going to Japan . Brovm and Hepburn had both been 
missionaries in China. several years before being sent to J apan 
and no training could have been better for their great life 
work . In after years they oft en met Chinamen whom they had 
known in Hong Kong and Chinese students who had been in their 
classes . Verbeck was born in Holland where he early became 
master of three languages,- Dutch, German and French . He came 
to America and there he prepared himself for leadership in 
Japan . 
A third qualification·. is conspicuous in all these five 
men, their innate refinement a.nd modesty . To deal with the 
J apanese "the most polite people of the East': a people of poet -
ic t emperment and courtly bearing, these men were pre-eminent -
ly fitted . '- Perry was a courtly ·"gentl f>.man of the old school" , 
and a man of wide learning. His bearing was dignified, always 
commanding respect wi t.hout fear . Brown had been a life-long 
student and was fa.rniliar with the literature of the world . 
He was a man of patience and . tact . Hepburn was a man o f' deep 
sympathy and keen insight into the oriental character . Brown 
and Verbeck were peculiarly adapted to the work- both men 'Nere 
of uncommonly genial disposition, kindly yet strong. Both ex-
celled as musicians, the former combining with proficiency 
on organ, piano and violin, a rich tenor voice~ "He seemed to 
be a well-stringed harp, on which the faintest breath would 
awaken melody . " Both were of that poetic and artistic temper-
ment which enabled them to appreciate to the full these nation-
al traits in the J apanese . 
When there is taken into consid~ration the importance of 
the personality being agreeable to a people in order to ac-
complish anything in diplomacy or missionary work; the need of 
peculiar qualifications and training for either of these branche~ 
of service; it is doubtful i f five better equipped men could 
• have been found in all the world for that unique mission of 
opening J apan to the world and directing her during those 
first few years in her efforts toward modern civilization . 
That five men so adapted to so many difficult tasks 
should have been ~rapped down into that needy, waiting country, 
three of them in one year,-1859- and they only five years dis-
tance from the other two, seems little short of miraculous . 
And when the successes of these men are now read across nearlv 
half a century, when the consumation of so many movements set~ 
af oot by them has so blessed the Japanese people, it is not 
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too much to say, "God ' s hand was in it ." 
But what didi these men do for J apan? P er:t"Y awok e the 
nation to the fact that she could not lon ger be permitted to 
refuse responsibility for the welfare of the world . He showed 
them firmly yet kindly that isolation meant death, and that 
only as a people bec~e part of the race in activity and sym-
pathy d id it deserve to liv(3 . While a show of force was deemed 
necessary, yet the farther the J apanese people - get away from 
that e ent in Yeddo bay, t he more f ully t:ney are realizing 
that the real demonst-ration of force was not so mu ch in the 
gunboats as in the man who vvalked tbeir decks in the strength 
of his free christian manhood . 
Harris caus ed the crystallization of public sentiment 
which tumbled the sho gunate into the grave which it had long 
been digging for itself . He, more than any other one man, 
was responsible for united Japan . And with such :1rmness and 
f orbearance did he accompli sh his task, wi th such sincerity 
and justice did he lead them to see the truth and. urge them 
to fellow it, that to-day he is knOiiliTl as " the friend of J apan ." 
He laid such a trustworthy foundat ion for American diploma c y 
in J apan that the nation has ever s i ne -& trus.ted the word of 
the American diplomat • .As one of her own writers s :::ws, "The 
most wholesome influence that. can exerted upon a young indi-
v i dual or nation is to awaken':him or it ·self -respect and a 
manly independence ." Such a kindness did Harris sho·w· J apan . 
And the secret of it all was not in his intellect so much as in 
his conscience, not so much in his head as in his heart . H.fL 
cou d not bear to think that any wron g should be done the weaker 
party to the treaty, so he specified that i t miel!t be revised 
in 1872 " if desired by either party ." His interest in fairness 
toward J apan continued to the l as t . I.ate i n l i fe he re- itter-
ated that sense of justice which he had always strbren for : 
"The extra terr itoriality given to the 11eople of the United 
States who are in J apan is against my conscience . Aht am. I not 
to see the day when these unjust treaties shall b e abrogated 
before I di e?" Harris trusted J apan and J apan trusted Harris . 
The molding influence of the three mi ssionar ies was ex-
erted i n three ways, - in translations, educat ion and politics . 
Nor was the influence of each one l imited to one of these lines 
but rather each one made himself felt along all three avenues . 
Brown ' s work in translat ion was the New Testament into .Ja}!anese. 
He worked steadily at it for ~ztrs . All his other work, import -
ant as it iNas, seemed to him secondary to this . "He prayed that 
he rni eht live to see it completed--- ancl. he h .rl_ +. 8 satisfac t -
ion of seeing the l~ew Testament c omplet e in pri n t . " And so v:ell 
did he do his work that now for a quarter of a centur y it has 
been ~ accepted as the best translation yet m;.,_de . 
Hepburn ' s great woy-k in translation was ·the old Test :::~.ment 
into Japanese, which he finished in 188? after hav i ng given 
sixteen yea rs to the task . All are willin g for him to estimate 
the value to J a11an of the Bible in their native tongue : "What _:" 
more precious gift- more precious than mountains of silver and 
l 
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gold- could the ch r is :-,i an nat ions of the west offer td t h i B 
nation? May this sacred book become to the Japanese what it has 
come to be to the people of the We st, a source of life, a 
mess enger of joy and peace, the foundation of t rue civilization 
and of so cial and political prosperity and greatness . " 
Verbeck, while he aided some in the Bible translations, 
gave most of his attention on thi s l i ne t o translat i ng works 
on educat i on, law and politic s . When called to Tokyo in 1869 
t o f ound the un ive rs ity we f i nd him writ ing- "! am. act ual ly 
at work rith translators of Blackstone, Wheaton, and Political 
Ec onomy . " Five years lat er , in assisting t he s t atesmen to 
prepare for the nat ional constitution of 1889, he translat ed 
the "code Napoleon, Blut sch~ i's 'Staats- recht ' , Two Thousand 
Le gal Max ims, with com~entary, the const i tut i ons of the s t ates 
of Europe and America, for est laws, compendium of forms and 
hundreds of other legal forms and dociments . " Well for a man 
with such demands upon h im that he could speak four ~anguages 
as "mother tongue" and be silent in six . For the Bible, and 
constitutions and laws based upon it, all put in t heir native 
tongue in the t i me of thet r need by these three men, the 
J apanese peop e will be under an ever increasing debt of grat -
itude .as the years roo l by; and as their c ivil institutions 
r esting securely upon that foundation, grow greater and nobler, 
so rill these five men ever stand out more and more clearly 
as pillars in the state of New J apan . 
I n the department of education these three men did t heir 
f ull share . They broke the ground and laid t he f oundations 
for an educational system of the empire . And so well did they 
do thei wor~ there has been no ne ed to bui_d elsewhere than 
on these foundations . Brown was a p i oneer in education in two 
continents- i n America, a pioneer in female education and in 
J apan one of her fi:l"'st teachers . Because he laid so much empha-
sis on translating the bibilie, he did not lose sight of the power 
of christian truth when translated into the lives of livung 
men . Hi s school, opened on h i s arrival in the count ry, 1859, 
at Kana~awa, but moved in 1863 to Yokoh~~ was attended 
from the first by many men who a few years later were leaders 
in every department of the rapidly growing country . lmd the 
"majority of students in this government school at YokohQlllc-.!1 
says Mr . Ando, "were not a!!oys b~t gro11m men, including custom-
houes officers and Yarious professionc.tlfl . " Brown was not "An 
Elijah but an Elisha . " He believed that J apan could be best 
aided by having , school of the prophets . Again and again did 
he say to his fellow worke -,..s : "I believe that the best plan 
for the evangelization of J apan is to educate J apanese young 
men . J us t think ! twent y J apanese preachers educated in my 
school ! That means twent·r Bro wns sent out into the wo rld . 
How much greater and better work t iJ.ey will perform than I 
could . " 
Hepburn opened a dispensary immediately on his arrival 
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in Kanagav. a ,Nhich in 1862 was removed to Yokohama, and for a 
dozen years Hepburn was the only medica missionary in J apan . 
His success in treating difficult ailments, part icularly in 
remo in g cataract from the eye, gave a reat stimulus to the 
young J ap ;.nese o study me icine . But Hepburn ' s great work 
for J apan, second probably not even to h is translation of the 
Old Testament, was his compilation of t he first English-J ap -
anese and J apanese-English diet ionary of over 40 , 000 words, 
which he published in 186£3 . To the present this has renained 
the standard and indispensi le work of its kind . I n 188? the 
fourt h ed it ion of it was printed and so jealuosly has the gov-
ernment guarded thi s !'fork that recently when a cheap reprint 
of it was :"'lade by an irresponsible publishing house the gov-
ernment had the whole of the edition destroyed . 
Verbeck at the age of twenty nine landed at Nagasaki 
where he began teaching . From the beginning he believed in the 
J apanese . I n 1860 he says in a letter: "With all t h is present 
vice, and this darkness, when once submitted to Christ, I am 
sure that this people wil be a "peculiar people ' indeed : I thik-
Gne canno fail to disco er in them capabilities of the highes t 
ordel!, the germ of affections most amiable, which the new 
birth will bring forth . " 
Nor were the keen SatslH!l8l- men long in discovering that 
this quiet , modest foreigne :l!Ahad "capabilities of the hig._"l-J.est 
order . " Th ey trusted him from the bP-ginning , and came for him 
to buy for them anything from a testament to a steamboat . 
(This latter actually happened in the aarly 60 1 s and his pre-
vious kno rledge of mechanical and civil engineering did not 
come amiss . ) And we are not surprised h at he adds- "The 
:grat if~ ing part i s the manifestaion of confidence in ou charac-
ter--- Oh, that they would come ':rith weightier questions l 
But they ill ." 
Here in the government school for nearly a decade Verbeck 
taught students from al l parts of J apan, and tau~ht them in 
nearly every subject known to western schools . "Mr . Kantaro 
Yanagiya, chief of the patent office, studied fortifications 
with the doctor, so he said himself . " These warlike, intellect-
ual provinces of Sats~~a, Hi%e~ and Choshui were good soil 
in hich Verbeck was so~ing so industriously . Abd hen he was 
called in 1869 to lay the f oundations of the Imperial Univer-
si~y at Tokyo, so f aithfully had he done his ten years work 
at Nagasaki, and so had endeared himself to those students 
that many of them went v.Jith him . At Tokyo the University was 
opened of ~hi ch he remained president till 18?? . A letter from 
him in 18?3 reveals how ahnndant he was in labors at this time . 
"With the supervision of a school having near 500 students, 
ei ghteen teachers of four different nationalities, with many 
applications for advice or instruction at my house, with con-
stantly one or other of the great topics of ~eform in hand, 
for resaerch or essay wri ting, and wi th a large family- 'ith 
all these to be daily and hourly attenued to, it happens not 
unfre~uentl~ that I have to stint myself in my hours of sleep . " 
1 
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The OP,St part of the work ione by these apostles of edu-
C<ltion to new J'apan was that they trained and inspired men 
·.rho were to form a truly "apostol ic succession ." They did 
not even have to wait till they were dead - and- gone , to see all 
from another world the fruits of their labors, for many a young 
man out of their schools was l at er associated with his teacher 
or with that teacher ' s encourage"~1ent (loing much needed work 
else'Nhere . Mr . NakamUra b scame a Christian, visited Euro11e 
and by 18?4 had translated Mill "On Liberty, " Smiles ' "Self-
Help, " the constit ution of the United States, written a famous 
memorial to the government on religious freedo:n, and was at 
the head of a school of one hundred pupils . The master ' s ex-
amples , more than their precepts , were moldinu youn g J'apan . 
And when we come to know the personality of these men, we can 
understand why it was that during the early years of Mei.i i, 
Rutgers College in America counted by the hundreds the J'apan-
ese thct had been educate® within her halls . 
When we turn to statecraft we find that these men ' s in-
fluence ws.s as deeply felt here as anywhere else . Out of 
Brown ' s school went many men who soon became leaders in public 
affairs . Count Okullia, one of the greatestt lead.ers of J apan, 
was once a student in his school and always cher~shed a deep 
regard for his old teacher . But it is to Verbeck ,more than to 
any other man, native or foreign, that J apan owes her modern 
state and progress . Through his students and by his transla-
tions he did much to shape public opinchon and to give direction 
to the inpetuous "young blood" of · the nation . But it was not 
till he came to Tokyo in ' 69 that b e was to show himself tl e 
real prophet and seer- not till then did he reveal that -l 
breadth of horizon, political insight into conditions and 
grasp of the needs of t !::. e nation, which must place him forever 
among the foremost statesmen of his age . Time will permit 
only one illustration of his far-seeing vision, the planning 
of th~ Imperial Embassy to visit Christendom . · 
As early as 1869 he w ate out the p lan and gave it to 
Count Okuma, then holding an important office in the government . 
Owing to a strong anti-foreign sentiment t h en existing noth ing 
was done about it so far as Verbeck could learn . I t afterward 
transpired that Okuma was afraid to present the cratter to the 
leaders until a more favorable time . Let Verbeck tell the 
story . 
" On the 26th of October, 18?1, I wakura- Prime Minister-
requested me to call on him . After the common demands of eti-
quette were a atisfied , "Did you not write a paper and h it 
to one of our chief officers?' was his first question . 
· "I do not recollect; please be plainer." 
"Something, a good ·while ago, that you sent to Okuma ." 
"I , reflecting: 'Ah1 two years ago or more? About an e~bassy 
to Europe and America? ' 
A si ,~ificant nod of his Excellency ' s head . 
I answered : "At that time it would have been the thi ng. 
I hardly remember all the parlicul ·.rs now . The times have 
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changed; it might not be expedient now ." "It is just the very 
thing now. I have not seen the paper yet, only he :->, rd of it 
three days ago . I am to have the translation tomorrow . But 
please tell me all you remember of it now ." And so we WBBt 
on and finally appointed an interview t hree days later, the 
29th of October, to go over the whole ground once more, pap~· 
in hand . And so we did, claus e by claus e . At the end he told 
me it was the very and only thing to do, and that my program 
should be ca:rried 011t to the letter . A number of interviews 
f ollowed, some of them till late in the night . The embassy 
is organized accordin g to my paper- that I had sown in faith 
more than two years before . I t sailed in two months from the 
dat e of my paper becoming known to Iwakura and the emperor." 
Thi s embassy left J apan Dec . 2:, 1871 and after visiting 
almost the whole cilriliz ed world to learn everything possible 
of modern civ ilization, returned Aug. 13, 1873, having been 
gone neRr ly t 1.~0 years . This event, unique in t h e history of 
st atecraft and fraught with greater significance to J apanese 
civilizat ion than any other s i nce Perry ' s coming, was not only 
planned e ntirely by a foreign missionary but when the members 
of that embassy had been selected from every class of people 
it was found that more than half had been educated under that 
ma n . We can almost hear the messenger of the cross to New 
J apan saying- "Go and see . Taste and see that Christian civi-
lization i s good ." His faith in the enterprise was sealed when/ 
after the visit to President Gr c:tnt and his cabinet and the 
conv ersat ion W d.S had r egarding th :~ edicts against Christianity, 
there came a mess age back to the home government of such a 
nature that the edicts everywhere disappeared never more to 
return . And Verbeck ' s heart leaped with a great joy when this 
prayer of yea rs was thus answered . 
For two reasons, apart from the wisdom of his suggestions, 
the J apanese were glad to follow Verbeck . First , his modesty 
and self-effacement . About his greatest s t roke of practical 
wi sdom and pol i tical sagacity this is what he writes : "There is 
a tacit unde r standing between I wakura and myself , that I shall 
leave the outward honor of initiating this embassy to theJl-
selves . And who cares for the mere name and honor, if we are 
sure to reap the benefits?" 
The second virtue was that he knew how to keep things to 
himself . They knew that they could trust him, and they did 
trust him wit h important matters of state which usually a 
gov ernment would never think of revealing to a private citizen, 
to say nothing of doin~ so to a foreigner . But they knew h e 
did not betray confidence, so they plac ed it in htm without 
fear . And he always respected this trust . He s ays in writing 
a personal letter about the embassy- "My usefulness in this 
country would be at an end, if I made a show of what I do . 
I t is just because these people know I do not, like many , 
tell all ci:> out what I do and know about t h em , they have perfect 
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confidenc e in me . --- Now all this I only write to y ou and not 
to the public ." 
I t is not st:rangethat after such services to the state 
the Emperor should ,in 1877, bestow upon him the decoration 
of the Orde:e of the Rising Sun . Nor are we surprised that in 
writing about SLi.Ch a signal honor he should say that the rich 
emblem was the first piece of jewe lry that he ever owned 
._ and that " indirectly it is a tribute to the cause of ·missions ." 
I t might not be out of place in closing this ch~pter to 
note the part played by these men in direct religious work 
for J apan , and to call attention to their personal influence . 
I t would be misleading not to t h ink of these three missionaries 
as preachers of the gospel . All three were preachers of great 
power. Ver beck was one of the st r ongest preachers to the com-
mon people that J apan has ever known . Brown was one of the 
founde rs of the first Christian church organized in J apan in 
18?2 . One of his students says : "His pure and n ble character 
had an unspeakable influ ence over us ." I n the great revival 
of 190 2 Dr . Brown ' s name was often mentioned in deep reverence . 
}~d the J apanese still speak of Hepburn, Verbeck and Shaw as 
"the thre. seij in o r "Heavenly-sent Sages " of modern J apan . 
I n 1901 Shimada Saburo said that the hatred felt against the 
fo re ign Powers was broken down by the humane and war.m sympa-
thies of these missionaries toward the "hermit nation ." 
I n all thei:r varied tasks these men never forgot their 
high calling to preach the gpspel . As Verbeck wrote from the 
midst of his labors of state in Tol0Jo, "I am not vrastin g my 
time and opportnnities altogether , and whi le I am ostensibly 
engaged in educational pursuits, I have the greatest cause of 
all at heart and in hand, as God gives me opportunity ." 
This testimony of Count Okuma, in his old age, to the work 
done by the chr ist ian openers of J apan is but one of the thous-
ands like it . "Through some good missi onaries at Nagasaki I 
was role to get a hi ::::tory of t he United St ates and one of 
England . These made a revolution in my mind . I no l &n ger 
wanted to be a military man . I wanted to devote my life to the 
destruction of the feudal syste:m . I wanted to see all the dis-
united p r ovinc es of my country under one he ad- the empeeor- . 
Nor 1as this enough- I could t h en see far enough to know it 
was not political changes only that we needed . Neither Buddhism 
• nor Sh i ntoism was equal to those new demands of our awakened 
count:ry . We needed freedom in religious belief . Chri sti anity, 
which had been so important in the development of Western 
nat ions , was to be welcomed ." 
Such was the work of the Christian Openers of J apan . 
Perry opened her ports to other pa rts ofthe world . Harris in-
troduc ed her government to the gove:nrn.11ents of the ... ,orld , 
These three pione~.:'and great est Christ ian mi ssic,nari es to her 
shores Brown , Hepburn, and Verbeck , opened to her the literatures 
and learning of the world . They unshackled the minds of the 
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nation by a new educational system, revealing to them the 
wonders of the natural world . They opened the country to the 
bless i ngs of free representative government, showin g to them 
the solidarity of the race . They opened the consc i ences and 
he :trt s of her people to a personal loving God, the one Father 
of all t h e children of men . 
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Obstacles to Christianity. 
~
----------
"The dollar is to be the new deity of J apan ." 
Speer. 
"The 6reator , if theJ~e be a Creator , · did not creat e the 
other races t o be permanently employed as mere waiters or 
e slaves of the white races ." 
• 
J apanese Pr Bss ." 
Of all questions of interest touchin g J apru1ese life of 
t o-day that of the religious situation is not the least . A 
people of many faiths , yet in reality they are to-day a people 
of no faith . The unsettled and changing condition pf everything 
in J apan is nowhere more marked than in her re l igi ous life . 
There is much religiousnesA but not much religion . Th e s i gns 
of the f ormer are seen i n the r ap i dly i nc reasing number of 
shrines and temples , of priests and teachers in both Buddhism. 
and Shinto . The people can keep up their religiousness in the 
hurry and distractions of their modern life, for this they can 
do with little time and less . thought . They pay some money and 
hurr y on . But to be really religious takes both time and thou 
And the modern J apanese is likely to t hink religion not worth 
the while 1 nor is i t worthy of serious thought . Thi s leads us 
t o the first obstacle to Ch r istianity. 
I. Modern J apan, so far as her religious life is concerned, 
has been caught between the uppe1· and nether millstones of 
comme r.C ialiem and scepticism. The latest c lutch in which the 
nation finds itself is industralism. The changes in the ~tire 
social fabric being wrought by this movement are so rapid as 
to dizzy the whole mation . The horse-power of machinery increa~ 
ed from 1,10 5 in 1884 to 61,252 in 1895, and the increas e in 
the past decade has more than kept pace . "The predominant 
trait of the day is industralism, the arist ocracy of money, " 
says a J apanes6 . The interest of the nation in America is now 
no longer, a.~ formerly, primarily educational, but almost 
who lly commercial ;· .America is the nation who can teach her 
the most about the art of money- making and a s such has per-
ennial interest for the people rho are proud to be called the 
"Yankees o:f the East ." 
That skepticism should be rampant is not strange . ]Jodern 
education overturned their faith in the o l d religions , and 
though this early educat i on was largely Christ ian yet there 
was not time for them to become anchored in its teachings . 
They were not strong enough to stand before En glish agnosticism 
and German scepticism which came in like a flood , vet~y largely 
wrecking what l i tt l e Christ ian faith they had acquired . So 
t o- day as a people they are adrift amidst the whirls and 
swirls of ev ery conc e ivable teaching on the subject of religion. 
The whole trend of their national education is to unsettle 
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faith . American teacher in one of their schools says- "The 
gene -ral tenor of the education given is unchristian- an ex-
a l tation of r eason above faith, of science above religion . 
Especially is the t endency of the higher education against 
any fo:nn of religion . The ed1J.cators of J apan are training a 
nation of atheistA A-nd agnostics . The scientific schools of 
the West that have no room fo r religion are studied earnestly 
and copied by educated J apan . I n philosophy Herbert Spencer 
and his school have been acknowledged masters ." 
Not only is this scepticism taught in the scrtools but it 
is held up as the ideal of educ~.t ion by some men in high places. 
Marquis I to ' s interview that appeared a few years ago in the 
London Daily _News is f~niliar , and represents much of the 
thinking among educated J apanese : "I think most of the educated 
J apanese prefer to live by reason, science and the evidence of 
their senses . r have secured absolute toleration for all re-
ligions, and to a certain extent I would encourage a spirit of 
religion, but I regard religion itself quite unnecessary to 
a nation ' s life . Science is far ~bove superstition, and what 
is any religion, Buddhism or Christianity, but superstition, 
and therefore a possible source of weakness to a nation?u 
The minds of the youth in the schools thus seared by skep-
tical teaching an _ then in more mat ure life caught and held 
in the rush of a mad materialism, do not furnish a very hopeful 
soil for christian truth . 
2 . I n the sedond place there are conditions and charac-
teristics in the nation to which the very nature of Christ -
ianity is unalterably opposed . I f accepted it means the revolu-
tionizing or abandoning of all t hese features of their life 
and civilizat ion . Christianity is radical . I t is, of all re-
ligions, the most unsparing towa,...d all practices and institutions 
not in harmony with its principles . I t claims not only to be the 
true re l igion, but that every other religion is false . I t cannot 
tole r ate fo r a moment any othe r religion sharing with it the 
throne in the consci encAs and hearts of men . I t claims to be 
the onl:r world-religion and therefore goes fort h to conquer 
the world and bring it into allegiance to its Go d . I t cannot, 
l:"ike Buddhism or Shinto, allow its God to be worshipped along 
with any number of other god s, and other religions to be be-
li eved in ~thout detriment to itself . I t is militant, exter-
minating , supre!!le, kno, ·ing no rEtCe or national distinctions, 
recogr2 izing no excuse :for rejecting i ts truth . I t makes no 
comprimises and accepts only unconditional surrender 1··1 th ab-
solute obedience . 
Such a religion woul d inevitably find little welcom~ and 
much opposition1 in any unchristian count17 , a~asno exc~pt­ion ~ ~~pa~ . The condition of roman has already been not ed in 
a previous chapter . Christianity, which counts as one of its 
mo st signal t ritunphs the fre eing of woman from age-long bond-
age , could not go into J apan without striking telling blows 
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f or the l i be rat j_on of woman . I f men would 1elcome ~hristianity 
they must also welcome woman ' s equali ty with themselves . He 
can no longer ask h er to obey the teachings of a religion 
t hat make him everything and her nothing . Christianity «annat 
look wi th any degree of allowance 1~on a religion or social 
syst e:.::ti that will permit man to divorce his wife at his pleas-
ure, or sell h er to live a l ife of shame j ust to please h i s 
selfishness . I t demands, and i s demanding, in J apan one stand-
ard by •.rhich both men and w:o men shall be measured morally . And 
it is not strange if tl ·ere is opyJo s ition to this redical reform. 
There is no country wher-e such a J ow estimate is put upon 
h uman life . When suicid es numb er 10 , 000 in a single year there 
is something i n the national character diametrically opposed 
t o Christ ianity • .A d when it comes saying "Thou shalt not kill, " 
- not even thyself- and p 1i.tt ing such a premium upon the value of 
h1.unan life, a.nd calling loudly to individuals and the state 
to put a stop to such wholesale self-irr~olation , even at the 
c ost of destroying an irmnemori&.l custom;- a people that love 
the past as do t h e J apanese , even if it be cruel and destructive 
will not _c :ive it up '~ithout a murmur . 1 
Whi l e J apan has not been so cursed with caste and the 
rule of custom as hav e been I ndi.a and China , yet there has 
been enongh of it to stir prejudice against the religion 
in which ther·e is neither Greek nor barbari an , bond nor free . 
To this day the J apanese keenly realize , and many resent the 
undeniable fact, that it was l argely due to the leaven of 
Christ ianity that the Et a and h i-nin were made citizens and 
given rights . --
Th e basis of Ch ristianity is t r ' .th, and dishonesty in 
every form is rebuked by it . I ts spirit is to know t l e tr-;.th 
and in that truth it pr.·omis es fr eedom . J apan has not been 
willing in everything to have the t ruth known . P robably many 
many of i ts l eaders welcome truth at what ev r cost, but a 
large part of the n ation welcome unwelcome truth with much 
res ervat io n . They teach in the schools still tbe legendary 
origin of the Empero:: and the people d irect from the gods, and 
no one is thanked vvho vill pry into the truthfulness of that 
teaching. Owing to the national disregard to truthf ulness and 
honor i n co!n!·•, ercial lif e , J apan is known as the financial 
graveyard f or merchants • .And while foreign merchants are un-
christian in many things , yet so far has t he pr i nciples of 
ehristianity pe1~·ded the West ern commerdial worl d that where-
ever it goes i t p l a c es such apremimfl on honesty and hono r, that 
it oft en makes it very un comfortable fo r those not used to 
thi s st a ndard of doing business . Al so in a ll the relations of 
pr vate life and public service the christian emphasis on 
truthfulness has been keenly felt, and both the nev:nes ~~ and 
t he truoblesomeness of the t h ing is often galling to the native 
"' W ~f • o~ T\1\ \ "'" '(... \"" ~ ~ ~0.. ~~ "'".'-""' ~ -
The c ent er of the national lif e is the Mikado , and any-
thing that has the shadow of suspicion of taking away an iota 
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from honor or ·orship due him is resented by th~ whole people 
as nothing short of erime and treason . Here , however unjustly, 
Christianity has found much opposition . They seem to be slow 
to understano~v.Md as world-ruler i.n a spiritual sense may be 
put first as fa ng without detracting from loyalty to the Mikado. 
A quotation from a magazine article by a J apanese will make 
clear how this is a stumbling block to the people and the wher e-
fore of prejudice to Christianity . "I s it possible to reconcile 
the idea of the savredness of the J apanese Emperor with the 
doctrine of Christianity •rhich teaches that Christ is the sup rent 
Gove rnor of all things both visible and invisible? I s it not 
against the very Constitution of J apan to recogn :i.ze supreme 
beings such as- a God, a J esus, a Pope, a church or a Bible, 
other than the soverei f:.'Tl of tli e country? Do Christians mean 
to regard J esus as a faithful subject of the J apanese Emperor, 
or do they mean to bring down the latter under the rule of the 
fo r ::ner so that he might 0ff'Pr the prayer sayi ng, 1 J esus , the 
Son of God, have mercy on me? 1 " 
This quotat ivn int reduces ·to the reader another stone of 
stumbling which Christianity is to this people- the teaching 
on sin . With the sense of personality so much merged into the 
social unit 1 it is difficult for the J apanese to become suffi-
ciently individualized as to have the deep ~hristian sense of 
sin . T.,e teaching that all men are sinners in the sight of 
God- the Emperor included- is most unpalatable to them . 
3 . A third obstacle is the criticism of christianity 
itself . Th e history of so-called christianity in every age has 
had some chapters of v:h i ch none of i t s followers can be proud . 
When the searchlight of history is turned upon the record of 
nations professing to be 6hristian there are many " sun-spots " 
to be seen . The keen J apanese minds as they have read the re-
cord have not failed to see the blots and pointed them out 
to the people . Benjo Akamatzu a well kno n priest in charge of 
the largest and most beautiful Buddhist temple in J apan , said 
recently, "T rue religion a s Christ taught it is peace and love, 
yet his followers have been fit:ihting each other for eighteen 
centuries ." And when the record of sixteenth century Christian-
ity in .Japan is passed under rev i ew there is much t !-~er e that 
the J apanese cannot be blamed for takin g exceptions to . The 
early J esuits beg '-.m at one e in J apan to make political alliances 
and thereby became a. disturilin,s el ement in the state instead 
of a peaceful inflU'enc e . VJhen I yeyasu caine to povrer in 1600 , 
beca;ls e the Christians had sided with Hideyori again~t him, he 
watched them closely and made car eful inqniry what had been 
the p1:::1.st of these ~hrist ian leaders . !Ie found they had caused 
trouble and bloods~d in Spain and Holland, and after years of 
pat :Lent obse :rvat ion /\~ ec <une conYinced that they had political 
designs on the govern1nent of .Japan . 
For this reaso n he vigorously sought to root up Chris-
tianity, and was follovred in this by hls son ancl grandson . 
- , 
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At last, though it. m1st be admitted they were sorely 
tried- these native Christians arose in armed rebellion against 
the governrnent . Some 30 , 000 of the ""fortif ied · the castle of 
Shimabara iNhere they were overpowered by the shogun ' s troops 
and all massacred in 1638 . Vlhen the " evil way" ~"as entirely 
blotted out, as they supposed, there was set up over all the 
empire edicts against Christian ity . "So long as the sun shall 
continue to warm the earth , let no Christian be so bold as to 
come to J apan; and let all know that the King of Spain himself, 
or the Christian ' s god , or the great God a f all, if he dare 
violate this co:rmnand, shall pay for it with his head ." For 
over two c enturies these n otic es were kept up in the empire , 
and there are many men alive in J apan to-day who remember the 
sii!r.h.t of those boards before they were removed in 18?2 . And 
the deep-seated prejudice against "the way" that was every 
where spoken aganst still abides . · 
The action of some of the so-called Christian nations have 
not added anything to improve the people ' s attit'nde towa;d 
Christianity. P rof . Chamberlain says- "We feel absolutely 
certain o: another thing, narrtely , that mis siona.ry enterprise 
is impeded by the openly immoral poli t ics of the ( so-called ) 
Christian nations ." This pre,judice is deepened when in all the 
ports the native J apanr:;se see foreigners from christian countrie.s. 
leading grossly irmnoral lives . "If this, " they say, "is a 
sample of what 8hristianity does for a people we want none of 
it . " Many of them are so prej ucliced that they look upon Christ -
ianity as a curse . A missionary gi Yes this illust . at ion of a 
prevalent feeling : "There was an old. man living near a e hrist -
ian chapel not far fr vm here, who one day was complaining of 
his woes and ,,dshing to die . He said i t had been a bad year 
and none of his crO}lS hetd c'.one well, two of t11e childred had 
died, his country had been insulted by a foreign powe r , and 
to cayJ the climax, Christianity had come and taken up its abode 
next door to him . This last evil was too much for him and he 
wanted to die . He still regarded our faith as the worst of 
evils ." 
Again Christianity is OlHm to criticism because of the 
different denominations under the common na.rne of CJJ:rist ian . Ther~ 
are not only the different named denominations but even these 
are again subdi"l:rided , as for example the Methodist . While they 
have not in J apan all the seventeen different kinds of Methodist 
yet they do hav e f jv£ branches of that church doing mission 
work there . At this point Christianity receives not only the 
criticism of the J apanese but often that of the English pre ns . 
Here is a sample : "Neither can I think that the missionary 
army, though it enters the field with banners waving and sol 
diers chanting, utilizes its strength to the bes.t advantage 
by dividing its host into so many conflicting and sometimes 
hostile brigades . I find in the d irectory at Tokyo alone, 
there are represented thirty one different missionary churches, 
societies, sects, or denominations with an aggregate of 300 
male and female missionaries . When Ep iscopalians, P resbyterians, 
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Bapt. i st s , Ev angel i cals , Lutherans, church of En gland , Methodist, 
Refo,..MeC., Russi an orthodox, Q,uake s , Unitarians md Universalist 
ap~1ear s i mult aneousl~ upon the s~ene, each claiming to ho l d 
t he Key of Henven in thei: hand , i t canno~ be thought surpris-
i ng if the J apanese who have Hardly made u p t h eir minds whethe r 
they want· a heaYen o r not , are soNewh· t bevri lde r.~d at the 
multipl icit y of doo:r-ke (,pel~s . --- I doubt not tha~·~co:mf:litt e of 
J apanese expert s "vould undergake tomorro; the codification 
of the n:ora~ ust as they have of the ciYil and criminal, law: 
and that they would t urn out for the edification of their 
fellov.r- count ry-men an admirable synthes i s of the ethics of 
all tim":! . ~ o shall say whf~ther the new J apan may not under-
take this momentous t .,_sk? I n the meantime the om ·.ns appect.r to 
be aaainst t he official or popula selection of any professed 
branch of chri s t i an theology ." 
Furthermore , critic ism upon C rist ianj_ty it seL. by English 
and other 'Nrit ers 11-ring in J apan i s n ot uncommon . One of the 
mos t popular and ,~.r i --i. ely read authors of works on J apan - Mr . 
Hearn- has this to · say: "From the standpoint of psychological 
evo lutio , he ( t ~" e evol1tionist ) must of course co nsider p a n -
theism as an advance upon .monotheism, and must further r egard 
agnosticism as an advance upon both . - - The natural antagonism 
of the artist to the missionary may be found in the fact that 
the latter is always , and must be, an unsparing destroyer'~ #He ,;. 
also speaks of the early Christianity i n J apan as "unlike that 
subtle r and incomparably more humane creed of I ndia , which 
had learned the secret of missionary success a thousand years 
before LOyola . n 
' 
Lastly there is an unr> ercurr~nt of critie ism and opposi-
tion to Christianity because the Oriental mind has not yet 
b~come accustomed to closely connect rdligion and morals . To 
a large r;xtent throughout t he East religion is d i v o rced from 
lif~ . I t does not enter in as a pa t of the ibe r of their 
being. Rather it is looked Ul)On as a sort of magic that may 
hann or help the exte nalities of life, but is not supposed 
t o disturb the p. sonality to the depths . J ust so the life in 
its outw~rd observ~nces is correct , the morals is a secondary 
matter . A man Jll.ay be an exemplary Buddhist and be leading an 
grossly immoral life . BuddhiHm, for exarr1ple, teach8s that a. 
wo:mC~-n ma- l:i ve a lif e o · prostit u.tion :for f amily support without 
committing sin . I t says, " While it defil !S the body it does 
not defile the }leaJ~t ." So when Christianity comes in wijh its 
demand for " t r u.th in the inward parts , " for practice that will 
square with profession , for an ethical side that shall be as 
pe:efect as the ceremonial , f o r a readj u::;tment of life by a 
radical change at i t s very center- against such persistent 
dema.nds the J ap<·mese character instinctively prot ests . I t is 
much more to their liking to remain old creatures in Buddha 
than to 1Jecom8 new cr .-;at,vres in Ch :t;; ist .J esus- much more easy ani 
natural for them to say 'Lord, J.Jord, and do not the things 
which he says . 
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4. The attitude assumed toward Christian Missions is a 
fourth hinderance to the gro,rlh of Christianity. This is dis-
tinct from the criticism of Christianity as such, and arises 
largely from innate prejudice against foreigners. To many the 
message is discounted because of the messenger and method by 
which it is brought.-- At first Christian missions and mission-
aries were most favorably received. A quarter of a century ago 
a mania for everything foreign was rampant in Japan. At any 
cost they would become like the Occid ent so as not t o be con-
4t sidered Asiatics. They adopted European styles of dress, both 
men and women, much to pride-gratification of the former and 
discomfort of the latter. Dancing in foreign style, balls,con-
certs, etc., were engaged in by the fashionable folk everywhere. 
And even the !Jlaking Japan Christian by imperial decree was 
seriously discussed. When the inevitable reaction came the la-
dies not only put off their western bonnets , light shoes, corsets 
and fashionable passtimes, but many also put off t ll e foreign 
religion as much a rn A>tter of course as they did their foreign 
dress. 
• 
The anti-foreign wave that spread over the nation t h e 
last decade of the nineteenth centu~ was shared by missions 
and missionaries to the full. While the .Japanese were willing 
to admit the value that the missionaries had been to them, and 
also appreciating t h e worth of Christianity, yet they now wished 
the foreign connection with it all entirely eliminated. The desirt, 
to "run ·things" themselves was not only manifest in all politi-
cal and commercial phases of the nation's life but the same 
attitude was strongly in evidence· toward the missionaries 
everywhere . A large part of the native christia~ 1 as well as 
non-christian, population were in favor of sending the mission-
aries home, arguing that in such an event the money used to 
support these missionaries would then be availabl e for more 
aggressive work! 
Closely connected to this independence is the v~sJ.cnary 
enthusiasm of tbe native christians. If only t h ey could h ave 
free hand what might they not do ! In the 80 1 s the talk about 
Christianizing Japan before the close of the century was common. 
Not only that, but a Japanized Christianity is looked for. If 
the Greeks and Romans and Germans have modified Christianity 
why not the Japanese? "We are as able as they" is the sentiment. 
"No one," writes a Japanese on ce a Christian pastor, "need wonder 
if Japan should be destined to present to the world the best 
type of Christianity that has yet appeared in history." No less 
a person than Prof. Inon.ye of the Imperial University in 1900 
upheld the view that the Japan ese would produce the perfect 
religion, satisfying both head and heart, for which the world 
is waiting. 
Growing out of the anti - foreign and anti-christian spirit 
some late edicts on education also militate against Christianity. 
Pupils of higher schools established by t he goverrunent are 
exempt from milit a ry duty. But this privilege is refused to 
1 
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schools whe r e re ligion is taught. This has been used against 
Christian schools. The Ministerial Re~~lation of A~gust 1899 
was even a more serious matter. It says- "All schools which 
give a gen eral education shall be ind ependent of religion: 
ther efore it is not permitt ed in government achools and in 
other public schools as well as in those schools which are 
guided by the ordinances touching public schools, to impart 
religious instruction, or to celebrate religious ceremonies 
whether within or without r egular school hours." By these regu-
lations t h e higher grade schools are seriously handicapped. 
Unless religicus instruction is ba.nishe(; the students can only 
pass on to the goYernm.ent institutions by examination and not 
by certificate; a lso the students are open to military conscript-
ion. As a result many Christians are tempted to leave t he 
Christie:m schools and attend the governemnt instit utions where 
a spirit antagonistic to . religion usua.lly prevails. 
5. A fifth obstacle t o Christianity is t o be found in arousEd 
Buddh ism and Shinto. Ever~~here throughout t he emp ire is a 
marked a ct ivity amon g t heir adherents and leaders. The most 
successful of Buddhist plans has been to imitate and adopt 
feat t< res of Christianity. They have abandoned their lack of 
interest in woman and opened schools for girls; they have adopt-
ed the plan of having public preachin g services, prayer meetings 
for women , orphanages, temperance societi es, etc. After the 
introduction of the Young Men's Christian Association the 
Buddhists formed a Yo ung Men 1 s Buddh ist Association. They have 
realized tha t they must exert themselves against aggressive 
Christianity and they have done so wi th great vigor and with 
not a little success. 
Shinto has opposed Christianity principally t h rough the 
charge of cUsloyalty to the Mikado and government. Against this 
c:n arge the Christians a.L1long the ·soldiers of the war with China 
gave good p roof · of their loyalt y everywhere. But the cha ,~ge has 
been renewed more re c ently by a challenge sent out to native 
Ch ristians in the form of questions by some professors in the 
Imperial Universit y and asking straightforward answers to them. 
Three of these quest ions were- 1. "Can the worship of his 
Sacred Majesty, The Emperor, which ev ery loyal Japanese per-
forms, be reconciled with the V~rorship of God and Christ by 
Christians? 2. Can the existence of authoriti es that are quite 
independent of the Japanese state, such as that of God, Church, 
th e Bible, the Pope, t h e head of the greek chu rch (Czar) be 
r e ga rd ed as harmless? 3. Can the Japanese who is the faithf ul 
servant of Christ be regard ed a.t the same time as the fai thf 1..J_l 
servant of the Emperor and a .t-rue friend of His Majesty's 
faithful subjects? Or, to put it in another way, is our Emperor 
to follow in the wake of Westernjemperors and pray, 'Son of 
God, hav e mercy on me? ' " Thus the appeal is made directly 
to .Japanese loyal ty, really in the name of the national r eli gion 
a nd , though thinly veiled, t o foreign prejudice a gainst Christ-
ianity. 
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It is clear that t he obstacles to Christi anity in Japan 
a re neither small no :r few. The national sdl.l has been and is 
being. thickly so~~ with tares of cormnercialisE and skepticism. 
In common with t h e social order ev erywhere in the Orient there 
are deep-s eated, age-long conditions to ·which the h eart of 
Christi anit y is irreconcilabi ly at wa:r. There nev er can be any 
peace- eith er Ch:ristia:dt y must not enter, o:r el se if it does 
and liv es t hese t h ings mus t die. The surface criticism of 
Christian missions may retard t heir growth, bl;_t th es e are large-
ly temporary and wi ll change and paRs with time. But whether 
Chri stianity as introduced into Japan has in it the promise and 
potentcy to con quer the Japanese mind must now be examined • 
• 
• 
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"The kingdoms of this world shall become t h e kin gdoms 
of our Lord and of His Christ." 
"Even these Jap anese who do not believe in Christianity 
are r eady to acknowl ed ge that it cont a ins a livin g pow·er for 
the regeneration of men." 
"It is our opinion that Buddhism cannot lon g hold its 
ground , and that Christianity must finally prevail throughout 
.Tapan. " 
.Fukuzawa. 
"It is t rue tha t God holds them in the discipline of His 
holy will, and tha t with all sine (-; ri t y they want what is best. 
Who dare doubt that they will find it at last wi th all their 
national hopes and boastin gs- nailed to a Cross? 0 
Speer on Japan. 
Difficult as it is to characterize t he p eople of Japan, it 
is even more so to estimat e th e Jlrobability of their becoming 
a ch rist ian n at ion. There are no people so changeable. What 
t h ey are to -day gives little promise of what they may be te-
morrow . The thing that absorl:Js their attention one day t h ey may 
tur n away from t he next. It is rightly called the land of the 
unexpected and surprises. Not because they would have it s o, but 
because they are at present c a u ght and held in the grip of 
social, r eligious and political changes the like of which no 
other modern nati on has ever known . All we can hope to do is 
to point out some conditions which give promise of the spread 
of Christ i anity. 
:C. CHRISTIANITY AS A REJ,IGION $S ADAPTED TO JAPAN. 
Christianity had its birth in the eri ent, and if it could 
be said to be better adapted to one race than another that race 
would nat u rally be the Ori ental • . Mr. Hearn mn his latest book 
on Japan says : "I believe that the day on whi ch she adop ts a 
West ern creed he r i mmemorial dynast y is doomed ." But why a 
"Wes tern creed?" Christ thou g..h. the universal man yet was born, 
taught, and found ed Christianity under Eastern skies and amon g 
an East e rn p eople. The setting of his entire truth is Oriental 
rather t h an Occidental. 
It is a notewort h y fact that while christian ethics at 
onc e attracted the Japanese as superio r to Cunfucian ethics 1 yet it was Christ ian monoth eism that early impressed them 
most deeply . Neesima and Wasaka, the first conv ert$ under Ver-
beck, both bear witness to this. Many native Christians · test i:fy 
f · i no.....- i that t he 1rst p eace they found was n the t r uth"there s one 
Go d , the Creato r of the wo~ld . And on that a s a basis t h eir whole 
study of history and scienc e took on new meanin g . 
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It is not strange that monotheism app ealed to them when 
we rememb"er that the most popular "~N ri t ings arr1ong the educated 
dlass were those of the "Japanese Philosopher", Muro· ·Kyu-So. 
Here we feel that the author was reaching up to a personal God. 
"Now all know that God is just, but do not know that he is 
intelligent. But there is no such intelligence elsewhere az 
God's. Man hears by the ear and where the ear is not he hears 
not--- man sees id th his eyes and where they are not he sees 
not--- with his heart man thinks and the simplest thought tak es 
time. But God uses neither ear nor eye, nor does he pass over 
in tho uhgt. Directly do es l !e ~;:·eel and directly does he respond. 
Is not this the diYinity of Heaven and earth?" By such teachings 
the Japanese was prepared. 
Closely connected with, if not inspired by ,. the doctrine 
of monotheism was the rise of i ndiYidualism in Japan. The nation 
was awakened from her lon g sleep and isolation by this magic 
idea. It manifest ed itself in the quickenin g of t h e samurai early 
in the nineteenth century. It met Perry in Yedo harbor\in 1 53; 
it made its way t hrough b l ood and gained its first victory in 
1 68. With loyalty to the Emperor on one hand and to itself 
on the other, it pressed forward to its goal, the Constitution 
of '89. To individualism was added the richer idea of feeedom, . 
deepening, broadening, and strengthening all the nation's 
s ympathies. The belief in personal immortality followed as the 
goal, the crowning idea of all. The gro~~h of the nation in, 
and under, these dominant G:hristian truths shows that Christ-
ianity is both acceptable and adapted to the Japanese 1even as it is t o man univ ersally. 
The Christianity that seemsbest adapted to, and most 
read ily accepted by/ the Japanese is the evangelical type. 
Skepticism and agnosticism are everywhere in evidence, but the 
liberal chu rches, Unitarian and Universalist, have never flour-
ished in Japan. "The Unitarian m,iss:ion," says Prof. Chamberlain, 
"is now extinct and the Universalists have little or no following~' 
In '89- 1 90 these "liberal churc:tes" gave promise of much 
gro\'lrth in Japan, b~i.t now evangelical teaching is billing received 
and asked for. The militant and uncompromisin g character of 
Christianity, while often commented upon unfavorably, is never-
theless recogniz ed by the sturdy Japanese as an element of 
strength. "Buddhism is esentially a religion of compromise" 
and under it the Japanese character has been largely shaped • 
Said a well knO"\m Buddhist priest in Tokyo recently,- "There 
is no reason why Buddhism and Christianity cannot exist in 
Japan without friction, becauge both appeal to the hearts and 
minds of men, and there are those who would be better satis-
fied with one than with the o~her." Here is the practical 
genius of Buddhism. There may be t o them "no reason why", but 
the Japanese are recognizing that there is a "reason why" 
from the Chrisii~n point of view. 
One other fact m:=tkes the evan gelical Ghristiani ty more 
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acc eptable to the Japanese,- the doctrine o~ s~lvation by 
faith. This is not new to t:hem. For six centu r i e s they have 
been familiar with it in the Shin Shu. _1\.nd Tenriko, which ctur-
ing the for-t y years of its history has gathered a follo wing of 
fiv e millions and ···hose teac!d n gs are often quoted ri t h appro-
val by ~hristia.n teacher-s, h ;:ts a··nong its principa l doctrines 
monotheism and salvation by f a it h . 
e We are unable to see that Christianit y h a s in it any in-
• 
herent 1ualities that unfit i t to b e a religion for Japan. 
Many of the do~atic teachin gs dedlc$ed from it by t h inkers 
of the West :may have to be given up as not adapted to the Ori 
ental; b Jt the simple, picturesque, parabo lie teachin g # of 
Jesus o;f Nazareth, rvith i t s vein of wholes ome mysticism, does 
a nd will appeal t o the children of the East • 
.I:t. 'l'FIERE ARE Q.UAJJIT Dm IN THE JAPANESE CHARACTER F AVOR-
ABLJ!: TO THJ!: SPRI!:AD OH CHRISTIANITY. 
The openmindedness of the pe.ople has ever been recog-
nized. To "try a ll things" has been ch:::tra.cteristic of the peo-
ple always, <P,heth er "hold fast to that w~ich is good" has been 
observed or not. Three and a h a lf centuries ago Anj ira cor-
rectly descri b d h is people when at Goa he answered Xavier's 
question whether the Japanese would accept Christianity. "My 
peopl~," h e said," wo uld not innnediately assent to what might 
be said t o them, but th ~=;y would inv estigate what I might affirm 
respecting religion by a multitude of questi ons, and, above all, 
by obs erv i ng whet h er my conduct agreed with my words. This done 
the daimi o , the nobili ty , the adult pop' ;clation •.-;auld flock to 
Christ, being a nation which .always follows reason." 
With this ope~~indness t h ere is a kindliness which has 
ever been characteristic of the rl eople toward religious teaching. 
The f a natical opposit ion to teachers of strange doctrine, such 
as is oft en mu ch in evidence in China, India or Turkey , is 
absent from Jap an. This kindly attitude passes into gratit ude 
when good b as come t o them from a new source. An illustration 
of this is seen in t h e recent words of a well-known Japanese 
writer: "Last in ~ gratitnde is due to -- the armed embassy of 
A.me r ica, whose nationa l p olicy opened our doors in a sp it'it of 
enlightenment that was not self- a ggrand izement ." 
Filial piety, wh i ch is such a large part of Japanese mo-
rali t y and r 8ligion1 must ce -rtainly d ispos e t he people toward 
Chri s tianity ·when its teachin gs on t h :::tt subj ect are fully ap-
prea.iat ed. We are aware becau se of the f irm hold ancestor ~'orship 
has on the mlitnd and conscienc e of Japan, that the .Japanese are 
often represented as s ::~ying, "~Je would ret.ther be in hell with our 
ancestors than in heaven without t h em." But with th~ development 
of incliviclualism we feel sure t h a t the JaiJ anes e vdll11o.open to 
the :-.cpp eal of the reasonableness of the Christ ian t eaching 
t h at parent s who ar e worthy s hould. be clung to, but t h ose who 
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are unworthy should be separated from. Two blots upon most 
Oriental nat ions are not found in Japan- gambling and intem-
perance. There is much interest in games and public contests, 
but betting is forbidden by law and is little indulged in by 
the people. In contrast to this propensity of the Ch j_nese and 
I Siamese the Japanese are not gamblers11 both law and public 
opinion being against i t . 
The Japanese are the most temperate people of the East, 
in both eating ':illd drinking. Drunkenness is alma st unknown 
in Japan. Nee sima being aslced what impressed him most among 
the English speaking people at onc e replied- "Drunkenness , and 
the innocent faces of little children." The opium habit has 
been kept out of Japan by strict laws against its import at ion, 
thus profiting by China 's enforced degradation by so-ca lled 
Ghristian commerce. 
It is not common to think of the Japanese as steadfast. And 
yet there has been a most striking proof of the steadfastness of 
t~ e people in relation to Christianity. The persecution of the 
native Christians in the early part of the seventeenth century 
I'Jas so thorou gh- going and relentless that it was everywhere ,...\\Qu.'\\"'-~ 
that no Japanese would dare to risk acceptance of, o r continu-
ance in,the proscribed faith. But when the edict·s against 
Christ iani t;y were practically removed in 1872, there was f ound 
ne a r Nagasaki a community of native Christians variously esti-
mated from four to ten thousand . For nearly two and a half 
centuries these native Christians had h eld to their faith 
without any teachers from abroad or any one to lead them in 
the observanc e of the sacraments- a most marked testimonv 
both to the grip of 6hrist ian truth upon the nativ e cons~ience 
and also t o the steadfastness and devoti on of Japanese char-
acter. With such a past in relation to Christianity we are not 
s n rprised to find in present Japan native ~hristian men who , 
when urged for political r eas ons to not be outspoken in t h eir 
christian belief , have oft en replied that if it was a question 
between defeat or compromising their ehristian character, the 
offices might go to ot h ers. Such a spirit appeals st ·rongly to 
t he JaiJanese heart 1 and these .men are usually favorites. 
There are some characteristics of the Japanese that mili-
tate against christianity, but t r2 ey are l a rgely due to outward 
cond itions which are changable and not to the real inward na-
ture of the people. So far as we can see there is no innate 
quality of t he Japanese character that is a permanent barrier 
to thriatianity . Christianity app eals to them and they respond 
to its app aal s . 
III~' THE P"RACTICAL RESULTS OF CHBISTIANITY IN JAPAN AT 
PRESENT AUGURS 'iVELJJ FOR THE FUTURE. 
The success and stren~ of any religion or system o~ 
morals is proven by its power to regenerate and develop indi-
vidual character. Judged by this test Chrisiiani ty has succeed-
ed in Japan as well as in other countries. It is willing to 
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stand or fall by the divine test given by its divine Founder-
"by their fruits shall ye know them." The c:taim of .Jesus that 
the ·words spoken by him were spirit and life has been made 
good in .Japan. Yamamoto, unable to walk and blind , but having 
a clear mind, was kept by the Tokyo government as a guest and 
adviser. He was al~o associated with Mr. Neesima in founding 
the Doshisha, but was not a Ghristian. In 18?5 a missionary 
called on Yamamoto and when he left gave him a copy of Dr. 
Martin's Tendo Sagen (Evidences of Christianity). This keen 
intellectual man after reading the book said to Mr. Neesima 
that it was an excellent book, "It has done me a great good," 
he cant inued. "It has cleared away my doubts in rc:;gard to 
~hristianity, and has also solved a hard problem that I have 
kept in mind for many years. In my younger days I thought I 
must render to my country some service, and so I devoted myself 
to military tactics- but afterward I found that that was not 
enough to do a real service to the country; so I gave myself 
to jurisrrudence, hoping that through my effort the people 
might be more justly treated. But after careful observation 
I have found there was a certain limit to jurisprudence. The 
law could say that the peo~le must not come beyond such a 
limit, but they could not be kept up unless there were severe 
restriction. As soon as the restriction is removed the people 
go beyond the limit. They do steal, lie, murder, etc., whenever 
they can. The law could not prevent their thinking evil in 
their hearts. The law could cond emn or justify their outward, 
but not their inward, actions. N"w I rejoice that I have found 
the means to solve my hard problem- ~hristianity alone can 
reach and renovate the very sprdngs of the human heart. 1'h e da:r 
has da•.•med upon me, so that I can see the path that was utterly 
unknown to me, and which I have been unconsciously seeking. 11 
Examples without number could be given of the Bible mes-
sage bringing l ight to men and women in out-of:.....way places all 
over .Japan. An interesting feature is the deep, pungent con-
viction of sin and rendering consciences exceedingly tender. 
A man condemned to death for murdering three persons had the 
gospel brought to him in prison and was converted ·Nhile awaiting 
execution. On the scaffold, being granted permission to speak, 
he offered up · this lJrayer: "Heavenly Father, I have been a 
great sinner, and must now die frr\tl' my sins; but while in the 
prison thou hast deeply blest me by opening my heart, baptizing 
me with the gospel o:f .Jesus, :filling my heart with joy ancl peace 
through the sacrifice made on the cross. Even mn the hour of 
death thou hast gbren hope and peace everlasting. 0 Father, I 
go to thee. 'Receive my soul, I beseech thee. 0 Father, have 
mercy on my mot!1er and sister- I beseech thee to lead them to 
believe on thee. And as thou hast saved me, save all these 
my brotber and sister prison ers." 
A missionary gives this confession of sin by a .Japanese 
~hrist ian at t h e communion table: "In the ' rush and hurry of 
wheat harvest and of sett.ing out rice plants my mind was dis-
tracted with work1 and for two days I did not take time to 
l 
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comp ose it to think upon the loving kindness of my J .... ord. That -
I should have been so ungrateful overwhelms me with shame and 
confusion of face." 
Many of these n ative 43hristians have learned both the power 
and the priv ilege of :rfu.,-er in its deepest christi ~~n sense. The 
following from the Japanese Evangelist, December 1895, gives 
a pict ur e of redeemed Japanese womanhood. The h •.1.Sband says: 
"I awoke one night- it was toward midnight- to hear a voice 
praying in the garden. It was the familiar voice of my wi~e. 
1 0 Heavenly Father, is my husband utterly unworthy to be re-
ceived into Thy grac e? I had believ ed it was su 'ficient for all , 
Am I faulty in my deeds? Do I lack zeal in prayer? I can no 
longer visit Thy house of prayer- I can no l onger read Thy Word. 
I can no longer sing Thy praise. I have not resented, but 
bowed to these\inordinate commands simiJlY because I trusted to 
Thy timely interference. Thy handmaiden is unwilling to make 
anyone the confident of her sorrows, for how c an she aay open 
the inhumanity of him to whom she vowed to be faithful unto 
death? Thou alone knowest the b etterness of her grief, 0 Lord, 
omniscient and almighty, hear Thou the humble prayer of Thy 
handmaiden. May it please Thee to lead my beloved husband 
into repentance. May his he art be op en ,:;d to ac cept Thy ev e r-
lastin g Word. Lord, grant my petit ion, of let me die. If there 
b e aught amiss in my heart or my dialy life by which my husband 
is kept back from thy salvation, let me share his fate with 
him. Thy ordinanc e united us as man and \Vife, to be together 
in joy and in sorrow, and I •,rould be fa ithful unto death~'*' 
Her voice came from ~eart heaving with emotion. Impressed a s 
I already was by her gentile obedience, with her devoted · faith-
fulness, my thoughts in listening to this prayer can better 
be imagined than described. Her hot tears burned into my inmost 
soul. The sacred fl c~e th~t was in her consumed all that was 
obstinat e within me. I r ushed out to wh ere she was, a.nd knelt 
d'own beside her. We both wept, praising God. The moon's serene 
rays shone down upon us both, as if in token of the heavenly 
good- 'TJ!.rill. Ah, yes, i t was even thus that I became a c :r. ristian ." 
The influence of christianity as toucb ing the social order 
at many points is ftlarked and increasin g . The statue o:f woman 
in the emp ire is being rapidly changed to her betterment, and 
thereby public sentiment on many social evils and customs is 
being toned up. The burden and curse of polygamy and concubin-
age, under which woman in Japan h a s long suffered 1 seems about 
to be lifted. The laws of the imperial succession, pro .ulgat ed . ~ 
in 1900, require tha t only male desc endents, natural children 
of the Empe ror, or sons of an empress, can succeed to the throne 
The prince may not marry before seventeen nor the princess 
before fift een . The reforms, s upplemented by the p ress of t i ;e 
count r:y calling for monogamic marriages and a single moral 
standard for both men and women,are bearin g fruit. Young men 
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in ev er-increasing nmnbers are asking for wives who have 
~hristian views of love, of marriage, of human life, and of 
home. The "go-between raarria B;e" is being greatly modified and 
gradually eliminated from the social syst em. Dr. Gulick says-
"In same chur ches an introducti on committe is appointed whose 
sp eci a l function is to int r oduce marriagea ble persons and to 
hold so c i a l meetings where the young people may become acquain-
ted." 
Not th e leas t of the advantages coming to woman from 
~hristianity is the encouragement to express herself. By giving 
form and objective r eality to feelings is a source of rapid 
development. This has been denied the Japanese woman for ages. 
But whe :re they become Christians they a re encouraged to give 
express i on to their thoughts in p rayer and public speech. This 
is now b ecoming common in bh ristian services and the backward 
fa ctor in t h e Japanese race-woman- is advancing rapidly. 
Nowh ere h a s ~hrist i an ethics 1 as related to woman 1 s con-
dition, n ade itself more keenly felt than in its influence 
upon the soci al evil. As stated in a p revious chapter ther e 
are in the brothels and yashiwaras tho , ~sands of girls, sold 
into thi s slav ery of a livin g death. Though a law was passed 
in 1872 against this iniquitous practice of parents selling 
th eir girls, yet t h e law was evaded, and ":he public wink ed at 
its violation. As late as f ifteen years a go public opinion on 
the subj ect was at such a l ow st ate that a mov ement started 
for the bettering of the condition of the j oro was laughed 
to scorn. Ten years later, however, in 1900 a mi ss ionary na.rned 
Murphey, assisted by t h e Sa lvati on Army, began ~crusade against 
the j oroya syst em in Tokyo. A decree of t h e courts was secured 
which enabled a j oro to give up her life of shame by making 
such d 8clarat ion to-the police and leaving the yoshiwara, even 
t r ough she be in debt to the keeper of t b e house. The result 
of this crusade v.,ras that i n Tokyo alone during the four months 
following the issuing of the order, 1100 licens ed prostitutes 
left the yoshiwaras, many of t hem returning to their homes. So 
difficult has it been to fill these places that many resorts 
haiTe !aid to close their doors; and so quickened has public 
sentiment become against the whole system that the number of 
visi t ors has greatly fallen off. The goverr~ent and police hav e 
had to recognize and act in accord with the vigorous and grow-
i n g ~hristian public sentiment. 
Attention has a lreac'1y been called to the reforms rel ativ e 
to the Eta and hi-nin. So wretched was the ir conditi cn and so 
complete was thei r ost r acism that sometimes lawbreakers were 
disposed of eff e ctua~ly by exiling them to the hi-nin. '"th ere 
was les s hope of the~r ev e r breaking f r om that bondage than 
from breaking jail. But in 1872 the sacred eagis of citizen-
·Ship was cast ov er these unfort unate classes, and h enceforth the~e. 
were no longer legally any "no-bodies" in Japanese society. 
The nam e Christian has come to stand for something to 
t he police of Japanese cit ies. In one of the cities one evening 
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word vms receiv ed at polic e head quarters that a theft had 
been committed, and an order was issued that the hotels should 
be search ed by the police f or the thief. "At one hotel an of-
ficer, with the lanrllord for a guide, was going the rounds of 
the sleeping rooms. ·~~o a r e in here?' he asked, stopping b e-
fore one large bedroom. 'This room is occupied by a number of 
young men from flurrounding towns, vvho have come here as delegate:, 
to the dedic ation of a chUJ~ch and the ordination of a pasto r ,' 
said the l andlord. 'Oh, we l l, let's pa ~ s on to the other rooms; 
there is no hope of finding the thief here,' was the policeman's 
~ejoinder, and so our ~hristian friends continued to sleep 
the sleep of the just. In an other room they found a young man 
who had come in late, a..nd was occupying a. room alone. This 
promis ed c10 re·, and so they woke him up and began searching 
his luggage for stolen goods. Pretty soon a Japanese New Tes-
tament r olled out on the floor, and the policeman with an air 
of disgust and dis .-1.ppointment, went on to pastures new in his 
thief-search ing." 
No better proof of the advancing tide of Gbristian con-
sciousness in Japan can be given than the position taken 
against many socia l evils and customs by the late Mr. Fuku-
za.wa, thongh himself not a p rofessing Christ ian. His book 
pleadin g for the soci 2vl and legal equality of womi'Jn has been 
a pow e r in Japanese society; and his attack on the anci ent 
custom of committing suicide fo r honor's sake as not being a. 
sign of moral heroism, but of the contrary, shovvs the 'Ylew value 
being put en human life, as well as a change of etfuical basis. 
Let us no i lo6k ·-. briefly at the influenc e of Christianity 
as touching the economic status of Japan. A marked defect in 
Japan ese character has be en the lew value put upon truth. 
Over against t h is is the national ambition to be a commerci a l 
people. But confronting them is the stubborn fact that only by 
the strictest observance of truth in tlte 6hriatian sense can 
t h ey ev er expect to succeed. Fo r business and commerce have 
been made possible between different rae es and n at ions only on 
the basis of truth. As long as they are on any at ~: er b a sis 
their foundati on is sand. Five-eights of Japanese trad e is 
wi t h Engl ish s p eaking people where the Anglo-Saxon love for 
truth and commercial. honor is telling mightily upon business 
methods in Japan. Her merchants are realizing t hat truth is 
necessary to their prosperity, and every where they are looking 
for men whom they can trust in this respect. Christianity is 
here at at0remiunm. A recent writer says- "To-day banks, busi-
ness offices, and other places requiring trustworthy clerks 
and em~loyees, prefer, othe r things being equal, Christian 
young men." 
This t r ibute to ~hristianity has res~lt ed from years of 
observing the kind of stuff the common christian men and women 
are made of. It has come because their liY es !\lave stood for 
principles which a nation secr etly admires. Here is an illus-
tration.- A young man became a Christian and later1 by his 
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father's death, assumed cn aree of h is business, which was con-
dueting a public bath house. "He immediately hune; up the no t ice 
'No businP-ss done here on Sunday .' This sign excited wide in-
quiry w?lich was al111•ays met with pleasant replies and invitations 
to come on Sunday to learn more of th 1 Jesus way'. The house 
was nickn&~ed 'the Jesus Bath-house~ and was reported a s offering 
cleansing for men 1 s souls as well as their bodies . Ev en his 
dog was called 'the Jesus dog' . B~: t the propri etor after much 
opposit i on and varying fortune is to -day holding a position 
of trust in a large business firm. 
Space permits of but one more illnstration of how Christ-
ian truth has been winning its way among the Japanese ancl is 
chan gin g , if ever so slowly, the economic and commercial 
status of t h e nation: "In a retired v a ll ey of Joshu there is 
a little h amlet of charcoal burners . A few y ears ago t h eir 
manner of life was the rudest possible . Ther '; seemed no glim-
me r of hope for better things. A colporte ,,_ r, in pa ~ sing through 
the valley, spoke t o the people . Two men became interested and 
purchased copi es of the New Testament. Their employers soon 
notic ed a cha n ge in the grade of charcoal f rom t h ese two men; 
it 11vas more carefully burned, was better packed, and free from 
stones a nd grass. This charcoal was looked upon as a special 
brand and brought a sp 8cial price. On Sundays work was suspended 
and these men with t heir families gathered for religio u s v.ror-
sh ip and the study of the Eible . Shortly after, they began to 
recla im t he mountain l a nd around them, to plant wheat and 
garden stuff, and recently one of them became forehanded 
enough to build a neat frmn e house in p laee of hie old hut. 
His employers s ay he iF> the most effici ent and trustworthy ma n 
in the :mountain. He himself says he OY..r e s his new vigor to his 
weekly da y of rest, and that 'J'.•ithout it he could not do his 
work. Bot h men recognize t he value of the aid the church gives 
them; and though it is t en mil es aw.ay, they contribute liberal-
ly and gladly to the support of their pastor." 
I-'astly, let •;_s note the practical effects of christianity 
as touch ing the state. What is done by the state is a good 
index of the pressure fr:rom the social consciousness below. 
There was a time when t he government put every obstacle in 
the way of ehristianit y . Even after the edicts against it were 
formally removed there was for many years felt an undercurrent 
of opposition. To be a Shristian was to imperil ones prosepcts 
in educational, military, o r p olitical life. This h a s now en-
tirely disappeared. From encouragement given to 6hristian en-
terprises~y men in high official position, it is certain to 
t t e missionari es and native Christi an s t hat s u ch would not be 
the c ase were not the Emperor in sympathy with Christian progress.v 
The Christian Sabbath has been legally recognized by the 
gove:rnr1ent in an indirect 'fl.ray . The seventh day is set apart 
as a l ega l holiday and is so observed by the gov ernment offi-
ce rs and\many commercial houses. 
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In the war "V'd t h CJ;ina t~; e govenment permitted to accompa-
ny the a rmy so-ca.ll8d.6h ristian chaplains~~- though lb.t ey were 
not designated as such but as "comforters ." Permission was 
also granted C:!":tristian 'iii orkers to distribute Bibl .:c) s amon g the 
soldiers and t o preach t o them. In the pr esent war the work of 
t he Young Men's Christian Association has so commend ed i t self 
to th e Emperor that he r ecently made a gift of 10,000 yen to 
i ts work • 
Christianity as shorm by practical results is touching 
with ever-increasing stren gth and influence the Japanese nation 
from the indiv idual up through all its social, co-r•rrne ·- ci a l and 
poli t ica l life. The thrill of its invigorating power is felt 
from the once despised and outcas t Eta,through every grade of 
societ~ to the divinely descended Mikado • 
95. 
C~s Favorable to C~. (Continued.) 
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lV. THE AGGID.::SSIVF,NESS OF CHRISTIAL\TITY IN J APAl\T PROMISES 
WELL FOR THE FUTURJ!~. 
e The kind of work being done will in a measur e determine the 
• 
success or failure of any enterprise. The type of Christi anity 
now o p erating in Japan is of vital importance. We wish ~ to 
point out some phases of the aggressive work now being done 
t h ere. 
In the f _i r st · place th e church at large recognizes the 
difficulty and importance of the field. The hinderances men-
tioned i n a preceding chapter are all well known to the workers 
and leaders. How much it means to Ghina ann India- in short 
to all Asia- to have Japan 6hri s t ianized, is ever kept before 
the enti r e ch;1. rch. The native €hristians also feel the respon-
sibility of their country's position artd are acting accordingly. 
The home church r 8alizes that the stron gest mission c:tries must 
be sent to this field and be reinforced by the best eq'.dpment 
possi-ble . Almo st every church that can support missionaries 
has its representatives in Japan. "As goes Jap an , so goes 
Asia" seems to be the watchV~.o rd of Christ end om. And until the 
tide sets in strong toward the cross every nerve will be strain-
ed t award that end . 
From the beginning the c hrist hmi ty of Japan has been 
largely of a co-o pe:ra.ti1re character. There has been a tendency 
to drop differences and minor matters and to magnify essenti als. 
No mission field has been so free from 'mpleasant and unchri st -
ian strife among different denominations. They b~gan right, t h e 
first church h aving this au the first article of its creed: 
"Our church does not belong to any sect whatever; it believes 
only in t h e name of Christ in whom all are one; i t believes 
that all .,ho take the Bible as their guide and who dilli gently 
st udy it are the sereants of Christ and are breth~rn . For t h is 
reason all believers on earth belong to the f ami l y of Christ 
in the bonds of brotherly love." The different denominations 
have not been :ctble to unite organically but in the spiri t of 
fello vr shil') and co-operation t h ey are pr<:~. ct ically one. Th e 
Russian Greek <Ghurch use the J3i bl e circulated by the Bri t ish 
anc_ American Bible Socie :-.y; anc1_ even t l1 e Roman Catholic s had 
a ~rotestant Japanese t o translate their Vulgate version into 
the native ton~ 1 e. 
Almost all the printing for the different ev angelical 
denominations wo rkin e; in the Empire is bein e; done by the press 
of the Methodist Episco ~1al Church at t'J.To:lf~&· There has j ·.l st 
been issued a joint hymnbook of one ~~~~t~d hymns to be used 
b y all the evangelic .'·Ll denomin a tions in Japan. 
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Early in 1900 at the convention of educational mission-
ari es the plan for a great union Christian Universi"cy was unan-
imously appro Yed by the nearly one htmdred delegates present. 
In Oct. 1900 at the .Japan Conference of Missionaries the spirit 
of unity wast hus expressed unanimously by a rising vote; -
"Resolved, That this conference of miss ionaries , in the city 
of To1Zyo ass em bled, herel)y declare their convict ion that all 
who through faith are one in Christ are also one body: and they 
therefore implore all those who love the Lord .Jes ·ts and His 
Church in since:rit .:r to pray therefor and labor there unto, in 
order that the tru e unity, for which the Yflaster prayed on the 
night in whi ch he was bet rayed, may become a reality." 
At the sa:rne convent ion there was appointed a "St .mdin g 
Committee of Co-operating Chrisit.i Hn Missions in .Japan " and 
t h is committee the following April reported a plan of co-op-
eration ·nhich is being adopted by d ifferent societ ees. The 
great revival which swept over .Japan in 1901-2 was the result 
of earnest co-operation of all the evangelical churches. In 
no oht er count r,y, in no other age, has t here been such proof 
and S'.;ch fru its of ~hristian unity in diversity. Reading the 
same Bible, preaching the same Savior, singing the same hymns, 
meeting i n common convent ions, unitedly urging the same measures 
unitedly prayin g for the sacae revival po'n'er amon g the people-
s u ch promise for aggressive 6hristianity has never been known 
before. For the first tirrre in the 1listory of mode rn missions 
these 1.•ro rkers can sing with some show of truth: 
"We are not divided , All one body we , 
One in hope and doctrine, One in charity." 
The aggressiveness of £hrist i - ~nity is no where more in 
evidence than in the various kinds of philanthropic work which 
it has inspired. Three years ago t 11 e Red Cross society had 
over 7,000 members, its hospitals in ev ·.; r::' prefecture of the 
empire> arid the badge of christ €mdom ,on all its property. A 
late v·rri t er says- "The Red Cross Society in Japan has perhaps 
a larger membership than in any ot .. er c -·. · l t r y in the w·o rld." 
While t h is is a government instit !;_tion,yet bac·k of it and through 
its every detail can be traced the spirit of Christ l'iliich m ~de 
it possible. Its h "mane and sympathetic touch on thous ands of 
wounded soldiers, survivo rs from earthqualces, famine, and flood 
is rapidly glorifying its distinctive s ·L gn, and leading men to 
say, as on e Japan ese has said,-"To my mind the cross is the 
distinctive glory of the religion of Christ ." 
"I was in prison and ye visited me" mus; have been clearly 
heard in .Tapan the past third of a century . And well that it 
has, for five ye ~.trs ago there were in Japan 120 prisons with 
80,000 inmates , or two to every thousand of the population. 
In 1873 .John c. :Berry, M. D. a missionary und er the American 
Board, unconsciously beean prison refo!"l..n in the empire by 
visiting a prison near Kobe. ~:r e was enc ouraged by the govern-
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ment and on the lines s·uggest ed in his report the reform of 
t he 1uhole penal system was begun. In 1890 a Government Training 
School for Jailers was ~ounded. In 1891 the five prisons of 
Hoakkaid.o were put in charge of a native Shristian, Mr. Oinue. 
He had appointed 6hristian chapla ins, organized Sunday schools 
anc1 :Bibl e classes among the prisoners, courses of lectures , 
an~ good literature were provided. In one of these prisons a 
visi t or found "510 prisoners studying the :Bible, and 148 of 
them were following a course of daily Bible readings published , 
in a Jar anese Christian pe r iodical." At one time the chaplains 
of the five prisons of Hokkaido were all 6-r ristian ministers 
a dd graduates of the Dosh isha. :Bibles are freely distributed 
in the prisons. 
At Otsu when a fire broke out in the prison the prisoners 
help~d put it out and made no attempt to escape. That apostolic 
"we are all here" made such an impression on the officials 
that d..n investigation \' 'aS ordered. I t was found that the prison-
ers had been re~ding Christian tracts. The outcome was a gen-
eral distribution of tracts through the prisons. 
The God that answers by e rphanages , let him be God. The 
coming of the Christ to any nation means most of all to its 
women and children- especially to orphan children. :Because 
Christ cami~the Occid ent had a George Muller; and because this 
servant went to Japan that country to - day has "the George 
Muller of the Orient " in the person of Mr . J. Ishii. 
:Born in 1865, Mr. Ishii was conv erted in 1884 . Soon after lf 
11 is conversion he was greatly impressed by a sermon from 1-ir. 
Neesima on "Laborin g for ot~ers." Also after t h is h e read 
about Joh n Pounds, who , though a cobbler, had rescued and 
saved over five hundred children in England. Then Mr. I shii 
wrote in his Di ary: "I Believe myself born for that purpose " . ( 
(caring for chi l dren . ) In 1886 George Mu1ler visited Japan and 
this message greatly stirred t he country. I n Yokoho~a Mr . 
Muller was asked to sit for his picture but he ref u sed, s ay ing, 
"Let one of you Japanese Christians found an orphanage; that 
will be my photo graph. " This remark and the life of :Muller 
were seed in the fertile mind of Ishii who was then nearing 
his graduation from a medical school. 
~He n ow decided to begin at once his labors for child ren . 
The house adj oining was a miserable hovel frequent ed by the 
very poor . One day , seein g a beggar woman sitting with two 
children there, he stepped in and gave the eight-year-old 
b oy .a bowl of his own rice . The lad immediately passed it over 
to h~a younger sister who was a cripple . Learning fronlthe 
mother the pitiful story of her 1.1vidowhood and poverty, and 
t h at she could support herself ~~a ~ the girl; but not both 
girl and bo y , ].fr. Ishii fin a lly induc ed her to let him adopt 
t he latter. This boy now a healthy and happy youth- 1892- is 
o f-een shown as the "o r iginal orphan" of the asylum which Mr . 
I shii founded . In the summer of the same year he learned of an 
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extremely poor fisherman and his wife who adopted two children 
of three and five y ears wham the cholera had bereft of all 
hheir relatives. The heartless n e ighbors were about to bury 
t h e younger child alive in a coffin with its mother as it was 
already nearly dead f!·om starvation. This so impressed him 
that the pit ia.ble condition of orphans and the corresr1o nding 
duty of Christians)that he stopped in hi s medical co u rse, 
wi thin f our months of his graduation, sold his medical books, 
ann_ a pa r t of his Oc'm and his vrif e' s clothine;, rented a part 
of an old Buddhist temple, and with the boy above mentioned, 
and t ""NO ot h ers whom t h ey had picked up began to gather in the 
homeless and friendless little ones. He had the conviction 
that the living God ~ho had call ed him to this work would 
s upply tJ:-.L e means, and in this convicti c;n :h e receives e'tler;J needy 
applicant, guardin g carefully against imposture, of course, 
an.' goes to God with t h eir daily needs. Beyond makine announce-
ment through our 6 !-:. ristain newspapers from month to month of 
the n :JJllbers of children and the amount of money received and 
exp en t3. ed, he asks no man for pecuniary aid. The plan has more 
than once brought them into great straits, but delive~rance 
h as always come. One of these experiences which I well remember 
is wort j·'y of record. 
"During t h e sununer of 1889 there were many floods and 
earthquakes in .Tap a n, and consequently such a severe cJ. rcdn on 
the benevol ence of the Chri stians , that t h e orphanage was 
almos t forgotten. The supply of food grew less and less, until 
on Sept. 2 4th only a very little rice rema ined. At the five-~ 
o'clock supper Mr. Ishii made a speech to the children ,telling 
them the food was nearly all gone , and there was no mon ~y to 
buy any more. For supper they must be content with a l ittle 
rice gruel , and even that \"'ould not last long . Then he rel g,ted 
the story of a poor but Godly fan ily who - ,ere in a starving 
condition, when the father called his f ive children together 
and told them that God lov ·:!d them, and would answer prayer 
and help them if it seemed wise to Him to do so, and asked 
them to pray with him. A few minutes later a raven flew in~ 
and l aid a gold ri n g on the table. The poor man ~·auld not sell 
the ring, b1~t carried it to his pasto r , wh o carried it -to the 
kin g, whose property it proved to be . The sequel may be imaginEd 
"Now children", said Nir . Ishii, ''That happened a great 
many years ago in H0 llan<l , but . the same kind h eavenly Father 
still watches over his c l"J ildren, and I believe He will help 
us. As ®Ilny of you as think the s ,"ti·ne will please go with me, 
when y ou have finished your supper, to the little graveyard 
back of the house, and there we will _p ray in faith for help.' 
Nearly thirty of the children volunteered to go, some of 
them without tasting a moui~hful of the sc r:tTity meal . :!\[r . Ishii 
opened the lit tle service of prayer, and after offering a 
very urgent petition himself, started, supperless and probably 
dinne ·'"less, to attend the ch urch prayer meeting, leaving the 
children prayin g in the eraveyard. ·while t l: ey were in the a ct 
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of prayer u-~ ere crune a call at the door of the orphanage, and 
a missiona ry l ac1y , who had that day come from another city to 
Okaya.ma, entered , b r ingin g thirt y one dollars sent through 
her t o th e a sylum f r om a Inission band in the state of New York. 
Mrs. Ishii, to whom she h a nded the money, se em ed dazed, so 
overwhelmed was she with joy at this unexpected relief from 
distress, and at the strik ing coincidence. She sent word im-
mediately to Mr. Ishii, at the church , an rl a few :ninutes later 
the whole story wa.s told at the chu rch prayer meet in g ." 
At the clo se of its firs t ten years, 1897- this orphanage 
'l-'as caring fo r 27 8 inmates , had sev eral buildings, a :p rinting 
depar+.ment in which are printed thirteen periodicals, a farm 
and a mill for cleanin g ~ice . Farmi ng, carpentering, weavin g , 
navi gati on a nd oth er useful inclust ri es are taught . To meet 
the deficit over and above what the institution earns Mr. 
Ishii dep ends who lly upon prayer. In closing t he year 1897 t h ere 
was a debt of $900, but t h en t here 0ras on t he way from New York 
a check from a woman for $1000 which came ~in)j ust time to put 
the balance on the righ t si cle . 
As a result of Christi an ity' s half c en t ury in .Japan, 
and inspired by :Mr. Ishii'~ beginning the re were by t he latest 
st :::, tistics obtainable 39 C11 :ristian orphanages in .Japan.,l9 of 
t h em being 1_mder"l' rot est ant- management and 20 under the Roman 
Catholic. There are also 11 non-christ ian orphanages conducted 
ma inly be the Buddhists who are thus following th e example set 
them by Chris t ianity. I n the early years of Mr . Ishii's orphan-
age +. he native Ch r istians 1Nere wo nt to point to it as an ex-
ample of what thei:r religion had do ne in other lands and would 
say, -"Why wi t h more than a thousand years of ethics of Con-
fucius and' t h e religion of the gentle Shaka (Buddha) has our 
country never known an o rphan- asy lum worthy of the name? 
And by what power is t h is young man, without wealth and r eputa-
tion, enabled to house, feed, clothe and educate and train in 
vario u s industries, tJ-, ese more than two hundred o rphans now 
under his charge?" There was no answer to be Siven other than 
surely "He gathereth together the o utcasts."-
Everywhere in the empire hospitals are to be found. The 
Empress stand s before t ha nation as patron of a large charity 
hospit al in Tokyo. Many of the wealthy men and women are giving 
to this prac~ tical expression of the Christian life . In 1900 
a .Japanese gave 100,000 yen-$50,000- to found a hospital. 
It is doubtful if there be any more practical d evoted, pure 
aggressive, frlllit-bearin g type of Christianity any where in 
tbe world than is f~und in .Japan to-day. 
V. BLERR INGS IN DISGUISE. 
When the stud ent of .Japanese history comes to that page 
b l acken ed by t h e awf;;l persecut l ens of th e Christi ans,., ext ending 
over half a CF.mtu:ry, he possibly wonders why tha t introduction ; , 
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of Christian ity COl)_ld not have prospered as did that three 
centuries late r . Doubtless it is well for Japan and for the 
world that the sixteenth centu.ry Romanized C' ristianity did 
not gain a permanent foot ing in Japan . There is enough known 
of its history to justify the inference that, h ad it succeeded, 
it would have taken with it the superstition, political in-
trigues, the Inquisition, Jesuit oppQsit ion to progress and 
freedom of conscience,- all of which at that time were blight-
ing the countries of Italy, Spain and Portugal, and would have 
mad e th e Netherlands a waste of ruins if the:.,r had succeeded. 
J apan escap ed being the stage upon whi ch would probably have 
been reenacted those endless struggl e s between the Jesuits 
and Franciscans. Better was it fo r ber to have two centuries of 
heathen darkness with peace than to h ave had two centuries 
of lurid light reflected from rel i gious wars . 
Again rr1any regret that t h e past half century for Japan has 
been a period of such unrest and turmoil. They feel that 
Christianity might have had a better opportunity had t h ere 
been p ea ce throughout Japan . 'They forget that these years of 
c ent inuous sti·trings of the .Ja,.Panese people have been like 
a great plowlng and harrowfn'g~"'nst i tut ions hoary vd th age and 
rooted into the very vitals of the people had to be upturned 
and the native sdil shaken from their roots so they would die. 
In this way, and in this way only, was the land prepared to 
its remotest corne rs for the seed-sowing of 6hrist ian civili-
zation. How necessary were that "breaking up" and subsoiling 
before new ideas and new ideals could find a rootin g place. 
For 2000 years that soil, though nat u r ally fertile, had been 
beaten down and made barren by the monotonous march of life-
leaP ideas. The "t roubles orne times", which some may be tempted 
to deplore, have been one of those "necessary evils" witho ut 
which could nev er have come the larger good. 
Last l y , t be reacticn, beginning i n '88, largely from tke 
failure of European nations to revise the treaties, has been 
to ehri st&~n it y another ble s sing in d i sguise. But it was hard 
to see it so when the church was doubling ev ery three or five 
years, - when all the ehris t. i an schools were crowded, when aud-
iences of 1000 to 2000 could oft en be seen list ening to the 
gosp e l for hou:--s a t. a time , when it seemed that the whole 
nation v.rould be swept int c' the r a nks with 6h :>:" istian peop l e • 
The reaction was the best t :r-~ ing that could have befallen 
the e hrist i an church. She was becoming too popular, especially 
in pmlitical and gove1!mental circles. There had been growing 
sinc e the early 1 80 s and prior, an unwholesome cUsrJOsition 
to make political capital, and a much desired international 
standin g out of 6 hrist iani ty. In 1885 Fukuza1~'a said i n .Tij i 
Shir;!-.1?.,2 .. - "The Times"- "Would it not then be of great innnedfate 
advantage if we c ould give Christianity a place among the 
religions we profess? We cannot pursua d e Shintoists to change 
their views, but we can tell them that they should look at the 
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ascendency of Christianity in our land as an event lying in 
the natural cou!se of t hings, and that for the sake of their 
count -ry, they ought to refrain from making any dist urbane e 
wl":at ever. We do not propeee that the majority of our people 
should become Bhristians ; a small per centage would suffice. 
All that is nec es sarJ is to ac c: ept t he name of a Christian 
count ry. " 
In 1884 Count Itagaki had said to his political friends 
that the time was at hand when Japan should accept Christian-
ity, for without it she could not secure and retain a position 
of equality with the western powers. To have had the naticn 
thus accept 6hrist iani ty would have been fat ':! l to her best 
interests. Bete r by far ·was it to have ten years of reaction. 
It gave time to probe about the found a tions to see what the 
chlirch was builded on. rt gave opport u.nity to sift the member-
s h ip and get rid of a great amount of chaff. A new phase of 
the national character was brought mo r e clearly under review, 
the unde r s t andin g of which was necessary to the ~ider and 
deep~r work o f the gospel. The different denominations were 
drawn closer together as they faced conditions that were nat 
at all r eassurin g . ~'hen the revision of the treati es came in 
1 99, and Japan showed how valuable a factor she could be work 
ing with other nations, then was a fitting time for the tide 
to s •-:t in again toward Ghri st iani ty. Since then the advance has 
been steady and strong. Stripped of much that V'lould haYe im-
peded her progress, the chur ch has been moving forward with 
the thrill of victory. 
Vl. THE :NATION'S DEEP SJ~;NSE OF NEED MORAI,I~Y IS A CONDit 
TION MOST FAVORABLE TO CHRISTIANITY. 
The complete indifference to moral questions so long 
niticable in the rress and government, is rapidly giving place 
to grave concern as to the growing immorality everyvrhere prev-
alent . The nation is beginning to realize that only one sure 
foundation f :o~ strength and permanency is morality. Howev er 
self-sufficient she may feel herself to be for ·war or COI!IDlerce 
or goverru~ ent, the nation is realizing that she is not self-
sufficient in producing a morality that will regenerate the 
people . I n this her t wo national rel igions are avowed f cLilures . 
Swung from the moorings to the old faiths the nation is adrift, 
and the mo ral situation is becoming more and more acute • 
"Buddhism has reached t he height of corruption and has no in-
fluence ruaong the upper classes. Shinto ism ret ains only a feeble 
influence. Christianity vthich was one e p owerful, h a s lately 
become more or less lifeless," is t he pess imistic utterance 
of one paper. 
The press is awake to th e condition. The Kokumin Shinbun 
says, "Great crimes are becoming more frequent, cases come 
under notice daily. The country feels keenly the nee essi t y of 
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mora l ity and religion. Those who hitherto have attached. them-
selves only to a materialistic for,m of civilization and believe 
gol0 to possess almighty power, have now begun to rely on r e-
ligion for the preservation of social moralit y . It is almost 
safe to conclude that the whole natic,n feels the necessity of 
r el i gicn. We ourselves have no connect ion wi t h reli gious par-
ties, but we firmly believe that religion is absolutely nec-
essary to soci e t y , and that along with materialistic progress 
spiritual pro ~ress must go hand in h and. We are not at all 
so rry , therefore, that the country has begun to feel the nec-
essity of religi on ." 
Ano ther paper says,-"Japan's case is that of <3hristian 
civilization without 6hristianity . She is aiming at a definite 
for.m of organization without. the life tha t organiz ed it. The 
peculiar awkwardness of her position is due to her hopeless 
a ttempt t o assimilate the n ew civilization to her old ideals." 
Many public men here-to-fore ignoring the situation are 
giving it much t ho ug..ht . One of the most recent writers says,-
"Men to-day who have no sp ecial leaning toward 6hristiani ty 
s r:ake their heads over vices and sins V{hich a few years ago 
were not even tr~ougbt wrong. There is to my mind no more hope-
ful sign of the times than the growing discouragement over the 
present condition of morals." 
As with the individual so with the nation- the deep sense 
of need is the b est promise of a comin g moral r egeneration. For 
t wo generations eh :dstianit y has been hold i ng up before t h e 
Jap a nes e a mrllrror in VJhi eh she is b e ginning to see for the 
first tbte her real moral conditions . Th,:; national conAcience is 
being so stirred ov e r immorality nation-wide that inquiry is 
being !!lade f or a remedy. And who can doubt that the nat ion 
will soon see that t he physi can that showed h er the disease 
is the one to heal it? 
Vll. ClHU STIANITY LEAVENING JAPAN. 
The leavening process going on qu iet ly ev e rywhere in Japan 
promises more for christianit~' than any other phase of i t s 
influence. There is not a class among the peopleh not a de-
partment of government, not a socia l qu estion, scarcely an 
economic problem, that ehrmstianity has not touched directly 
or indirectly . The whole nation unconsciously is being greatly 
influ.enced by it. Its spirit is coming more and more to be in 
t h e very air they breathe . 
There a re many influenti a l men of th e Nicod emus type. 
They secretly ad mit the superiority of e.hr ist iani t y , but far 
one reason or another do not openly mak e a confession of it. 
Count InoUye and Marquis Ito, the J on._t.han and David of' Japan, 
have both b een great ly influenc ed by christian thought. The 
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wife of the former is an earnes t, 6hri stian,and he on more than 
one occa:::li on haR shown his kindly att itucle towatrd the gospel 
an fl its interests . Ito, when making t he tour of the world as 
member of the Imperial EmbasRy, was much impressed by Prince 
Bismark's and Empero r Williar.r'l s sincere devotion to christianity 
He is o•J.tspoken i n his appreciation of Christianity's influence 
on civilization. Field, Marshall Oyama , like Ino'llye, has a 
6hristian wife, is sympathetical l y interest ed .in christian work 
and contributes liberally. to it. MiyaRhi Taizo, chief justice 
of t h e supreme court, was an active member of the Congre gation-
al chu:ch1 and at his death was president of the Youn g Men's Christian Associ a tion. The dean and fo ur professo ~:-s of the 
Impe rial Univ ersity are active 6hristian men. The number of 
6hristian men fillin g responsible positions in the state, army, 
navy and commerci a l world are far mo re numerous in proport i on 
to the number of €hrist i ans than the represent e:,t i ves of any 
oth er class. 
Christian thought is pemeat ing very largely the native 
literature, as well as build ing up a d i stinct l y native liter-
ature. "Kozaki Hiromichi declares that scarcely a single book 
has been published during t h e r eriod of the present empero :Y' ' s 
rule that does not show the influen ce of £hriat ian thought." 
Three of t ' e daily papers of Tokyo are owned by flhri stian 
men and influential 6h r istian men are connected wi t h others. 
Kno wing the temperment of the Japan ese it is not surprising 
that the r e sho·uld be marked €hrist i an revivals. From the be-
ginning it has been so, and has been part icularly noticable 
among the student body. That revival in Captain JQne 1 s school 
in 18'75 resulting in the famous "Kumamoto Band" was wide reach-
ing in its inf.luence. Some of the leading teachers and preachers 
in the empire to-day were members of that band. Verbec k , early 
in 1872 said,-" The Japanese church i s born in prayer. --
Afte r a week or two th e Japan ese, for t he first time in the 
history of the nati cn, we re on the ir knees in a ehristi an pray-
er-meeting entreating God v.r ith great emotion, wi th tears stream-
ing down their fac es , that he would g i v e his Spirit to Japan as 
to the early church and to t he people around the apostles." 
Captains of English anci Americ an men-o f -war v•h o were pr usent 
at th ·.se meetings were led to say: "Th e praurers of these 
Ja!:anes e take the heart out of us." 
United prayer by a ll the churches f or an outpouring of 
t ~·:. e Holy Spirit ·was the marked feature of the r ~vival that 
swept ove r Japan in 1901- 02. In Tokyo alone there were 5,30'7 
conver·ts or inquir ers. In four meetings held by Mr. Mott there 
were 439 decided to become discipl~s of Christ and all were 
students. As a result ofh is addresse-s· at a number of education-
al instit utions of learning in the fall of 1901 over 1000 
students and professors publicly a ccept ed Christ . "When t aken 
in all its bearings," says ?·:rr. Lewis, "this was the most remark-
a bl e evang.::listic campaign among studen~s ever conducted in 
East or West." 
The stimulating effect of €lhristian life upon Buddhism 
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and Shinto is everyv•here admitted. In t h eir ethical teachings 
they often m;-;,ke use of the Serrwn on the :Mount. ']'he preaching 
of Shin Shu often sounds very much like Ghri st ia:ri preaching. In 
Buddhist schools t he Bible is frequently on e of t h eir text 
books. Prominen~ 6hristians and sometimes missionaries are 
invited to lecture on 6hristianity . Dr. neForest tells us of 
a Buddhist priest who "plans to visit t h e Uni ted States and 
England to t hank the people, first, for the political b lessings 
gained through intercourse wi th these countries, and, sc ecndly, 
for sendi ng the Ohri st ian religion, wh ich has revealed their 
faults and forced them to reform t :h ei,... li" es." 
The Japanese ar-e no t by natu!~ e a musical people, but 
6hr istianity with its songs is quicken ing t h eirsense of harmony. 
Japanese singing seems to be modeled after the strident tones 
of ms.ny insects ,- grasshoppers, katy-dids, etc ., rather than 
from ftGl tones of birds of song. The influence of €hrist ian 
mu sic is alr eady ndti cable . In Tokyo the strains of familiar 
tunes are now common, while a dozen years ago scarcely one 
was heard. 
It is due al:nost wholly to tlh1~istianity that admiration 
for high moral courage is growing every-,vhere in Japan. This 
is one of the most encourag~in€feat ur es in modern Japanese 
life. The martial courage of the samurai is makin t:S room for 
the moral courage of the naz aren e . The :moral heroism. of m;-. ny 
leaders in refo)'·:!Tl , such as Fulcuzawa and others) is coming to be 
recogniz ed more and more . Hr . :tr eesima is held up to the young 
manhood of Japan as an example of moral heroism and moral 
1/0 !"'th. A young Japan ese relates this incident that occurred 
aft e r his death: "It toucheG my r eart to see among many vrho 
c ame to take their farewell lo ok at his fac e , the chief judge 
of the Kyoto court, a plaasant gent l eman, always ready to sa:r 
some thing amusing. He entered the house very softly, and before 
passing into th~ ro om where the casket was, took off his outer 
garment , so that I s aVi that he wo :e his ceremonial dn;ss. He 
carne in very gently .and made a most profound bow; then as if 
speakin g to a liv e person he said, ' Mr. Neesima, while you were 
living I was much indebted to you. I am sorry to say I h ave 
not accomplished more. In the future I will try to do better. 1 
a nd , sh8dding tears like a child, he left the room." 
As t o the outlook of Christianity in .Tapan we h ,.ve read 
the signs and inte rp r eted them as best we knew how. Personally 
we are convinced that for t he "Sunrise Kingdom" the day s tar 
has already risen. In closing we submit the testimony of t hre e 
Americans and three Japanese; - Mr . Curtis ~ "The progress of 
Chri stianity in J apan has be en greater than in any other count r:v:' 
Mr . Gulick: "I have absolute confid ence in the final accept-
anc e of Chris tianity by the Japanese."- Dr. Knox: "We may v entu)"ltl 
to predict that Christianity will win large and direct success 
only as there arises some native apostle who shall command the 
c onf id enc e and excite the emthus iasm of his count r:y:rnen. " 
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Viscount Mo ri, after being minister to Washington: "The grow-
ing influence of the Bi ble is remarkable and makes itself fel t 
evenrwhere. The Bible contains an ove r powering force of liberty 
an~ justice guided by the united strength of wisdom and good-
ness. " Baron Maej ima: "vVhen I look about ~e to see what r elig-
ion we m.ay best rely upon, I am convinced that the religion 
of Christ is t he one most full of strength and promise for the 
nation and the individual." Mr. Fukuzawa : "It is our ppinion 
that Bu-' dhism cannot long hold its ground , ancl_ that Christianity 
must fina lly prevail throughout Japan." 
